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ABSTRACT

Jesus offers Abundant Life yet so many Christians settle for less. Why? There are
myriad theories as to what constitutes Abundant Life (AL). As the evidence of history and
Scripture are integrated, AL is consistently experienced in three realities: relationship,
responsibility and restoration (RE3). Relationship + Responsibility + Restoration =
Abundant Life or R3AL. R3AL Life existed in Creation, was made accessible to Fallen
Eikons 1 through Jesus and will be central to New Creation.
While many Christians are aware of why they were created and the
transformational power of Jesus, R3AL life eludes them. They have a flawed eschatology
that leads to floundering humanity. For many Christians, their ultimate hope is escape
from this world to a better life in heaven. This evacuation eschatology directly affects
their quality of life today. They have failed to recognize the essential relationship
between quality of life and eschatological hope.
How, then, do one’s hopes and expectations for the future enhance or encumber
their ability to experience Abundant Life now? I contend that Christians can experience
Abundant Life now through reclamation of relationship and responsibility in the hope of
restoration.
Chapter 1 will explore the essential connection between telos and hope. The
nature of one’s telos and hope lead to either floundering or flourishing. One’s telos
matters. It directly affects one’s quality of life here and now. Hence our problem: a
flawed eschatology will contribute to a floundering humanity.

1

Eikon is the Greek word for “image.” Scot McKnight uses it throughout his works “because,
since it is rarely used, it gives us a new term to think with. By using a new term we will be able to fu ill it
with its own meaning.” Scot McKnight, Embracing Grace, (Brewster, MA: Paraclete Press, 2005), 18.
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Chapter 2 will go back to the beginning to distill the essential components of
flourishing for human beings. Throughout the biblical narrative, we will discover the
elements of relationship, responsibility and restoration as essential to the experience of
Abundant Life.
Chapter 3 will explore the echoes of relationship, responsibility and restoration in
historical sources beyond the biblical narrative. As we delve into the continuum of
philosophers, behavioral scientists and historians, we will see the essential nature of
human flourishing echoing the biblical narrative’s clarion call to R3AL life.
Chapter 4 is dedicated to uncovering the flawed eschatology that unwittingly
contributes to floundering humanity. We will see how a flawed definition of justice has
produced an escape and retribution eschatology with dire consequences. Then, from
Revelation 19, we will present a view of justice which points to the restoration of all
things.
Chapter 5 is the culmination of our journey to rekindle our imaginations for the
ultimate life that awaits men and women in Christ. We will set our sights on New
Creation. We will imagine a world of R3AL HOPE. It is a world where heaven and earth
become one and all things are made new. It is a world filled with HOPE: Harmonious,
Ongoing, Participatory and Euphoric.
Chapter 6 and the Afterword help set our sights on how a life of R3AL HOPE can
practically be experienced here and now.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

Floundering
In John 10:10, Jesus makes one the most generous offers mankind has ever
received: “The thief comes only to steal and kill and destroy; I have come that they may
have life, and have it to the full.” Interacting with God’s people everyday, I’m not
convinced they are experiencing the life Jesus says is possible. Their lives are indeed full.
Is their fullness the sort of fullness Jesus offers? The “fullness” many Christ followers, or
at least church-goers, are experiencing produces anxiety and fear, constant fatigue,
unfulfilled in relationships, and yearning for another life. Their lives are full but
floundering.
Take my friend Randy, for example. He is usually one of the most positive people
I know. Randy is a very successful businessman. He was so successful, in fact, that when
he sold his business five years ago it afforded him a sabbatical of sorts. He took a couple
years to recalibrate and be with his family. He was very active in his church, leading
men’s Bible studies. He served on several no-profit boards. And when he was not
working in church, he was caring for his wife’s declining parents. It was a very fulfilling
season. The downturn in the markets and some admitted extravagance necessitated
Randy’s re-entry into the work world a couple years ago. With his stellar résumé, he
landed a Fortune 50 executive position. As I sat with Randy a month ago, I asked how reentry into corporate America had been treating him. I never expected the avalanche of
despair that poured from my friend. He was floundering. All he could think to do was
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plot his exit strategy from corporate America. At one point he hopelessly blurted: “I wish
Jesus would just come back and get me out of this hell hole.”
There’s Nathan. He too has a very successful career, a gorgeous wife and two
beautiful daughters. He’s very well read, conversant with N.T. Wright and Dallas
Willard. He too leads Bible studies. He is a catalyst for global mission in his church.
There is no room in which he is anonymous. Young men aspire to be Nathan. Yet for 20
years he has been wrestling with a past that has fueled his need for a pristine exterior
while stunting his ability to be emotionally present with his wife and girls. Last month,
his wife informed him that his gig is up. She is done playing the game. She asked him to
move out so she could move on and find someone to love her the way she longs to be
loved. He wanted permission to put his exit plan form his marriage in motion. There was
too much pain and hurt for too long. There was so much work required to put things back
together. He told me how he was longing more for heaven now than ever. He could not
wait for the day when he’ll be in heaven and not have to worry about wives and intimacy
in relationships and just worship God. Like a fish out of water, he is floundering. He has
very little hope that even if he puts in the effort their relationship will ever flourish again.
Lest we think this is solely a male epidemic, consider Nancy. Nancy is very
involved in her church and her child’s homeschool network. Her life seems great. Yet she
lives with an undercurrent of anxiety. She longs to trust God but struggles given her
compulsion to protect her family from the world. She feels like her family’s freedoms
and values are at risk. She’s worried that anti-Christian forces are at work in the Middle
East and even in her own government. She believes that one day Jesus will return to
rescue her from this world that is so far from Eden, but this longing for rescue stokes her
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anxiety even more. She’s in survival mode hanging on for heaven. She reads Jesus’
words about worry and promises about the kind of life He offers. She believes that Jesus’
sort of life is only available to those who make it to heaven. As Nancy flounders, her
anxiety only stokes her longing for Jesus to come and rescue her family and her. Her
hope in this life is evacuation to heaven.
These stories of floundering seem endless. Last week I visited Phyllis, an 86-yearold saint rehabbing from a broken hip. Her nightstand was loaded with a half dozen
books on heaven. She told me that leaving this world is all she can think about. I’ve had a
series of déjà vu conversations with my mom, my chiropractor, a former elder and my
daughter’s mother in-law, about floundering. While there are myriad symptoms for
floundering: sin, distraction, busyness, over-commitment, etc., I contend that each
symptom ultimately reveals a root cause that is eschatological. Mentioning my theory in
these conversations, seemed to elicit low-grade anxiety. Each exclaimed some version of:
“You mean you’re studying Armageddon and how Jesus is coming back to punish and
destroy those left behind?” Each, then, scrambled to quell their anxiety with, “So glad I
won’t be around for that.” They too are floundering. Their hope has little to do with the
life they are living today. This marquee of a local church is symptomatic of the
floundering that is robbing men and women of the life of flourishing Jesus offers right
now.

4

From where did the notion that the remedy for floundering is a change of scenery
come? Why is the antidote for the mess in which humanity finds itself evacuation?
Maybe we’ve misunderstood the nature of the life Jesus offers? Perhaps the New
International Version translation of “perissos” in John 10:10 as “full” fails to capture the
essence of the life Jesus actually offers. Gingrich and Danker define “perissos” with
words like “more than enough, extremely rich, abundant, overflow, extraordinary,
remarkable and profuse.” 1 These adjectives can mean “full” but connote much more than
“full.” A more traditional translation of “perissos” as “abundant” better captures the
essence of the life Jesus offers. D.A. Carson amplifies the essence of this abundant life:
“Within the metaphorical world, life… abundant life suggests fat, contented, flourishing
sheep, not terrorized by brigands; outside the narrative world, it means that the life Jesus’

1

F. Wilbur Gingrich and Fredrick W. Danker, Shorter Lexicon of the Greek New Testament
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1983), 157.
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true disciples enjoy is not to be construed as more time to fill (merely ‘everlasting’ life),
but life at its scarcely imagined best, life to be lived.” 2
The life Jesus offers is Abundant Life. Abundant Life is the sort of life every man
and woman was created to live. Abundant Life is what Jesus came to make possible.
Abundant Life is what awaits Jesus’ followers in New Creation. Abundant Life is the life
of flourishing that we will experience when Jesus returns without hindrance. Yet to a
floundering humanity, Jesus says Abundant Life is available right now. Abundant Life is
the point. Abundant Life is the goal. Abundant Life is our hope.

Telos and Hope
One’s hope is directly tied to one’s telos. The Greek word telos is most often
described as “end.” 3 Telos is not terminal. Telos is fulfillment. The “end” is not the
termination point of the bed - “Roll any further and you’ll fall off” - but the completion
of its construction - “Hop in, the bed is ready!” What the Creator had in mind is now
fulfilled. Telos also implies the purpose for which something exists. For example, a cup
exists to hold liquid, water exists for hydration, books exist for reading. From telos, we
get everyday words like ideal, intention, purpose, function, and goal.
In theological circles the notion of telos is closely linked to eschatology.
Eschatology is known as the study of the “end” or “last things.” 4 A common
misunderstanding that is imported into the study of eschatology is that “the end” is indeed
“the last.” The implication is one of finality. Nothing comes after the end. This limited
2

D.A. Carson, The Gospel According to John (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans Publishing, 1991),

3

Gingrich and Danker, 198.

385.

4

Alister E. McGrath, Christian Theology: An Introduction (Malden, MA: Blackwell Publishing,
1994), 591.
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understanding of eschatology conjures up apocalyptic images like Armageddon, beasts,
horseman and lakes of fire. It is the inspiration for popular novels and movies like the
Left Behind series and Armageddon, as well as current releases Elysium, After Earth,
World War Z and This is the End! For many, eschatology is more nightmare than
inspirational dream. For those caught in this nightmare, their greatest hope is escape.
Gordon Thomas suggests a better definition of eschatology may be “ultimate
things” rather than “last things;” or a “recapitulation of protology, the study of first
things.” 5 Eschatology is about telos: the ultimate and optimal way life is intended to be
lived. Eschatology brings the telos of all of Creation into focus. The core of eschatology
is the life for which the human heart longs. It is the hope of Abundant Life. Jürgen
Moltmann asserts:
Eschatology means the doctrine of the Christian hope, which embraces both the
object hoped for and also the hope inspired by it. From first to last, and not merely
in the epilogue, Christianity is eschatology, is hope, forward looking and forward
moving, and therefore also revolutionizing and transforming the present. The
eschatological is not one element of Christianity, but it is the medium of Christian
faith as such, the key in which everything in it is set, the glow that suffuses
everything here in the dawn of an expected new day. 6
Instead of viewing eschatology as the last in a volume on systematic theology, causing it
to be “like a loosely attached appendix that wandered off into obscure
irrelevancies,” 7 Moltmann argues that eschatology is central to Christian theology. It is
God’s vision of not only his people’s future in eternity with him, but the life available to
them now in Christ.
5

Kent E. Brower and Mark W. Elliott, Eschatology in Bible & Theology: Evangelical Essays at
the Dawn of a New Millennium (Downers Grove, IL: Inter-Varsity Press, 1997), 53.
6

Jürgen Moltmann, Theology of Hope: On the Ground and the Implications of a Christian
Eschatology (New York: Harper and Row, 1967), 16.
7

Ibid.,15.
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One’s telos, populated by one’s eschatology is their ultimate hope. And that in
which they place their hope has a direct bearing on the life they lead day to day. One’s
realized telos either leads to floundering or fuels flourishing. Telos and hope are
dynamically intertwined. In his introduction to his paraphrase of Paul’s letters to the
church in Thessalonica, Eugene Peterson highlights this reality:
The way we conceive the future sculpts the present, gives contour and tone to
nearly every action and thought through the day. If our sense of future is weak,
we live listlessly. Much emotional and mental illness and most suicides occur
among men and women who feel that they “have no future.” The Christian faith
has always been characterized by a strong and focused sense of future, with belief
in the Second Coming of Jesus as the most distinctive detail. From the day Jesus
ascended into heaven, his followers lived in expectancy of his return. He told
them he was coming back. They believed he was coming back. They continue to
believe it. For Christians, it is the most important thing to know and believe about
the future. The practical effect of this belief is to charge each moment of the
present with hope. For if the future is dominated by the coming again of Jesus,
there is little room left on the screen for projecting our anxieties and fantasies. It
takes the clutter out of our lives. We’re far more free to respond spontaneously to
the freedom of God. 8
There is an essential relationship between quality of life and eschatological hope.
One’s view of eschatology colors not only the life for which they hope, but either
enhances or dilutes the life they are currently living. Flawed eschatology inevitably leads
to a floundering humanity. The focus of this work is to light the path from floundering to
flourishing. God’s people can flourish in this life. Their current reality can be marked by
a real hope that produces Abundant Life. To experience this Abundant Life, however,
requires renewed clarity of God’s telos.

8

Eugene H. Peterson, The Message: The Bible in Contemporary Language (Colorado Springs,
CO: Navpress, 2002), 1612.
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Towards R3AL HOPE
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. famously proclaimed: “If you lose hope, you lose the
vitality that keeps life moving, you lose the courage to be, that quality that helps you go
on in spite of it all. So today I have a dream.” 9 If men and women are to experience both
the hope and reality of the Abundant Life Jesus offers, they will need a fresh dream, a
revived vision of the telos God has in store for his Creation. Telos matters.
Success coach Stephen Covey trumpets the necessity of clear telos in his Seven
Habits of Highly Effective People. Covey’s second habit is a call to: begin with the end in
mind. “Begin with the End in Mind means to begin each day, task, or project with a clear
vision of your desired direction and destination, and then continue by flexing your
proactive muscles to make things happen.” 10 For Covey the “end” is one’s goal or telos.
Again, telos matters. Telos is the center of the bull’s eye. Telos is the ultimate. But what
if one’s life is aimed toward the wrong target? What if the proverbial ladder of success is
leaning against the wrong wall? Then every step climbed simply leads to the wrong place
faster. I contend that humanity’s floundering is symptomatic of a telos crisis. We are not
clear about where this whole Creation project is headed. We fear the fallout of the
whispers and rumors of the end. We question what this end means for the quality of our
lives in the future. This fear of the future is robbing us of vitality today. The end we hear
is coming does not cultivate abundant flourishing now. Instead, it fuels a longing for
escape from this life. This flawed eschatology is contributing to a floundering humanity.
Telos matters.

9

Martin Luther King Jr., Trumpet of Conscience (Boston: Beacon Press, 1968), 76.

10

Stephen R. Covey, A. Roger Merrill, Rebecca R. Merrill, First Things First (New York: Free
Press, 2003), 138.
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I propose Covey’s second habit be taken further. It is not only wise to begin with
the end in mind, but to live with the end in mind. That is, live with a clear and concise
biblical telos not only in plain view but in practice as well. If the telos of Abundant Life
were to drive our daily agenda there would be flourishing. To live with this end, this telos
in mind requires careful examination and recalibration of the target. It requires setting our
sights on the life of flourishing for which we were created and will ultimately experience
when Jesus returns. Jesus called this sort of life Abundant Life.
This study is not just about the end. It is about the beginning and everything in
between. It is about Creation’s intended and ultimate telos and how we can flourish by
living with that telos in mind now. It is about the real hope of Abundant Life now. This is
the life we are meant to live. It is to this Abundant Life we now focus our attention.
There are myriad theories as to what constitutes Abundant Life (AL). As the
evidence of history and scripture are examined, integrated, and distilled, AL is
consistently experienced as Eikons engage in relationship, responsibility and restoration
(R3). Relationship + Responsibility + Restoration = Abundant Life or R3AL. R3AL is the
telos. R3AL existed in Creation, was made accessible to Fallen Eikons 11 through Jesus
and will be central to New Creation. Perhaps it is helpful to imagine R3AL as a 3-legged
stool? With all three legs sound and functioning, there is the foundation for flourishing
and abundance. The stool can bear enormous amounts of weight and still support
flourishing. When any one leg either warps or is missing, the stool is unstable, primed for
collapse and contributes directly to a floundering life. All three legs are essential for
Abundant Life to flourish.
11

Eikon is the Greek word for “image.” Scot McKnight uses it throughout his works “because,
since it is rarely used, it gives us a new term to think with. By using a new term we will be able to fill it
with its own meaning.” Scot McKnight, Embracing Grace (Brewster, MA: Paraclete Press, 2005), 18.
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To share common language, the three essential legs to Abundant Life will be
identified before embarking on an exploration of R3AL HOPE. Relationship speaks to
those with whom we do life and inhabit this planet. Eikons, as we will see in our next
chapter, were created for community with God, one another and all of Creation. No one
flourishes in isolation. Relationship speaks to identity, our being. Responsibility speaks to
what Eikons are designed to do, our vocation. Every man and woman is hardwired to care
for, bless and enhance their world. Restoration speaks to God’s agenda, God’s mission to
restore Eikons to their intended and ultimate relationships and responsibilities with God
in Creation. God is in the “making things new” business and he invites his Eikons to join
him. These three realties resonate whether one is consciously following Jesus and
connected with God or not. They are hardwired into every human being. Tending to our
relationships, engaging in our responsibilities and joining God’s restoration mission
cultivate the fertile soil for Abundant Life to flourish. R3AL is the telos. And with R3AL
as the ultimate, hope can be revived. Floundering can become flourishing in this life.
There is R3AL HOPE as we live with the end in mind.
This study will begin with an exploration of the biblical narrative. The three legs
of relationship, responsibility and restoration will be mined from God’s story. We will
see them emerge as God’s story comes full circle from the garden to the garden city. Next
we will examine the echoes of R3AL in history in the realms of philosophy and the
behavioral sciences. Even though some of history’s greatest minds might fail to
acknowledge God at work, they cannot deny how they are designed. Their work echoes
the cry of every human heart for R3AL. From this platform of R3AL in and outside God’s
story we will then focus our attention on perhaps the most commonly overlooked defect
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in one of R3AL’s legs: the flawed eschatology that contributes to a floundering humanity.
We will see how an eschatological worldview that uses biblical language and imagery
that is just a few degrees off has morphed the dream of a biblical telos into a nightmare.
We will finally turn our attention to recalibrating and cultivating R3AL HOPE of New
Creation. It will be a world that is Harmonious, Ongoing, Participatory and Euphoric.
We will seek to rekindle the dream of God’s telos for his Creation from God’s story. By
tending and recalibrating the leg of God’s restoration agenda, Eikons’ relationships and
responsibilities will take center stage, primed for flourishing once again. The life we are
meant to live is possible today. It is R3AL.

CHAPTER TWO
FULL CIRCLE: R3AL HOPE IN THE BIBLICAL NARRATIVE

“Who am I? What defines me? Why am I here? Career? Family? Another
relationship? Am I ‘in’ with the right people? The life of the party? Am I defined by what
I achieve? How well I speak and lead? My intellectual capacity? The letters after my
name? Some sort of ability and the recognition that brings? Wins and losses? My political
leanings? My nationality? The color of my skin? My gender? My bank account? My
title? Where I vacation? Is my identity defined by my ability to retire early?”
Perhaps this seeming hopeless longing is best captured in this famous exchange
between Holden Caulfield and Mr. Spencer in The Catcher in the Rye? “’Life is a game,
boy. Life is a game that one plays according to the rules.’ ‘Yes, sir. I know it is. I know
it.’ Game, my ass. Some game. If you get on the side where all the hot-shots are, then it's
a game, all right - I'll admit that. But if you get on the other side, where there aren't any
hot-shots, then what's a game about it? Nothing. No game.” 1
Sometimes it seems that if life is indeed a game and we are on the losing side. We
have all experienced the stinging reality of relationships that disappoint, achievements
that fade, extra effort that fails to produce lasting results, and the insatiable desire for
more. Eventually we have to look in the mirror and ask: “Is this who I am? Is this what
life should be? Is this as good as it gets?” “What am I here to be and do?” These are telos
questions – questions tethered to what humans are destined to become.
The biblical narrative provides answers to these questions. The answers are
woven throughout the story from beginning to end. In fact, as the story unfolds it
1

J.D. Salinger, The Catcher in the Rye (New York: Little, Brown and Company, 1951) 12-13.
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becomes apparent that there is real hope that Creation will actually come full circle. The
biblical narrative is a classic example of what Mary Douglas describes as “ring
composition.” 2 “The end corresponds to the beginning. The link between start and finish
signal completion…. These correspondences are indicated by key words.” 3 Several of
these correspondences figure prominently in the beginning, the end and in between. The
story starts in a garden and finds fulfillment in a garden city. Humanity becomes “very
good” 4 in the first marriage and is fulfilled at a marriage feast. 5 Both the beginning and
the end provide a picture of God’s telos for his Creation. As Scot McKnight observes,
“There is an unbreakable connection between Eden and Eternity, between Genesis and
Revelation, between The Beginning and The Ending.” 6 The story comes full circle.
It is, however, not a flat 2-dimensional full circle. The story of Creation and its
inhabitants is not a simple single file march in one direction. Not all humans take the
same well-worn path. Humans take many shapes and sizes. They travel many paths. Yet
each one is designed to fulfill the ultimate expression of what it means to be a human
being. Perhaps a 2-dimensional circle fails to do the human journey justice? The journey
toward the ultimate in the biblical narrative might better be described as a 3-dimensional
cone.

2

Mary Douglas, Thinking in Circles (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 2007), 33.

3

Ibid.

4

Genesis 1:31.

5

Revelation 19:9.

6

Scot McKnight, Embracing Grace: A Gospel for All of Us (Brewster, MA: Paraclete Press,

2005), 53.
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The 3-D cone expands as the story moves toward fulfillment. The journey is not
the same for every individual. Since there is a larger surface area, there is room for
detours and circuitous routes around the cone. Paths often cross. A cone lends itself to
diversity of humans on a diversity of paths. Yet, as we zoom out we can see that they are
all journeying toward the same ultimate opening into a potentially new and expanded
world. No matter the path one chooses, they cannot divorce themselves from the ultimate
story of Creation and its inhabitants. It is a story that holds out hope that Creation will
indeed come full circle.
Yet even with this diversity, there are common correspondences or themes. Every
human being is designed to function optimally as they embrace what it means to be
human. When the biblical narrative is distilled, despite the diversity of characters and
paths, three elements remain. These three elements existed in the beginning and are front
and center as the story comes full circle. This chapter will mine these three elements of
what it means to be human for the biblical narrative. With each movement of the story,
each journey around the cone, the R3AL 7 telos will emerge. The story begins.

7

As established in chapter 1, R3AL is an acronym for Relationship + Responsibilities+ Restoration
(R3) = Abundant Life (AL).
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The Ideal Life… Relationship and Responsibility
“Once upon a time...” “A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away...”In the
beginning...” These are “framing words,” 8 ushering us into an Epic story. “Once upon a
time” precedes the fairy tale. “A long time ago, in a galaxy far, far away” comes before
Luke, Leah and Hans contend with Evil Empire. “In the beginning” is our gateway into
the fantastically true story of God’s telos for his Creation, particularly his crowning
jewel: Eikons. These words set the stage for what we know to be true about God, his
Creation, and what it means to be human. And all three come to light when we ask
“Who?” “What?” and “Why?” of the story’s beginning. As we explore these fundamental
questions the R3AL telos of Creation emerges.
The biblical notions of both humanity and Creation start neither with humans nor
their environment, but with who made them. So the story starts with “Who?” By the
fourth word of the story we find our answer. “In the beginning God…” 9 God is the
“Who” of this story. It begins and ends with him. Humans find their identity and purpose
in God. The biblical narrative proclaims that man is created in the “image of God.” 10
Given the source of the image in which man is created, Richard Lints aptly observes:
“Because man is made in the image of God, human life can never find fulfillment within
itself; it is oriented to a reality that transcends itself.” 11 So the key to understanding what
it is means to flourish as a human being, the telos of Eikons, is to start in the right place.
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Everything depends on where we begin. So we begin with “Who?” and find God. God
created the universe. He created men and women out of nothing. He made order out of
chaos. How? We don’t exactly know how? Yet, if we trust the story, we accept that He
did everything necessary for Creation to exist. The eternal God, who has always existed
in the community of Father, Son and Spirit, emanating limitless love, boundless joy and
delight, and perfect holiness created both men and women and this place they call home.
Who created the universe? Who authored this story? The Three in One. The Lord of all
Creation. This is His world. This is his story. And getting to know, not just more about
“Who” helps Eikons to better grasp who they are made to be. From the perspective of the
Biblical narrative, “Who?” may be the easiest question.
What, then, did God create? When we see the brokenness and pain so prevalent in
our world, it’s easy to think, “This cannot be what it was meant to be, can it?” We see the
fallout of buying into stories that declare this place a cosmic mistake where, as passive
spectators, humanity longs for escape. And while awaiting escape, many morph into
driven consumers singing the refrain, “Eat, drink and be merry.” 12 This world is simply a
means to satisfy one’s desires. Yet, when those desires go unfulfilled, eventually there is
more eating and drinking in a vain attempt to grasp some semblance of escape. Or the
world in which we live is simply a game where “The one with the most toys wins.”
Everyday is a battle for survival and supremacy. What this world was created to be has
profound effects on its inhabitants. What did God create this world to be? In short, God
created this world as a place – a temple and kingdom – fit for his people to inhabit,
flourish and enjoy with him. As such, it is optimally designed for relationships and
responsibility.
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How do we know this? The biblical narrative tells us men and women have been
made in the image and likeness of their Creator. 13 Much of the answer to this “What?”
question comes from the phrase “image of God.” “Made in the image of God” means that
men and women are made to reflect who God is to all of Creation.
N.T. Wright declares, “Humans are not just to reflect who God is as one would by
staring at oneself in a mirror; but like an angled mirror to reflect God to the world and the
world back to God.” 14 Genesis (in 1:26-27; 2:7; 5:1 and 9:6) does not compare Eikons to
the rest of Creation but instead associates them with God. Which means the astounding
element of Eikons is not so much that they are different from animals, but that they and
they alone are somehow like God. To discover the telos of Eikons means then that we
must further explore who God is.
While Eikons are not gods, there is something in them like God; some quality that
is unique to humanity that reflects him, recalls him, reminds Creation of him, and
reminds Eikons that they are more than merely the talking puppets of a cosmic
ventriloquist. They are 3-dimensional reflections of the trans-dimensional God. Eikons
are who they are created to be when they genuinely reflect their heavenly father to their
world. This is how every man and woman is designed to operate. Filling the role as image
bearers helps Eikons discover their natural habitat. Which leads back to the question:
What is God creating? The Creation story describes God making a place - a temple and a
kingdom – fit for his people to inhabit.
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Let’s first examine the place God designed. Typically, the last item placed in an
ancient temple was the image of the god to be worshipped there. 15 The last thing God
placed in his cosmic temple was an image (selem) 16 of himself. J. Richard Middleton
remarks, “For just as no pagan temple in the ancient Near East could be complete without
the installation of the cultic image of the deity to whom the temple was dedicated, so
creation in Genesis 1 is not complete (or “very good”) until God created humanity on the
sixth day as the Eikon, in order to represent and mediate the divine presence on the
earth.” 17 David McDonald offers a graphic illustration of how much of the language used
in the Creation story is “architectural, inferring that God is creating a building. A building
was a fairly typical, metaphorical description of our world in the Hebrew Scriptures.” 18
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In fact, as McDonald illustrates, “the ancient world understood the earth as having
a roof or ‘firmament,’ resting on pillars, and founded securely on primeval waters.” 19 So,
what kind of place did God create in Genesis? God created his holy temple. As the
Psalmist proclaims: “The earth is the LORD’s, and everything in it, the world, and all
who live in it.” 20 In the Ancient Near East, most viewed temples as the homes of gods. In
other words, temples symbolized “presence.” God has created a cosmic temple that
manifests His presence anywhere and everywhere at all times. God declares, “Heaven is
my throne and the earth is my footstool.” 21 God, created the heavens and the earth as a
place to experience his presence. God created this cosmic temple to be with his people.
This is foundational for relationship.
Given the historical context in which the Old Testament was written, a parallel
metaphor for the place God created emerges. There is another connection between
humanity as the image of God and practice of kings in the ancient Near East. These kings
often erected images of themselves to represent their majesty and power in territories
where they could not be present in person. 22 The Biblical concept of “image of God” or
Eikon connotes that this place is not only a temple but a kingdom. An ancient king would
set up statues all around his kingdom as reminders of his dominion and authority. So if
someone wandered into a new land and saw a statue of some intimidating figure, he knew
he was subject to the power and authority that image represented. Symbolically, these
statues were the last piece to be placed in the city center and/or royal residence as
19
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homage to the king. This was the idea behind the giant statue of Saddam Hussein being
toppled when NATO forces invaded Baghdad. Or as McDonald suggests, “It was like the
ancient version of the star on the Christmas tree.” 23 By calling men and women his
images, God is saying that the initial phase of his kingdom place is complete. What was
once formless and void is now filled with sun, moon, stars; water, land, and sky; fish,
birds, and animals; vegetation and finally the centerpiece of God’s Creation: Eikons. God
created a kingdom as place fit for his creatures to flourish in relationship under his rule
and reign.
“Image of God” also speaks to the sort of people Eikons are created to be. Being
an Eikon is an expression of who God is. John Franke aptly observes,
In the Trinity, God is inherently relational in that throughout all eternity God is a
triune community of love participating is a perichoretic dance of love. In turn,
God’s goal for humanity is that we represent God by reflecting the divine nature,
which is our destiny in Christ…. Hence, the divine design for Christ’s community
is that we be a people who, because we share in the Holy Spirit and thereby
participate in God’s eternal love, represent God in the midst of a fallen world
through lives that reflect God’s own loving character. Only through relationships
and in community can we truly show what God is like, for God is the community
of love, the eternal relational dynamic enjoyed by the three persons of the
Trinity. 24
The doctrine of perichoresis teaches that God has always existed as an interpenetrating
and mutual indwelling relationship among the persons of the Trinity. 25 David McDonald
calls to mind images of perichoresis: “The earliest understanding of the Trinity was as a
connection – a dance, actually, called a perichoresis. This was a circle dance, like RingAround-The-Rosy (but without the creepy back story). Participants were invited to join hands
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and dance together.” 26 This is what God was doing in Creation, is doing now and will be

doing for eternity. Throughout all of eternity within Himself – God the Father, Son and
Spirit - is this unending dance of mutual servanthood, submission, delight and love. God
has never known loneliness or isolation, only infinite, deep, rich community. This interconnected dance of love and joy is an inextinguishable expression of what the Three-inOne God is.
If God’s nature is wrapped up in this infinite and deeply relational perichoretic
dance of mutual love and joy, then Eikons are what they were created to be when they
join the dance. As Scot McKnight says, “We are most human when we are dwelling in
the perichoretic love of God, when we are dancing to the music of God’s love.” 27 The
telos of Eikons is to join what McDonald further describes as “the divine dance, reveling
in our union with God and enjoying the pleasure of one another in His presence. In this way,
we become participants in the divine nature, connected with our Creator in a reflection of His
relational and loving nature.” 28 God created a people to participate in his perichoretic

dance by living each day in relationship with him and one another. Eikons are created for
community. Eikons can only flourish in relationship with God, one another, internally
with themselves and the rest of Creation. Relationship has been the telos of Eikons from
the beginning.
What has God created? God has created a people to live with him in the place his temple and kingdom - in which they could flourish. Hence, an essential element to the
telos of Eikons is to be people in relationship. This leads to the second leg of our R3AL
26
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stool, the second essential element of telos: responsibility. What did God make his people
to do? We can answer this question by examining what those who typically work in
temples and kingdoms do.
The world is God’s temple. Temples are filled with priests who facilitate worship
of their gods. They intercede. They are intermediaries. 29 To function as priest is to be a
conduit of what we describe at River Valley Church as “withness.” 30 A priest’s task is to
help the worshiper connect with the object of worship; to pay attention and participate.
This task provides insight as to what Eikons are created to do. From the very beginning
God’s design was that men and women would be his images in this world. Just as no
temple in the ancient world was complete without an image of the god; God’s Creation
was not complete until God put Eikons – literally his “images” – into this world as
representatives of his presence. God did not create the world, set it spinning and then
move to his next project. God has not abandoned this place. He is still here. He is present
in his people. His Eikons are his hands, feet and voice. They are conduits of his presence
to one another and to the rest of Creation. When the Psalmist asks: “Where can I go to
hide from your Spirit?”31 That’s a rhetorical question. The answer is “nowhere.” No
matter what they find themselves doing, or the mess or ditch into they stumble, no valley
or mountain, no height or depth, can ever take Eikons away from God’s presence. God
makes each man and woman in his image to remind them that they are always and
everywhere in the presence of God.
29
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As priests then, Eikons are created to worship God. Worship occurs as they pay
attention to who God is and participate in what he is doing with joyful cooperation. This
is only possible as Eikons are consciously “with” God in everything. As they join “with”
God in what he is doing, they bring Him glory. The spotlight is turned on God. And as it
shines, all Creation can once again see God and flourish. They realize their telos in him.
Human beings, then, are placed in this cosmic temple as Eikons entrusted with the special
task of reflecting God to Creation. N.T. Wright put it this way:
God loved the world he created and wanted to look after it in the best possible
way. To that end, he placed within his world a looking-after creature, a creature
who would demonstrate to the creation who he, the Creator, really was, and who
would set to work developing the creation and making it flourish and fulfill its
purpose. This looking-after creature (or rather, this family of creatures: the human
race) would model and embody that interrelatedness, that mutual and fruitful
knowing, trusting and loving, which was the Creator’s intention. Relationship was
part of the way in which we were meant to be fully human, not for our own sake,
but as a part of a much larger scheme of things. 32
The responsibilities of priests, therefore, are to help Creation, in general, and
Eikons, in particular, live “with” God. Priests are responsible to join the perichoretic
dance of love and joy. Priests highlight what The Westminster Shorter Catechism (1647)
declares as the chief end, telos, of man: “to glorify God and enjoy Him forever.”
According to the Creation narrative, God creates, God rules, God speaks, God
names, God orders, God establishes variety and beauty, God makes a Garden for his
Eikons, God makes a partner for Adam in Eve, and then God rests. 33 It is at this point that
Eikons’ responsibilities come into even clearer focus. By entering rest, God obligates
Eikons to Himself through word and promise. Scot McKnight notes in regard to this
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obligation to God that: “God’s obligations are instructions, like the ones we get in
presents, for Eikons on how Eikons best work.” 34 Eikons were designed to be in
relationship with God and all of his Creation, participating in the perichoretic dance of
the Trinity, that they might assume their responsibilities as his royal representatives in
Creation.
From this dance, this posture of “withness,” Eikons engage not only in worship
but in their kingdom responsibilities to care for, bless and enhance one another and the
rest of God’s Creation. This does not mean that God has abdicated his responsibility to
Creation. As McDonald points out: “Far from it! – but it does mean that he has now invited
us to fulfill our high and holy calling as his images, his stewards, and his shadows.” 35 Eikons
do what God does. God loves, cares for, blesses and enhances his Creation. So do Eikons.

Eikons are created to be God’s representatives or agents in the world, authorized to share
in God’s rule and administration of the earth’s resources and creatures. Genesis 1:28
proclaims: “God blessed them: ‘Prosper! Reproduce! Fill Earth! Take charge! Be
responsible for fish in the sea and birds in the air, for every living thing that moves on the
face of Earth.’” 36 Leonard Sweet elaborates on this directive: “We are all gardeners –
groundskeepers, housekeepers, beekeepers, earth keepers. Our relationship with the
world is as gardener to garden – a symbiosis of mutual care and dependence… We are to
conserve what God created.” 37 Sweet goes further, “We are subcontractors who are
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privileged to participate in God’s Creation project. God creates ‘new.’ Our prime
directive is to sub-create the new out of the old, the old-new.” 38
“Directive” sounds so stern and laborious. Perhaps this is why Len Sweet
suggests that these directives, these responsibilities, should be viewed more as “play”
than “work.” 39 “Play” is the “work” of children. Eikons are God’s children. Eugene
Peterson asserts, “Creation, heaven and earth, is God’s workplace.” 40 One could then say
that heaven and earth is also God’s playground. This “Play” image emerges in the
Creation story as water and dirt combine to make mud. In a very real sense, in Creation,
God was playing in the mud. And when his Eikons embrace their responsibilities with
him, their work will be akin to play.
The telos of Eikons then is to embrace their relationship with their heavenly
Father, their Creator. And from relationship with God they are to cultivate relationship
with one another. Then together they are to engage their responsibilities to care for, bless
and enhance Creation. They do what God does, with God. This is the Abundant Life for
which they are created. Eikons create, rule, speak, name, order and rest, just as their
Creator does. Eikons are beings in relationship meant to care for, bless, and enhance their
world in the authority and power of the King of the universe.
Flourishing in the beginning meant both relationship and responsibility… being
and doing. There is a mutual interconnection. Man and woman’s relationship with God
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the Father formed their “Being;” which in turn catalyzed their responsibility that guided
their “Doing”

.

Relationship and responsibility are the first two legs of the Abundant Life stool. And with
God’s constant presence and power these two legs supported the telos of Abundant Life.
It takes a dramatic turn of events to necessitate the third leg: restoration.

The Fall and The Hope of Restoration
God creates a people to care for, bless and enhance his cosmic temple and
kingdom. It is a world where men and women of their own volition join God in his
eternal dance of love and joy. Everyday they walk in his presence; everyday they have
unhindered access to his power. Under God’s authority man and woman are given the
responsibility of sub-creators made in the image and likeness of God. They tend to the
garden and its inhabitants. They are culture makers and care takers. The whole world is
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theirs to enjoy... all but the fruit of the tree of knowledge of good and evil. 41 Their
relationships flourish. They fulfill their responsibilities. Life is very good. One might say
“Abundant.” All is as it should be.
Then one day, man and woman are tempted to be like God without God. 42 They
violate the trust God has extended them by taking the forbidden fruit. They’re ashamed.
They hide. They blame. They fall. 43 There must be consequences. The first is death. For
the first time death comes to God’s Creation. God kills an innocent animal to cover their
nakedness; their guilt and shame is covered by another. 44 This is the first sign that God’s
heart is to restore man and woman, pointing to a day when another Innocent will be killed
to cover the shame and guilt of Eikons.
Eikons cannot stay in the garden. Eikons were not designed to be like God without
God. Only those who are like God with God are fit for the garden. They are exiled. God
banishes them from the garden. 45 Eikons go from flourishing to floundering. Their life is
marked by trying and straining. They experience toil, pain and eventually death. 46 And it
turns out that their trying and straining leads to more floundering and falling. As Scot
McKnight laments:
Arms that Adam and Eve previously used for an embrace were now being used to
push God and others away, The heart no longer yearned for God, the soul clothed
itself with mortality, the mind became disordered and could no longer make clear
sense of the world in which it lived, the search for sanity began, the body no
41
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longer contained itself, the will lost control, and the sweet communion of Adam
and Eve stretched into a weak connection. Union with God was weakened,
communion with others was twisted, life became mortal, and the glory faded. 47
Eikons are far from Eden. Their relationships are broken and responsibilities
abdicated. Their telos is impeded. God sends them to the wilderness where for the rest of
their days they wrestle with who they are and why they are here. 48 Yet God, true to his
character, does not leave them on their own. Instead, he opens the door to restoration
through a man named Noah. 49 Sean Gladdings, in his brilliant retelling of God’s
restoration through Noah recalls:
God undid the work of creation. God gave Noah the work of building an ark that
would deliver him and his family from the waters of chaos. This is the first time
in the Story that God’s people are rescued from the sea. God placed Noah and his
family on the ark, with mating pairs of all the animals, and then the waters that
God had separated on the second day of creation were brought together again in
de-creation, and life on earth was destroyed, because of humanity’s wickedness.
Yet God immediately began the process of re-creation… But humanity could not
return to our original state in the garden; we remained in exile. And so with this
repeated command, our relationship with creation had profoundly changed. 50
When the flood waters recede, however, the floundering and the falling resume.
Men and women continue to distance themselves from God, from his dance, and from his
presence and power. They insist on being like God without God. Eikons are so bent on
recovering their place in God’s cosmic temple and kingdom, yet still without God, they
attempt to build a city whose center is tower that reaches to the heavens. N.T. Wright
points out that the world that they were cultivating was “a world given to injustice,
spurious types of spirituality, failed relationships, and he creation of buildings whose
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urban ugliness speaks of human pride rather than nurturing beauty.” 51 The telos was still
available to them, but their availability to live into it fully is thwarted. God confuses and
scatters them for their sin once again. 52
Sin is “missing the mark.” 53 It sidetracks us from our R3AL telos. Sin has
profoundly affected our capacity to flourish. Sin has marred the image of God in our
lives. Sin has hindered our ability to live in authentic community that reflects the glory of
God. The reality and consequence of sin is that instead of enjoying the community for
which we are designed, we opt to be people who hide and blame. So, instead of drawing
closer to one another and God in community - being known, loved, served and celebrated
- when we are exposed, when we make a mess, we run for the bushes. And in the bushes
we ignore our responsibilities to care for, bless and enhance anyone other than ourselves.
The only hope for Eikons is restoration by God.

R3AL Hope in a People
A cycle begins to emerge. Flourishing Eikons fall into floundering. God initiates
restoration and they return to him. With him, they begin to flourish in relationship with
God and one another as they embrace their responsibilities to care for, bless and enhance
Creation. Then they come to another fork in the road and choose to take the messy path
once again into floundering. It’s a cycle that becomes all too familiar.
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After Noah and after Babel, true to his character, God initiates restoration once
more. God decides that he will rebuild the trust that Eikons have broken. He comes to a
man named Abram and cuts a covenant with him. 54 YHWH gives Abram his name.
Abram becomes Abraham. He has a new identity, or more accurately, his true identity is
revealed as a beloved son of God. God promises, through Abraham, to form a model
community. God will once again gather a people to live in his presence and power.
Abraham will be the father of a people who will show the world what it looks like to be
God’s people who care for, bless and enhance his temple and kingdom. Together, they
will demonstrate to the rest of Creation that God is still alive and well and dynamically
active. Abraham will lead God’s people back to the dance. God’s dream has new life.
Flourishing is possible. R3AL Hope is alive. The third leg to support Abundant Life is in
place. God’s restoration plan is in motion.
This model community, God’s people, has many fits and starts. They repeat the
flourishing to floundering cycle several times. Eventually, they are enslaved. They’ve lost
their identity and are no different than the surrounding world of being like God without
God. After 400 years of trying and straining in Egypt, God raises up Moses to help his
people recover their identity as his people. God unmistakably demonstrates his presence
and power through Moses until Pharaoh let’s his people go. This exodus launches a two
week journey to the Promised Land… that takes 40 years. Literally, God’s people wander
in a circle. God is preparing them to be a people who could rightly inhabit his place – the
Promised Land. As Terrance Fretheim points out, “Israel is commissioned to be God’s
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people on behalf of the earth which is God’s.” 55 God is willing to repeat the cycle, to
circle the mountain as many times as is necessary to form them into his people. His desire
was that they be a “kingdom of priests and a holy nation.” 56 As Christopher Wright
points out the significance of this conferred identity on God’s people.
As the people of YHWH they would have the historical task of bringing the
knowledge of God to the nations, and bringing the nations to the means of
atonement with God. The Abrahamic task of being a means of blessing to the
nations also put them in the role of priests in the midst of the nations. Just as it
was the role of the priests to bless the Israelites, so it would be the role of Israel as
a whole ultimately to be a blessing to the nations. 57
In order to be a blessing to the nations as agents of R3AL Hope, Israel would first
need to learn how to embody the Abundant Life in relationship, responsibility and now
restoration. As Wright bluntly observes, “God is a realist. It was one thing to rescue
people from exploitation and give them a land of their own. It would be another to keep
them from exploiting one another.” 58 This is why God gives Moses Ten
Commandments 59 to govern this fledgling community. It is also why God instructed
Moses that every fiftieth year was to be a year of Jubilee. 60 Wright again, “If the exodus
was God’s idea of redemption, the jubilee was God’s idea of restoration.” 61 Jubilee is the
metaphorical vision of R3AL eschatological hope that things could change and be made
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right. Jubilee emphasized release/liberty and return /restoration. 62 Wright makes the
eschatological connection: “Both of these were easily transferred from the strictly
economic provision of jubilee itself to a wider metaphorical application. That is, these
economic terms became terms of hope and longing for the future, and thus entered into
prophetic eschatology.” 63 The telos of Eikons is brought into focus as God reforms his
people in the wilderness. They flourish as they experience R3AL Hope for the first time in
a very long time.
Fast-forward 50 years (40 years in the wilderness and 10 or so years of conquest
under Joshua) and the dream is nearly reality. God’s people are finally embracing their
identity in relationship with God and one another. They’re living in God’s presence and
power. They are trusting God for everything. They are embracing their restored
responsibilities to care for, bless and enhance the world around them. They’re ready to
enter the Promised Land. For the first time since the Fall, a people has the opportunity to
live freely, unencumbered, under the direct rule of God in the place of his choosing. This
restored community of Eikons has the opportunity to be a community of such love and
righteousness that all the peoples of the earth will be blessed by it. What will they do with
this opportunity?
The Book of Judges reveals the answer. Judges gives twelve snapshots of how
God’s people inhabit God’s place. Suffice it to say, they didn’t do so well. The
flourishing to floundering cycle resumes. Their identity as the people of God gets
sabotaged by their newfound place. Place trumps people and it all goes wrong. Judges is
perhaps the saddest book of the Old Testament because this unbelievable opportunity to
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be God’s model community that will bless the world gets squandered. What’s tragic is
that this flourishing to floundering cycle gets repeated twelve times. After each cycle we
think, “Maybe now, Israel has learned its lesson.” But they don’t. Time after time, God
gives victory to his people and they have an era of peace. But the people grow
complacent. They choose to sin. So God hands them over to their enemies for a period of
pain. In pain, they cry out to God. God sends a deliverer. For a while they have victory
and a period of peace. Then the flourishing to floundering cycle repeats.
In their floundering they cry out to God for a different solution to their vicious
cycle. Their solution is to be like the other nations, not to be the model for other nations.
They want a different king. They want a man as their king not God. So God grants their
wish. The first king, Saul made a huge mess of things. Then a “man after God’s own
heart” 64 became king. “A man after God’s own heart” is a very consequential
characteristic of this new king, David, for it implies that the reign of David was not to be
viewed as replacing God or usurping his authority but embodying it. David began his
reign as a R3AL man. David would initiate a line of kings, culminating in the King of
kings, who would rule over God’s people as the representative of the ultimate rule of
God. 65 David’s authority and power would be imparted to him in relationship with God.
Through David, God would literally reestablish his kingdom and temple on the earth.
David’s charge was to be God’s instrument to form his people into a model community
of blessing suitable for the place created for them.
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Christopher Wright sums up the trajectory of restoration of relationship and
responsibility in these cycles of floundering and subsequent covenants that made
flourishing possible.
God singles out first Abraham, then Israel, then David. The three movements that
begin with these three choices by God each has its own distinctive theme. One
aspect of God’s purpose for the world. We could call these the thematic
trajectories of the narrative. The trajectory that moves form Abraham to all the
families of the earth is the trajectory of blessing. The trajectory that moves from
Israel to all the nations is the trajectory of God’s revelation of himself to the
world. The trajectory that moves from God’s enthronement of David in Zion to
the ends of the earth is the trajectory of rule, of God’s kingdom coming in all
creation. Of course, these three movements and themes are closely interrelated. 66
The remainder of the narrative of the Old Testament tells of prophets like Isaiah,
Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Amos, Micah and so who serve as God’s voice to his people.
They remind Israel over and over that God’s primary concern is that they be his people.
God is so concerned, in fact, that he will allow their comfort and happiness to take a back
seat if discomfort, pain, disappointment, or frustration will serve as a catalyst to form
them into the people they were meant to be. At every turn the people cry out for
deliverance… deliverance from this place, from these circumstances, from this pain. And
through the Prophets, God proclaims loud and clear that the deliverance needed is not
from a place but deliverance from themselves to be his people once again. In exile, their
arrogance as the bullet proof “chosen ones” is shattered. They are humbled. They are
humiliated. They are desperate for a Deliverer.
They cling to visions of a better future that promise:
“See, I will create
new heavens and a new earth.
The former things will not be remembered,
nor will they come to mind.
But be glad and rejoice forever
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in what I will create,
for I will create Jerusalem to be a delight
and its people a joy.
I will rejoice over Jerusalem
and take delight in my people;
the sound of weeping and of crying
will be heard in it no more.
“Never again will there be in it
an infant who lives but a few days,
or an old man who does not live out his years;
the one who dies at a hundred
will be thought a mere child;
the one who fails to reach a hundred
will be considered accursed.
They will build houses and dwell in them;
they will plant vineyards and eat their fruit.
No longer will they build houses and others live in them,
or plant and others eat.
For as the days of a tree,
so will be the days of my people;
my chosen ones will long enjoy
the work of their hands.
They will not labor in vain,
nor will they bear children doomed to misfortune;
for they will be a people blessed by the LORD,
they and their descendants with them.
Before they call I will answer;
while they are still speaking I will hear.
The wolf and the lamb will feed together,
and the lion will eat straw like the ox,
and dust will be the serpent’s food.
They will neither harm nor destroy
on all my holy mountain,” says the LORD. 67
This inspiring vision paints a picture of God re-creating this place into a joy filled
world free from grief and tears. It will be a world that is full of life and life fulfilling. It
will be a world of flourishing. From restored relationship, Eikons will eagerly embrace
their responsibilities to God, one another and the rest of Creation. This and similar
passages are the scriptural foundation for R3AL eschatological hope.
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So God’s people hope and wait and hope and wait. They cry for deliverance from
this place they are not designed to inhabit, from this pain, from these circumstances. And
God, through His prophets keeps answering, “Not yet.” He is doing a formative work in
them. He hasn’t forgotten them. A day of deliverance is coming, just not yet. He will not
let them off the operating room table prematurely. In exile, they wait and hope for 70
years. Finally, they are allowed to go home to a land that was no longer theirs’. They are
still a people without a place under the thumb of foreign rulers from foreign lands.
And to make their pain even more intense, the voice of God goes silent for 400
years. No judges, no kings, no prophets, and still no Deliverer. Did they finally fail so
badly that God was just done with them? In the midst of God’s silence not only is there
no Deliverer, now they are captives in their Promised Land. Rome occupies their place
now. And Roman occupation makes Babylonian exile seem like a summer at the lake. It
is into this world that a Deliver comes. R3AL Hope moves into the neighborhood 68 to
both show the way and make the way once and for all.

R3AL Hope in Person
After millennia of a seemingly endless cycle of flourishing and floundering,
finally God steps in himself to both show the way and clear the way for Eikons to
experience their R3AL telos. As Lints observes, “The entire narrative of the invisible
God’s self-disclosure through the divine wisdom, together with the Genesis of
humankind being created in the divine image, can be rightly understood only when
viewed in the light of the narrative of Jesus who as the preeminent Christ is the eikon of
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God.” 69 God puts on flesh and to be among His people. 70 Jesus comes to show us R3AL
Hope in person. He models what it looks like to live in relationship with God and
embrace responsibility from God. His standard mode of operation is to only do what the
Father was doing and say what the Father was saying. 71 And in Jesus’ life, death,
resurrection and ascension, He does what Eikons could never do for themselves. Jesus
clears the way for restoration of relationship and responsibilities. Then, by sending the
Holy Spirit, He makes supernatural power available to help Eikons embrace their
intended relationships and responsibilities in the midst of the brokenness around them.
Jesus shows the way and clears the way for flourishing… R3AL hope here and now. Let’s
examine how.
While all Eikons share in the human telos, the New Testament writers assign the
concept of the divine image particularly to Jesus Christ as the clear representation of the
character and glory of God. 72 There are three key New Testament terms that sound this
theme that Jesus shows what it means to be a true Eikon: Eikon of God, Son of Man, and
Second Adam.
Throughout his writings, Paul links Christ as the Eikon of God with glory
Christology. For Paul, being the Eikon of God means that Christ radiates the very glory of
God. “The Son is the image of the invisible God, the firstborn over all creation.” 73 Paul
echoes the glory of the Creation narrative by proclaiming that Jesus was indeed at the
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center of God’s actions from the beginning. John’s Gospel places Christ front and center
in creation as well: “In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the
Word was God. He was with God in the beginning. Through him all things were made;
without him nothing was made that has been made.” 74 Literally, the Word (Jesus)
“tabernacled” 75 among us, echoing the Creation narrative as God constructs his cosmic
temple and places in it his Eikons so that all will know who is to be worshipped. Indeed,
anyone who sees Jesus sees God. 76 Hebrews 1:1-3 goes on to proclaim that Jesus was the
exact representation of God. He is the direct imprint of the Father. Lints argues: “By
declaring that Jesus is the reflection of God’s glory and the imprint of God’s being, the
author fuses glory and image language to declare what it means to say that as the one
who is ‘Son,’ Jesus Christ is the imago Dei, even though the phrase is not explicitly used
in the text.”77 Jesus not only reflects who God is, as a mirror reflects light, Jesus is the
actual source of that light. Jesus is the light. Jesus is the perfect Eikon of God; the pattern
to which all Eikons are to conform. Jesus is the R3AL telos. In Christ alone is R3AL
Hope.
Jesus is also refers to himself in the gospels as the “Son of Man.” The term “Son
of Man” is prominent in Daniel 7 and Mark 8. In fact, Mark 8 directly quotes Daniel 7. 78
Ben Witherington points out that Daniel 7:9-14 is the only Old Testament text where Son
of Man and Kingdom language is used together. As Daniel recalls his dream, he speaks
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of a single man who will rule forever and be worshipped as the “Ancient of Days.” In
Mark 8, Jesus takes his disciples to Caesarea Philippi. This is a region that David Garland
points out lays “on the border between the Holy Land and Gentile territory and was
famed for its cultic associations with the nature god, Pan. Herod the Great built a grand
marble temple there to revere the Roman emperor, and his son Herod Philip enlarged the
city and renamed it in honor of Caesar.” 79 While there, Peter makes his profession that
Jesus is the Messiah. Jesus does not dispute this claim, but tells Peter and the rest of his
disciples to tell no one until the “Son of Man” suffers, dies and rises on the third day. 80
Essentially, Jesus goes out of his way to the place that celebrated human emperors as
“sons of the gods” to proclaim, “I am not a son of the gods like Augustus. I AM THE Son
of God.” Jesus is the real deal. Caesar is the parody. Jesus exegeted himself out of Daniel
7 as the perfect human whose kingdom will never end. Jesus is the very personification of
the image of God. 81 Then on the sixth day of Passover, after Jesus is arrested and tried,
Pilate unwittingly, yet prophetically presents Jesus dressed in royal robes and a crown of
thorns to the crowd with these words: “Here is the man!” 82 This is not an accident. These
words recall the sixth day of Creation when God first presented man and woman in his
cosmic temple as his royal Eikons. As the Son of Man, Jesus comes as a human being to
do for human being what they could not. He came to live the perfect life as an Eikon
offering R3AL Hope to every other Eikon that God’s telos is attainable.
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We must not forget that when God came as a man in Jesus, he willingly set aside
his divinity. 83 Satan knew this. This is why every temptation he dangles before Jesus
while he fasts for forty days in preparation for his public ministry in the wilderness has to
do with laying aside his humanity and retrieving his divinity. 84 Each temptation brings
into question whether Jesus was indeed the “Son of God.” Jesus responds with the same
authority and in the same power available to every other Eikon since the Garden. He
responds with God’s word and a reliance on the Holy Spirit. The Son of Man is the first
Eikon gone right. He shows fellow Eikons it can be done.
Jesus is also the Second Adam. As we saw earlier in the story, the first Adam
failed to live up to the relationships and responsibilities conferred on him as an Eikon.
Jesus finally gets it right. As the one who completely fulfills the relationship and
responsibilities assigned to Eikons, Jesus establishes that he is the once and for all priest
and king in the cosmic temple. 85 He is the Second Adam 86 who Ben Witherington
describes as “the one who first of all in his humanity is the perfect image-bearer of the
eternal God, while at the same time he is the one who restores that image in fallen
humanity.” 87 The role of First Adam is given to Jesus. Paul, in Romans 5:12-21 and 1
Corinthians 15:21-22 contrasts the first Eikon – Adam - with Jesus the perfect Eikon – the
Second Adam. Gordon Fee describes the Second Adam as “the one who first of all in his
humanity is the perfect image-bearer of the eternal God (2 Corinthians 4:4; Colossians
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1:15), while at the same time he is the one who restores that image in fallen humanity
(Romans 8:29.)” 88 Jesus completes the job that Adam, the first Eikon, was meant to do.
So now the role of First Adam is given to Jesus, whom Ben Witherington has dubbed the
“last eschatological Adam.” 89 Jesus fulfills the role of the Adam so that Eikons might live
“out the original mandate for Adam and Eve before the Fall.” 90 He is the heir of all
things. All things now belong to him. “In the main, ‘last Adam’ theology is about the
humanity of Jesus and about the believer being conformed to his image, thus living out
the original mandate for Adam and Eve before the Fall.” 91
Jesus shows what it looked like to function as a royal priest in God’s cosmic
temple and kingdom. He models what it means to be a people fit to inhabit the temple and
kingdom God designed even with its current sin, death and decay. He shows all mankind
the telos of Eikons. And that telos is R3AL.
According to the biblical narrative so far, “What is it to flourish as an Eikon?”
cannot be named apart from the drama of Creation, Fall, Israel, and the redemptive work
of Jesus. Michael Horton states; “As covenant theology argues, then, the satisfactory
answer to that question of human identity is to point to Jesus Christ – not because
anthropology is subsumed under Christology, but because it was he alone who fulfilled
the covenant of works and did so not merely for himself but representatively for his new
humanity.” 92So, not only is Jesus the True Eikon, the Son of Man, and the Second Adam,
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he is also the head of the new humanity. All men and women are destined to be formed
according to his image, in fulfillment of God’s intent for Eikons from the beginning. And
as the head of humanity, he shows the way to the R3AL telos of Eikons.
Jesus also clears the way for the restoration of Eikons to their intended and
ultimate telos. From the moment Adam and Eve broke relationship and abdicated their
responsibilities, God has been on a mission to restore his image bearers. His desire has
always been that that each of his sons and daughters be in relationship with him and
embrace their responsibilities from him. Ultimately, God was so committed to his
mission that he decided to renew relationship and restore responsibilities once and for all
himself. This is where Jesus clears the way to restoration. Jesus, the first Eikon to get it
right, does what the Adam and later Israel failed to do. Jesus is the living breathing
example of what it means to flourish. What is true of Jesus can now be true of all Eikons.
How can this be so? How does Jesus make it possible to live in relationship with God and
embrace my responsibility from God? Let’s explore Paul’s second letter to the church in
Corinth to see how?
Paul declares: “One man died for everyone. That puts everyone in the same boat.
He included everyone in his death so that everyone could also be included in his life, a
resurrection life, a far better life than people ever lived on their own.” 93 The night before
he went to the cross, Jesus initiated a new covenant 94 with all Eikons. He made a once
and for all arrangement for them to access the life of flourishing that eluded them through
his life. Covenant relationship is about being one. If any man or woman is one with Jesus,
then all that is true of Jesus is true of them. They are in the same boat. This means that
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since Jesus died in place of Eikons, all other Eikons do not have to die or pay for their
sins.
How does this work? Adam, Eve and later Israel flourished in relationship with
God and their responsibly from God to care for, bless and enhance God’s Creation.
Neither, however, kept their end of the deal. They violated their relationship and
abdicated their responsibility. And as it goes with ancient covenants, severe punishment
befalls anyone who violates covenant. Typically in covenants, animals were cut in two as
a way for both parties to declare: “May it be to me as it is to this animal if I don’t live up
to this covenant.” Adam and Eve broke their covenant with God so pain, evil, sin and
death entered the created order. Israel, God’s chosen instruments of blessing to the world,
broke her promise too. And for their covenant breaking Israel, like Adam and Eve, was
sent into exile. God’s plan to restore and bless the world was in the ditch. So God entered
human history in Jesus to be what Adam and Israel were not. And as the 2nd Adam and
Israel’s’ Messiah, Jesus takes up their covenantal burden by first bearing Adam and
Israel's consequences for breaking covenant. Then Jesus restores them to relationship and
responsibility. In Jesus, God does what Adam and Israel could not do, stepping in to help
them (and us) live up to their side of the covenant. Jesus substitutes Himself for Adam,
Israel and all fellow Eikons. And since Jesus accepts the consequences for fallen Eikons’
failure as covenant keepers and now upholds their end of the covenant for them, all men
and women now have access to resurrection life in Jesus. Through Jesus’ life, death, and
resurrection, he restores us to relationship with God and responsibility from God. Jesus
makes Eikons one with him and therefore one with the Father again. What is true of Jesus
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is true of his followers. He takes their sin and death. They get his righteousness and
resurrection life.
This is why Paul calls those who are in Christ, “new creatures.” 95 Paul is saying
the “new” has come, but it is more like the birds singing before the dawn anticipating a
new day. Just as there are signs that the sun will inevitability rise; there are signs of new
life emerging in every Eikon who is one with Jesus. As Eikons embrace with their
restored relationship and responsibility for which Jesus cleared the way, they morph from
old to new, death to life, empty to full, powerless to empowered, outside to inside. They
are restored from their marred state into a beautiful reflection of God. Paul puts it this
way:
All this comes from the God who settled the relationship between us and him, and
then called us to settle our relationships with each other. God put the world square
with himself through the Messiah, giving the world a fresh start by offering
forgiveness of sins. God has given us the task of telling everyone what he is
doing. We’re Christ’s representatives. God uses us to persuade men and women to
drop their differences and enter into God’s work of making things right between
them. 96
Once Eikons’ relationship with God is renewed in Jesus, they are then restored to
fulfill their responsibilities to care for, bless and enhance their world. The Father gives
Eikons exactly the same task he gave his Son: restoring others to renewed relationship
and restored responsibility. Why? Because all Eikons in covenant relationship with Jesus
are God’s restored sons and daughters. They get the same job as Jesus.
Jesus shows the way and clears the way for Eikons to experience their R3AL telos.
He restores hope for flourishing. Jesus is the R3AL deal.
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R3AL Hope in Tension
After the Gospels of Jesus Christ until the vision of Jesus’ return in Revelation,
the biblical narrative is one of tension where restored Eikons experience flourishing as
new creatures in Christ Jesus and bouts of floundering as they default to their “old life.” 97
Paul expresses the tension in every restored Eikon:
The moment I decide to do good, sin is there to trip me up. I truly delight in God’s
commands, but it’s pretty obvious that not all of me joins in that delight. Parts of
me covertly rebel, and just when I least expect it, they take charge. I’ve tried
everything and nothing helps. I’m at the end of my rope. Is there no one who can
do anything for me? Isn’t that the real question? The answer, thank God, is that
Jesus Christ can and does. He acted to set things right in this life of contradictions
where I want to serve God with all my heart and mind, but am pulled by the
influence of sin to do something totally different. 98
The universal story of restored Eikons is one of the “already and the not yet.”
George Ladd, in his seminal work The Gospel of the Kingdom, explains the tension.
God’s Kingdom is to work among men in two different stages. The Kingdom is
yet to come in the form prophesied by Daniel when every human sovereignty will
be displaced by God’s sovereignty. The world will yet behold the coming of
God’s Kingdom with power. But the mystery, the new revelation, is that this very
Kingdom of God has now come to work among men but in an utterly unexpected
way. It is not now destroying human rule; it is not now abolishing sin from the
earth; it is not now bringing the baptism of fire that John announced. It has come
quietly, unobtrusively, secretly. It can work among men and never be recognized
by the crowds. In the spiritual realm, the Kingdom now offers to men the
blessings of God’s rule, delivering them from the power of Satan and sin. The
Kingdom of God is an offer, a gift which may be accepted or rejected. The
kingdom is now here with persuasion rather than power. 99
Jesus shows the way and clears the way for Eikons to be restored to relationship
and responsibility. He does not coerce Eikons to join the R3AL telos for which they were
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created and destined. For those who choose to enter covenant relationship with Jesus, He
offers outside assistance to experience R3AL telos in this life. Jesus makes available His
Holy Spirit to guide, enlighten, teach and empower for their R3AL telos. 100 The letters
that populate the New Testament help navigate this “already and not yet” tension. They
help Eikons to flourish in Jesus here and now. For nearly 2000 years, since the first
Pentecost, Jesus’ mission to gather a kingdom of people who live their R3AL telos has
been marching on in his church. Tension is not the end of the story. The biblical narrative
of the R3AL telos of Eikons is once again fully unveiled when Jesus returns. R3AL Hope
is fulfilled as Creation comes full circle.

R3AL Hope Fulfilled
How does the story ultimately go? The answer to this question will be the sole
focus of chapter 5. For now, we offer a taste. The story comes full circle. The Biblical
narrative points toward a return to the Garden. Only this time the Garden blossoms into a
Garden City where Eikons and the rest of Creation can be restored. What was broken at
The Fall is restored once and for all as Heaven and Earth become one again. New
Creation blooms. New Creation is the result of God’s relentless mission to rescue, regather, redeem, and restore fallen Eikons to relationship and responsibilities. When that
mission is complete, God’s people will live unencumbered by the effects of evil and sin
in the new heavens and new earth. As N. T. Wright puts it:
To put it bluntly, creation is to be redeemed; that is, space is to be redeemed, time
is to be redeemed, and matter is to be redeemed. God said “very good” over his
space-time-matter creation, and though the redeeming of this world from its
present corruption and decay will mean transformations we cannot imagine, the
one thing we can be sure of is that this redeeming of creation will not mean that
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God will say, of space, time, and matter, “Oh, well, nice try, good while it lasted
but obviously gone bad, so let’s drop it and go for a nonspatiotemporal,
nonmaterial world instead.” 101
In The Fall, Eikons’ perfect relationship with God, one another and Creation was
broken. So as John Pokinghorne points out, “Actual eschatological fulfillment demands
for each of us a completion that can be attained only if we have a continuing and
developing personal relationship with God post mortem.” 102 Polkinghorne further
suggests that for the telos of Eikons to be realized, there must be provision for “the
mutual reconciliation of human beings. Persons cannot be healed without the healing of
their specifically socially constructed and temporarily constructed identities.” 103 The
promise of New Creation is that perfect relationship will be restored. McKnight describes
restored relationship this way: “Eternity is absorption into the perichoresis of God and
perfect communion with others.” 104 And from restored relationship Eikons can,
unhindered by sin, evil and decay, fully resume their responsibilities.
Restored Eikons will resume their vocations of worship, caring, blessing and
enhancing. They will worship as their eyes and ears are finally fully attuned to God
Himself. As kings and priests with Christ, they will “conserve and conceive” with an eye
toward the “renewal of the whole world.” 105 The advent of New Jerusalem does not mean
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a completed New Creation; it is the inauguration of a new world or expanded universe. 106
Perhaps the new heavens and new earth will consist of new places? Perhaps, the parallel
universe, long suspected in “imaginary time” 107 is actually the heavenly realm and
earthly realm birthing an “ever-expanding” 108 garden city? Eikons will participate in New
Creation expansion, no longer limited by decay, death, pain, and perhaps the present
earthly dimensions of time or space. Responsibility as it was in the garden and will be
once again in the garden city. “Work” will be “play” once again.
In R3AL life, Eikons join God in caring, blessing and enhancing Creation and
beyond. In fact, Michael Wittmer asserts: “Whatever properly belongs to creation will be
restored, while whatever is a product of the fall will be removed.” 109 The sin and
suffering of this present age will be replaced with justice, beauty, goodness and
righteousness. God is not obliterating the old, but making the old new. N. T. Wright
explains:
All the elements of the garden are still there, but enshrined and enhanced within
and around the city. We know in our bones that we were made for both, though
the romantic idyll of the countryside on the one hand and the developer’s dream
of the city on the other hand both routinely fail to hit the mark. The new creation,
drawing the double vision together, transforms and heals both. As heaven and
earth come together, as the bride and the lamb come together – both of them signs
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that the dualities of Genesis are at last united, as was always intended – so the
garden and the city come together as well. 110
This city becomes what Jacques Ellul describes as “the world of life, the newest
and freshest city possible.” 111 C. S. Lewis muses, “Heaven is a City and a Body, because
the blessed remain eternally different: a society, because each has something to tell all the
others – fresh and ever fresh news of the ‘My God’ whom each finds in Him whom all
praise as ‘Our God.’” 112 This city will be so inviting that God himself will choose to live
there. 113 Ellul again, “In the new city his presence will be constant. Our communion with
him will be uninterrupted.” 114 It turns out that Eikons don’t find God in heaven, they find
heaven with God.
With God as its centerpiece, Scripture goes into elaborate detail about this city.
Gordon Fee observes, “Its dimensions taken literally exceed all human possibilities or
expectations; and its construction of gold, pearls, and other precious stones is designed to
excite the imagination.” 115 It is a city bustling with life as every nation comes to pay
homage to the King of all Creation. And in their worship; they are healed in the River of
Life. 116 God Himself “will wipe every tear from their eyes, and there will be no more
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death or sorrow or crying or pain. All these things are gone forever.” 117 It will be a city of
uninterrupted Shalom whose gates remain open 118 and “the wolf and the lamb will feed
together. The lion will eat hay like a cow.” 119 It will be a city of “pure pleasure,” 120
feasting on vintage wines, seven courses and gourmet desserts.” 121 This city will be the
stage of an ongoing party where there is no more darkness. 122 This city is no static, far
away wildlife sanctuary or monastery. It is alive and dynamic. It is as Tom Wright
describes: “full of beauty, power, delight, tenderness, and glory.” 123
Restored Creation doesn’t stop with the city it breathes new life into Eikons’
bodies as well. Anthony Hoekema argues that restored Eikons’ bodies “will be totally,
not just partially, dominated and directed by the Holy Spirit.” 124 Eikons once and for all
will be healed to be who they were created to be. They will be empowered to do what
they were created to do. Hoekema further declares, “The post-resurrection mode of being
will be ongoing, moving ahead, dynamic, and on-the-move…. We cannot dream of what
the Holy Spirit will yet do, in us and through us.” 125 Restored Eikons will fully embrace
relationship with God and each other that they might together fulfill their responsibility to
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care, bless, enhance and even create what does not yet exist. The telos of God’s story is
that his Creation will flourish forever.
This is what constitutes R3AL Hope for this life and the life to come. Eikons will
come full circle. Jesus is coming back. He is returning to restore all of God’s Creation; to
finally set things right. And when he comes he’s bringing heaven with him. 126 He will set
things right starting with us. We will finally live unhindered in God’s presence and
power. When Jesus returns, he will restore us to perfect relationship with God, ourselves,
one another, and the rest of Creation. All will be as it was meant to be: God will be with
his people.

Full Circle
In our exploration of the biblical narrative R3AL Hope has surfaced. Eikons are
designed and destined for Abundant Life that emanates from relationship, responsibility,
and restoration. The telos of Eikons could be described then as: the quality of life Eikons
experience as they embody restored relationship and responsibilities with God.
Relationship: Eikons are made in the image of God for relationship. God’s desire
is to share the joy and love that has always existed in the community of the Trinity. Just
as earthly parents have children to share their joy, love and life, God created men and
women to be his beloved sons and daughters. Relationships form their identity.
Therefore, to flourish, Eikons must be in relationship with God, joining his perichoretic
dance. 127 And reflecting his image, they need community with others to flourish.
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Responsibility: In relationship, Eikons discover their being and are invited into
doing. Their doing involves joining God in caring for, cultivating and even conceiving
the rest of Creation. They are God’s representatives endued with his authority and
empowered by his Spirit to rule and reign as he rules and reigns. Fulfilling this
responsibility enables Eikons to, as N.T. Wright asserts, “gather the praises of Creation
and offer them to God.” 128 As Wright elaborates, “Worship and stewardship generating
justice and beauty; these are the primary vocations of God’s redeemed people.” 129
Restoration: Restoration is to return something or someone to their intended state.
The biblical narrative is the story of God’s restorative work. Wright describes it this way:
“The intention of God, expressed from Genesis to Revelation, to set the whole world right
– a plan gloriously fulfilled in Jesus Christ, supremely in his resurrection (following his
victory over the powers of evil and death on the cross), and now to be implemented in the
world.” 130 God’s work of restoration brings the story and Eikons full circle.
Eikons flourish as they come full circle to embody restored relationship and
responsibilities with God. This is their R3AL telos.
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CHAPTER THREE
THE QUEST FOR R3AL HOPE
“One thousand years from now, there won’t be any guys and there won’t be any
girls, just wankers. Sounds all right to me.” (Renton from Trainspotting, directed by
Danny Boyle, Miramax Films, 1996) Renton’s flippant despair describes a generation
that finds itself floundering and not quite sure why. This floundering fosters
hopelessness. This age lives with the underlying question: is this as good as it gets? How
did we get here? Is this floundering unique? What is the point of life? Is there any hope
that a flourishing sort of life is attainable? What has this quest for meaning and purpose
looked like through the ages?
The telos of Eikons, the life for which men and women were created and
ultimately destined has been debated and pursued throughout the history of mankind as if
it was indeed the Holy Grail. This quest has taken many forms, myriad routes, discovered
many tributaries and dead ends and explored various detours. This quest reveals a
universal hunger to experience life at its fullest. It has been undertaken by philosophers,
scientists of all stripes and theologians alike. In a very real sense, this universal quest is
eschatological. Our working definition of eschatology is not the study of the end but the
study of the ultimate. 1 Eschatology is about telos: the ultimate and optimal way life is
intended to be lived. Whether it is label as such or not, what has been demonstrated
through the ages is the universal quest for the point of life is R3AL. 2
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Unless this eschatological quest for the point of life can be clearly discerned,
humanity will continue to flounder. Flourishing is only possible as humans live with a
clear view of the end. Yet for ages this view has been obstructed as men and women have
lived with a flawed or distorted eschatology. Simply look at the history of the 20th
century with two world wars followed by a subsequent series of wars still raging, the
Holocaust, Apartheid, one “gate” 3 after another, the rich getting richer and the poor
getting poorer and the boundaries and names of nations changing so frequently it is hard
to know what is what. The globe passed on to me by my father from the early 1970’s is
antiquated.
Or consider how rampant consumerism and individualism is enveloping our
world. Jay Walljasper 4 contends that for 1,800 years -- from the time of Caesar to
Napoleon -- the pace of life remained about 10 mph. Information and goods could only
travel about the speed of a good horse or a boat sailing with a strong wind. Then, in the
late 1700s and over the next 200 years, a series of inventions rapidly increased the pace
of life. There was improvement in upholstery, which made it possible for horse-drawn
carriages to travel much faster. Then in the early 1800s, ships came on the scene. Travel
reached the breakneck speed of 30 mph. In 1897, there were just a handful of
automobiles on the roads of the U.S. By 1908, there were over 700 factories massproducing automobiles and the pace of life would never be the same. In 1937, Dale
Carnegie published How to Win Friends and Influence People to teach us how to
3
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manufacture friendships in a hurry. After World War II, suburbs emerged. Houses were
being mass-produced because we learned how to mass-produce ships and airplanes
during the war. There was very little thought to the connective nature of community and
parks and local shops where people can gather. In 1953, Carl Swanson invented the TV
dinner. In the 1960s, many household devices created to save time started being used by
millions of Americans, and they saved time. Instead of slowing down, workers started
commuting longer distances and working longer hours. In 1973, Federal Express changed
the way that business got done and rapidly increased the pace when a document had to
“absolutely, positively be there overnight.” 5 In the 1980s, suddenly Fed-Ex seemed like a
turtle when we could immediately send a document by fax over the telephone line. And
then in the late 1990s, the widespread use of e-mail and electronic communication started
to make that walk down the hall to the fax machine seem like a criminal waste of time.
Now if someone isn’t wireless, they’re considered clueless. From 10 mph the pace of life
has increased to what seems like 100 mph. We have all these gadgets that save time, yet
we are doing more and working longer.
Despite the conquests, regime changes and technological advancements
floundering is still winning the day. Men and women continue to live toward the wrong
end. Stephen Covey wonders,
Could there be something I need to see in a deeper, more fundamental way -some paradigm within myself that affects the way I see my time, my life and my
own nature?... How different our lives are when we really know what is deeply
important to us, and, keeping that picture in mind, we manage ourselves each day
to be and to do what really matters most. If the ladder is not leaning against the
right wall, every step we take just gets us to the wrong place faster. We may be
very busy, we may be very efficient, but we will also be truly effective only when
5
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we begin with the end in mind. 6
The ultimate end, telos, matters. Even those who explore outside the biblical narrative
acknowledge that flawed eschatology leads to floundering humanity.
In their quest to make sense of life, many philosophers, scientists and religious
leaders have discovered the R3AL Hope the biblical narrative reveals. While they might
not attribute their discoveries to the biblical narrative, they have heard what N. T. Wright
describes as an “echo of a voice: a voice speaking with calm, healing authority, speaking
about justice, about things being put to rights, about peace and hope and prosperity for
all.” 7 He further describes the echo this way, “the reason we have these dreams, the
reason we have a sense of memory of the echo of a voice, is that there is someone
speaking to us, whispering in our inner ear – someone who cares very much about this
present world and our present selves, and who has made us and the world for a purpose.” 8
Wright goes on to describe the echoes reverberating from the human heart’s longing for
“spirituality, relationship, justice and beauty.” 9 He calls these longings, these echoes
“signposts pointing away from the bleak landscape of modern secularism and toward the
possibility that we humans are made for more than this.” 10
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Centuries earlier, Thomas Aquinas described these echoes as properties of being
or “Transcendentals of Truth, Beauty and Goodness.” 11 Both Aquinas and Wright affirm
what Arthur Holmes famously declared, “All truth is God’s truth.” 12 Humanity can
flourish as it lives with its ultimate telos in view. The desire for this reality expands
beyond the biblical narrative.
This chapter’s aim is to explore what humans and their world are ultimately
intended to be and do according sources beyond the biblical narrative. This field of study
is most often referred to as human flourishing. Rasmussen states, “"Human flourishing"
is a relatively recent term in ethics. It seems to have developed in the last two decades
because the traditional translation of the Greek term eudaimonia as ‘happiness’ failed to
communicate clearly that eudaimonia was an objective good, not merely a subjective
good.” 13 Edward Younkins goes on to say,
Human flourishing (also known as personal flourishing) involves the rational use
of one's individual human potentialities, including talents, abilities, and virtues in
the pursuit of his freely and rationally chosen values and goals. An action is
considered to be proper if it leads to the flourishing of the person performing the
action. Human flourishing is, at the same time, a moral accomplishment and a
fulfillment of human capacities, and it is one through being the other. 14
Hence, we will explore human flourishing, giving particular attention to works of
Aristotle, Neo-Aristotelian thinkers, Augustine, Mitchell and post-moderns like
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Nietzsche. Is it possible that their various definitions of flourishing have been a moving
target and have therefore contributed to floundering? Their work will help refine a more
fixed definition of human flourishing from the original word for flourishing, eudaimonia,
to serve as the target. Then R3 – relationship, responsibility, and restoration -- will be
mined form their works. If R3 is indeed how every human is wired, then these three
components of the telos of Eikons should surface beyond scripture. Examples from a
variety of disciplines that illustrate this desire for restoration orbits around recalibrating
both relationship and responsibility will be provided. Finally, this chapter will
demonstrate how this universal eschatological pursuit of human flourishing is actually a
longing for restoration. Whether philosophers, anthropologists, behavioral scientists,
ecologists, biologists, medical doctors, and historians are consciously aware or not, they,
too, describe the essence of what it means to flourish in this world as R3AL.

The Moving Target
A metaphor that provides a better handle on the concept of telos is a target. In
fact, telos is actually the bull’s eye of the target. 15 Some of the earliest attempts to define
the target of human flourishing are found in the Far East with Confucius’ cultured,
traditional wisdom, followed by Upanishadic Hinduism’s concepts of material and
spiritual reality in the terms Brahmand and Atman. 16 These early attempts to understand
the meaning of life have resulted in a mystical Buddhism that is evident in many quarters
today. Vishal Mangalwadi describes his Hindu ancestors’ quest:
15
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I found that for centuries they had gone around in circles like blind men in a dark
room trying to find the door – that wasn’t there to being with. They needlessly
made fools of each other and ultimately their entire clan. Years of thinking,
studying, and seeking the truth brought the Buddha to realize that the human mind
could not discover ultimate truth. Thus, the Buddha describes the human intellect
as the source of ignorance. 17
For those from the East hope for a fixed target eluded them.
In the West, Plato was the first major contributor to the conversation of what it
means to flourish. He described human flourishing with terms like reason, spirit, appetite
and the ideal Forms. 18 Plato’s protégé, Aristotle, built on Plato’s work. McKnight notes
that Aristotle contributed an “empirical, earthy concern that arête can be habituated in the
good citizen by disciplined practice.” 19 For Aristotle, flourishing came by being clear
about telos, which for him was happiness. Happiness was attained not by rule keeping or
being true to oneself but by identifying the qualities or virtues that contribute to a state of
completeness. Then to attain happiness, one must practice certain virtues until they
became second nature. One practices preferring others to be trained to prefer others. As
one practices these virtues in little things they become natural in big things. Cultivating
virtue is like learning a musical instrument. As N.T. Wright notes, “Virtue is the
vocabulary of true humanness.” 20
Later, Descartes exclaimed: “I think therefore I am.” He shifted the seat of
flourishing to the human mind. Then along came Kant positing that man was
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“indiscoverable phenomenologically.” 21 These Renaissance thinkers shifted the target
dramatically. Trinkaus asserts, “Renaissance humanists evolved and elaborated
significant new conceptions of human nature.” 22 A central concept of the new target was
freedom. Mangalwadi notes, “Renaissance writers called humanists accepted the
nomanalists’ idea of God’s freedom and developed its implications. Since God is free and
not bound by the world of pre-existing ideas or matter, and since man is made in God’s
image, man must also be free.” 23 A glimmer of hope surfaced for humanity to break out
of life’s misery cycle. Freedom and autonomy now marked the target of human
flourishing. The more voices that converged in the conversation the less clear the target
became. The target was still moving.
The target of human flourishing became even more opaque as the behavioral
sciences offered their theories. Freud introduced his own version of Plato’s tripartite
human: the Id, Ego, and Super-Ego. Abraham Maslow asserted that humans require a
systematic satisfaction of needs in order to flourish. He called these a “Hierarchy of
Needs” culminating in “Self-Actualization.” Maslow defines self-actualization as, “The
desire for self-fulfillment, namely the tendency for him [the individual] to become
actualized in what he is potentially. This tendency might be phrased as the desire to
become more and more what one is, to become everything that one is capable of
becoming.” 24 Add fulfillment to the target.
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Darwin added that humans are the complex result of an evolutionary scheme that
is still underway. Skinner and Pavlov attributed flourishing to one’s environment and
conditioned behaviors. Frederickson and Losada suggest: “To flourish means to live
within an optimal range of human functioning, one that connotes goodness, generativity,
growth, and resilience.” 25 The human flourishing conversation is not limited to the
philosophical and behavioral science arenas. Flourishing is at the heart of the great faiths
as well. Chapter 2 focused on flourishing from a biblical perspective.
Flourishing, however, is not an exclusively Christian notion. Take Abu Hamid AlGhazali, one of the greatest Sufi Muslim thinkers, as an example. “Know, O beloved, that
man was not created in jest or at random, but marvelously made and for some great end,”
he begins one of his books. What is that great end for a being whose spirit is “lofty and
divine,” even if its body is “mean and earthly”? Here is how Ghazali describes it: “When
in the crucible of abstinence he [man] is purged from carnal passions he attains to the
highest, and in place of being a slave to lust and anger becomes endued with angelic
qualities. Attaining that state, he finds his heaven in the contemplation of Eternal Beauty,
and no longer in fleshly delights.” 26 Unfortunately this translated into a fatalism that
permeates existence here and how. It fosters a longing for another world. Mangalwadi
points out, “The cumulative impact of paganism, the cosmological worldview, and
Islamic fatalism was to make the medieval “Man” a helpless creature who lives in dread
of known and unknown forces. Some of these forces that ruled his destiny were
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extremely capricious and completely insensitive. 27” This great faith is concerned with the
target. Unfortunately that meant that the point of life was to appease unappeasable
outside forces. The target did not exist in this life, only in heaven.
Consider one of the greatest Jewish religious thinkers, Moses Maimonides. At the
beginning of The Guide of the Perplexed he writes that the image of God in human
beings is “the intellect which God made overflow into man.” 28 To underscore this point,
Maimonides ends his work by stating that intellect is “the bond between us and Him. 29”
True human perfection consists “in the acquisition of the rational virtues which teach true
opinions concerning divine things. This is in true reality the ultimate end; this is what
gives the individual true perfection, a perfection belonging to him alone; and it gives him
permanent perdurance; through it man is man.” 30 Rabbi Dr. David Hartman goes on to
flesh out this true human perfection or flourishing.
In this tradition, the concept of perfection that informs both human and divine
spheres involves the need for relationship with another. The need for others is not
regarded as an imperfection or an obstacle to achieving true freedom, as the Stoics
believed. Human flourishing involves admitting that I am needy, that I cannot do
it alone. Human wholeness is realized in relationship, through interdependency... I
would summarize the human ideal in Judaism by rephrasing Descartes’ existential
dictum, “cogito ergo sum.“ “I think, therefore I am” as: “I love, therefore I am.” It
is only through relationship that I become a full human being. 31
The desire for flourishing is universal. It is an eschatological pursuit. It requires a
fixed target. Yet with so many voices in the conversation, is it any wonder that this
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postmodern generation agrees with Renton and has lost hope that they can flourish in this
life? The target keeps moving. Stanley Grenz observes: “The postmodern ethos is
characterized not only by the loss of self but by the embrace of its demise.” 32 Instead of
looking inward for explanations of the mystery, postmodernism has now turned outward
to define what is real and who they are as human beings. “Postmodern thinkers routinely
picture this socially constructed “self” as a position in a vast web, a nexus, a point of
intersection, a crossroad within a ‘web of interlocution.’ The postmodern self, therefore,
looks to relationships for identity.” 33
Yet, this postmodern paradigm has yet to yield satisfactory answers. “Many
intellectuals are reverting to the Buddhist idea that the self is an illusion. As
contemporary Jungian psychologist Paul Kuglar explained, in the postmodern
philosophy, Nietzsche (the speaking subject) is dead – he never existed, for individuality
is only an illusion created by language.” 34 This target of flourishing gets more difficult to
fix in one’s sight with Nietzsche’s theories of “will to power” of “higher humans” to
explain why humans “enlarge and expand – flourish so to speak, even at the expense of
others.” 35 Attempting to make sense of millennia of theories tried and failed evoked this
observation from philosopher Pierre Teilhard de Chardin: “…fascinating as the problem
of our origin is, its solution even in detail would not solve the problem of man.” 36
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Identifying the Target
Is there hope? What does it mean to flourish? Have millennia of thinking,
debating and writing produced anything 21st century men and women can grasp to rescue
them from their floundering? The answer to these questions begins in tracing the variety
of definitions of human flourishing to see if the target of human flourishing can be
identified.
The world of philosophy offers perhaps the best language to help define the target
of human flourishing. Seneca posited that humans “are happy when, in alignment with
Cosmic Reason, they achieve tranquil self-sufficiency and are not subject to emotions
such as fear, envy, or anger, no matter what the outward circumstances might be.” 37 The
classic Greek word for flourishing is eudaimonia. 38 Its prefix, “eu” means good or well
being. The noun daimon could be defined as “spirit” or “deity.” By extension it could be
translated as one’s lot or fortune. The word is capped by the suffix “ia” which designates
the word as an abstract idea. So linguistically, eudaimonia connotes the abstract idea of a
state of well being derived in relation to the divine. From this definition the notion of
eudaimonia has traversed many roads.
Perhaps the best starting point to steady the target of flourishing beyond the
biblical narrative is Aristotle. For Aristotle, eudaimonia meant happiness as an objective
rather than a subjective good. 39 Eudaimonia is a property of one's life when considered as
a whole. Flourishing is the highest good of human endeavors and that toward which all
actions aim. It is success as a human being. It is essential for survival.
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For Aristotle, the good of each species is teleologically immanent to that species.
A person's nature as a human being provides him with guidance with respect to
how he should live his life. A fundamental fact of human nature is the existence
of individual human beings each with his own rational mind and free will. The
use of one's volitional consciousness is a person's distinctive capacity and means
of survival. 40
Aristotle was a primary influence on Western thought. His ideas of telos surfaced
throughout the Enlightenment, particularly in the works of John Locke. Locke, in turn,
greatly influenced the author of the United States Declaration of Independence Thomas
Jefferson. Jefferson writes famously: “We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all
men are created equal, that they are endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty and the pursuit of Happiness.” 41 Inherent in
this Declaration is the presumption that the telos of life as a human being (in this case
those eligible for the ultimate telos turned out to mean white male land owners) was “life,
liberty and the pursuit happiness.” Objective happiness, however, was reserved only for
those making the rules. Consequently, while some flourished others still floundered. This
stoked even further the universal longing for flourishing. It catalyzed imaginations to
explore the life for which all men and women are ultimately intended. The eschatological
target needed further recalibration.
As Rasmussen observes, “the traditional translation of the Greek term eudaimonia
as ‘happiness’ failed to communicate clearly that eudaimonia was an objective good, not
merely a subjective good.” 42 Neo-Aristotelians, then, speak of a human flourishing that is
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objective, inclusive, individualized, agent-relative, self-directed and social. 43 According
to Rasmussen, human flourishing “is the end (telos) or function (ergon) of human life.” 44
So the target of flourishing as happiness or well-being cannot be only subjective. It must
be primarily objective. With the telos of life in the modern era described in objective
terms, the target remained relatively steady. Or so it seemed.
Cracks began to show when the objective target of happiness or wellbeing proved
to be attainable by only a few. The elite seemed to flourish while the masses floundered.
As Nietzsche lamented, only “higher humans” 45 flourished. They were imposing their
subjective telos as the objective telos for the rest. As a result, Miroslav Volf observes that
the pragmatic telos of humans morphed back to a primarily subjective target: experiential
satisfaction.
For many in the West, experiential satisfaction is what their lives are all about. It
does not merely enhance flourishing: it defines it. Such people cannot imagine
themselves as flourishing if they do not experience satisfaction, if they don’t feel
“happy,” as the preferred way of expressing it goes. For them, flourishing consists
in having an experientially satisfying life. No satisfaction, no flourishing. Sources
of satisfaction may vary, ranging from appreciation of classical music to the use
of drugs, from the delights of “haute cuisine” to the pleasures of sadomasochistic
sex, from sports to religion. What matters is not the source of satisfaction but the
fact of it. What justifies an activity or a given life-style or activity is the
satisfaction it generates - the pleasure. And when they experience satisfaction,
people feel that they flourish. As Philip Rieff noted in The Triumph of the
Therapeutic some decades ago (1966), ours is a culture of managed pursuit of
pleasure, not a culture of sustained endeavor to lead the good life, as defined by
foundational symbols and convictions. 46
What millennia of thinking, writing and debating have revealed is that the telos of
humanity and their world is somehow related to happiness, wellbeing and satisfaction.
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The question that seems to perpetuate the moving target of human flourishing and the
resulting floundering appears to be: Who defines happiness? Is eudaimonia an objective
or subjective good? If we return to the literal definition, we discover that eudaimonia is
innately tied to some objective divinity. There must be an object that determines telos if
telos is to be possible for all men and women. In the quest to identify and fix the target of
human flourishing, a preponderance of sources beyond the biblical narrative suggest that
someone or thing outside humanity must determine its telos for it to be attainable by all
men and women. As the biblical narrative has already revealed, flourishing requires a
clear, fixed, objective target. And that target is established by an objective outside force
that has a say in the design of the target and humanity. What then is that objective target?
It is R3AL.

The R3AL Target
There are many theories and proposed elements to human flourishing. Aristotle
and his followers define the target of flourishing as happiness that is (1) objective, (2)
inclusive, (3) individualized, (4) agent-relative, (5) self-directed, and (6) social. 47 Aquinas
offers his Transcendentals of truth, goodness and beauty. 48 Breuggemann, Volf and
Wright suggest that flourishing requires wisdom, glory, virtue, justice, community, hope,
beauty, goodness and shalom. 49 Like the biblical narrative, though there are a plethora of
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terms, three common elements continually surface as the literature is surveyed:
relationship, responsibility and restoration.
Relationship is one of the most prominent themes throughout philosophy,
behavioral science and religious literature. As Stanly Grenz asserts, men and women are
“created for community.” 50 Sociologist Brene Brown’s research demonstrates that
“Connection is why we’re here!” 51 There is even a medical condition that found in some
infants called “failure to thrive” 52 that stems from the innate need humans have to
connect with one another. Relational psychologists Greenburg and Mitchell argue:
The primary motivation of the psyche is to be in relationships with others. As a
consequence early relationships, usually with primary caregivers, shape one's
expectations about the way in which one's needs are met. Therefore, desires and
urges cannot be separated from the relational contexts in which they arise. This
does not mean that motivation is determined by the environment (as in
behaviorism), but that motivation is determined by the systemic interaction of a
person and his or her relational world. 53
Younkins further points out that for Aristotle “social life in a community is a
necessary condition for a man's complete flourishing as a human being.” 54 He elaborates:
Aristotle explains that friendship, the mutual admiration between two human
beings, is a necessary condition for the attainment of one's eudaimonia. Because
man is a social being, it can be maintained that friendship has an egoistic
foundation. It follows that authentic friendship is predicated upon one's sense of
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his own moral worth and on his love for and pride in himself. Moral admiration,
both of oneself and of the other, is an essential component of Aristotelian
friendship. Self-perfection means to fulfill the capacities that make a person fully
human including other-directed capacities such as friendship. 55
Rasmussen adds:
Human beings are naturally social animals. We are social in the sense
that our maturation requires a life with others. We do not achieve our
maturity like mushrooms, suddenly, all at once, with no engagement with
one another. We have potentialities that are other-oriented, and we cannot
find fulfillment without their actualization. Human flourishing is thus
not atomistic. It does not require gaining the goods of life exclusively for
oneself and never acting for the sake of others. Indeed, having other concern
is crucial to our maturation. As Aristotle makes clear, philia (friendship)is one of
the constituents of human flourishing. 56
In regard to Jewish communities Hartmas adds his voice. “The Jewishness of your
communities should be measured by the degree to which people can experience
relationships without shame. Our goal as Jews is to create frameworks of human
relationships where human flourishing consists in developing the capacity to love and to
care.” 57
Our lives are intertwined with others. We are not abstract individuals. It is a
fundamental mistake to conceive of human beings flourishing apart from others. As
Robert Putnam so aptly points out, there are dire consequences to individuals and our
world for “bowling alone.” 58 There is no such thing as a flourishing Lone Ranger. Even
the Lone Ranger had Tonto. Human flourishing is achieved with and among others in
relationship.
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Augustine would add that not only must humans be in relationship with one
another to flourish, they also require a relationship with the source of objective good. For
Augustine this objective good is the God of the biblical narrative. In his reflections on the
happy life in his major work on The Trinity, Augustine writes: “God is the only source to
be found of any good things, but especially of those which make a man good and those
which will make him happy; only from him do they come into a man and attach
themselves to a man. “ 59 In Augustine’s view, human beings flourish and are truly happy
when they center their lives on God, the source of everything that is true, good, and
beautiful. As to all created things, they too ought to be loved. But the only way to
properly love them and fully and truly enjoy them is to love and enjoy them “with” God.
As the literature is surveyed, relationship surfaces as essential to the R3AL target
of flourishing. This “withness” discussed in chapter 2’s treatment of the biblical narrative
constitutes an indispensable layer to the R3AL target.
Responsibility also percolates to the surface as we survey the history of the quest
for flourishing. What are men and women designed to do? Recently, in response to my
physician’s examination of my hypertension, I mentioned this dissertation. I proceeded to
share my conviction that everyone is made for something bigger and beyond, a telos. My
physician chimed in: “If people don’t have something to put energy into after retirement,
they often develop all sorts of health problems. That’s good for my business, not for
them. We’re made to be involved in something.” 60
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Aristotle taught that people attain happiness through acquiring certain virtues.
This requires practice. Younkins explains, “According to Aristotle, human beings have a
natural desire and capacity to know and understand the truth, to pursue moral excellence,
and to instantiate their ideals in the world through action.” 61 Rasmussen asserts that
“flourishing is to be found in action. It is not something static. These activities are those
that both express and produce in a human being an actualization of potentialities that are
specific to its natural kind.” 62 David Kelsey claims, “Human flourishing involves the
rational use of one’s individual human potentialities, including talents, abilities, and
virtues in the pursuit of his freely and rationally chosen values and goals.” 63 Eudaimonia
involves an element of striving. There is effort involved. As noted philosopher Dallas
Willard famously said regarding access to the life of grace in Jesus Christ described in
the biblical narrative, “Grace is opposed to earning not to effort.” 64
What human effort or responsibilities are essential for flourishing? Again, the
language used to describe responsibility is vast. Terms like beauty, justice, cultivate,
create, develop, heal, nurture, compassion, love, reconcile surface most often. These
words echo the biblical narrative’s call to Eikons. The biblical call to responsibility is to
care for, bless and enhance the world and its inhabitants. Engaging in both relationship
and responsibility help identify the target of human flourishing. But as history has
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demonstrated, neither is hitting on all cylinders. This reality beckons the third essential to
the target of human flourishing: restoration.
The very existence of disciplines like philosophy, the behavioral sciences,
medicine, law, religion and the like imply that the world is not as it should be. It is
broken and needs repair. This realization is alive in every person who walks this planet.
This cry for restoration drives Eikons. DIY books are best sellers. HGTV shows top the
ratings. People derive great satisfaction from fixing what is broken.
This longing for restoration is evidenced in multiple facets of life. There is a
resurgence of ecological concern. E. O. Wilson, a pre-eminent biologist states: "Here is
the means to end the great extinction spasm. The next century will, I believe, be the era of
restoration in ecology.” 65 Gary Nabhan declared in 1991, “The emergence of ecological
restoration is… the most important environmental development since the first Earth Day.
It allows people to participate in healing the wounds left on the earth, acknowledging the
human power to create as well as to destroy.” 66 Philosophers and scientists alike are
rediscovering that part of what it means to hit the target of flourishing is to beautify and
fix what is broken in our environment.
Not only is there a restoration movement for the environment, there is one for the
human body as well. Health clubs, customized workouts and personal trainers are
booming. 67 Therapy to treat emotional and relational issues is more widely accepted than
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ever. Medical advances surface each day designed to fix what is broken; to heal and
restore the human body, mind and emotions. Margaret McClean, commenting on the
tension between advances in technology and what it is for humans to flourish notes:
White knuckled, we are crossing medical frontiers at break neck speed. Stem cell
technology holds the promise not only of increasing human health and life spans
but also of changing the power structures and fundamental notions of personhood,
moral status, and mortality. It is important that we do not permanently or
unwittingly slam the door on scientific advances that can relieve human suffering
and restore health. At the same time it is imperative that, in this biotechnologic
age, we expand our moral imaginations to account for and be accountable to
marginalized persons and concern ourselves with the shaping of a just future. 68
There is even an eight-week online course entitled Optimal Health and Human
Flourishing “designed to encourage the development of consciousness-based practices in
healthcare, education, and a more sustainable world.” 69 Men and women sense they are
not reaching their full potential. There is room for growth. There is a longing for a better
life. Younkins explains:
Human flourishing (also known as personal flourishing) involves the rational use
of one's individual human potentialities, including talents, abilities, and virtues in
the pursuit of his freely and rationally chosen values and goals. An action is
considered to be proper if it leads to the flourishing of the person performing the
action. Human flourishing is, at the same time, a moral accomplishment and a
fulfillment of human capacities, and it is one through being the other. Selfactualization is moral growth and vice-versa. 70
Hence, a major element of the target of human flourishing is to set things right:
restoration.
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Restoration is the key to identifying the R3AL target – our telos. All humanity
longs for eschatological consummation. Unless conversations of human eschatology
beyond the biblical narrative converge with the biblical telos of Eikons, humanity will
continue to flounder. Those who explore the meaning of life beyond the biblical narrative
confirm that flawed eschatology leads to floundering humanity. Many, in their quest to
make sense of life, have discovered the R3AL Hope the biblical narrative reveals. Yet still
many flounder. Why? Perhaps they are using the correct words but speaking a different
language.

CHAPTER FOUR
MISSING THE TARGET
Thus far I have sought to draw from the biblical narrative, the history of
philosophy and the sciences the telos of Eikons. What are men and women ultimately
intended to be? This exploration has distilled what enables men and women to flourish or
experience Abundant Life in three primary categories: relationship, responsibilities and
restoration. This life has been described as Relationship + Responsibilities + Restoration
= Abundant Life (R3AL).
Relationship: Eikons are made in the image of God for relationship. Leonard
Sweet writes, “The ultimate in reality is not sustenance, but relations, For Jesus, there can
be no such thing as the person as individual, only the person as relation.” 1 God’s desire
is to share the joy and love that has always existed in the community of the Trinity. Just
as earthly parents have children to share their joy, love and life, God created men and
women to be his beloved sons and daughters. Relationships form their identity. To
flourish, Eikons must be in relationship with God, joining his perichoretic dance. 2 As
reflectors of his image, they need community with others to flourish. Men and women
can only discover who they really are in relationship. God’s Creation was not called
“very good” 3 until the relational circle of Adam included both vertical -- with God – and
horizontal – with others – dimensions. I am who I am not necessarily by what I think or
believe. I am defined in relationship. I am a son, father, brother, husband, pastor
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and student to name a few of my identities. In many ways these identities ebb and flow as
circumstances dictate. I can only inhabit these identities well as I embrace who I am at
my core. I am a reflection of God. I am his Eikon. I am his beloved son -- his royal
representative -- invited into R3AL life with him and others. I am a being in relationship.
Responsibility: In relationship, Eikons discover their being and are invited into
doing. This doing involves joining God in blessing, caring for and enhancing the rest of
Creation. They are God’s representatives endued with his authority and empowered by
his Spirit to rule and reign as he rules and reigns. Fulfilling this responsibility enables
Eikons to, as N.T. Wright suggests, “gather the praises of Creation and offer them to
God.” 4 Wright further states, “Worship and stewardship generating justice and beauty;
these are the primary vocations of God’s redeemed people.” 5 These responsibilities to be
fulfilled are not confined to spiritual activities. They can be engaged everywhere. R3AL
life is evidenced both by the passionate musician employing his gifts in service to God
and by the day laborer finding meaning and significance in his faithful obedience. We are
made to do something, but not just anything. Our responsibility is to bless, care for and
enhance the world to which we awake each day.
Restoration: Restoration is to return something or someone to its intended state.
The biblical narrative is the story of God’s restorative work. Wright explains, “The
intention of God, expressed from Genesis to Revelation, to set the whole world right -- a
plan gloriously fulfilled in Jesus Christ, supremely in his resurrection (following his
victory over the powers of evil and death on the cross), and now to be implemented in the
4
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world.” 6 This is why there is such deep satisfaction when a job is completed well or
something broken is fixed properly or a filthy mess is now clean. Restoration breathes
life into weary souls. It is our deep longing.
R3AL could be defined then as a life anchored in the restored relationships and
responsibilities for which Eikons are created. This is the target of what it means to be
fully human. This is the sort of life for which men and women are both designed and
intended. It is their telos. It is the ultimate.
As discussed earlier, “ultimate” and “telos” are eschatological terms. There is an
essential relationship between quality of life and eschatological hope. One’s view of
eschatology colors not only the life for which they hope, but either enhances or dilutes
the life they are currently living. It stands to reason then, that flawed eschatology
inevitably leads to floundering humanity. The focus of this chapter is to explore why
Eikons are missing the R3AL target. What in their understanding of eschatology is flawed
that is both contributing to their floundering and preventing them from flourishing?
Many men and women of faith are not experiencing Abundant Life. Why? There
are a number of potential reasons: sin, guilt, shame, underdeveloped spiritual practices,
unhealthy or untended relationships, ignoring one’s calling, busyness, clutter, complexity
and so. One desiring the R3AL life must be aware of these potential pitfalls. For one
desiring the R3AL life, these pitfalls, however, are not necessarily a result of being
unclear about one’s telos. They are more indicative of simply choosing to aim at a
different target. What of those who are intent to aim at the R3AL target? What factors
might contribute to floundering for those who are intentionally taking aim at Abundant
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Life but still not experiencing it? Perhaps we should examine the target a bit more
closely. Perhaps the target at which Eikons are aiming is in need of recalibration.

A Matter of Degrees
In 1979 a large passenger jet with 257 passengers and crew left New Zealand for
a sightseeing flight to Antarctica. Unknown to the pilots, however, someone had
modified the flight coordinates by a mere two degrees. This error placed the aircraft 28
miles east of where the pilots assumed they were. As they approached Antarctica, the
pilots descended to a lower altitude to give the passengers a better look at the landscape.
Although both were experienced pilots, neither had made this particular flight. They had
no way of knowing that the incorrect coordinates had placed them directly in the path of
Mount Erebus, an active volcano that rises from the frozen landscape to a height of more
than 12,000 feet. As the pilots descended, the white of the snow and ice covering the
volcano blended with the white of the clouds. To their eyes it appeared as though they
were flying over flat ground. By the time the instruments sounded the warning that the
ground was rising fast toward them, it was too late. The airplane crashed into the side of
the volcano, killing everyone on board. 7
This tragedy was a result of what would seem to be a minor error. They were only
off two degrees. Yet as Arthur Marcel points out in his ABC News piece, “For every single degree you fly off course, you will miss your target landing spot by 92 feet for every
mile you fly. That amounts to about one mile off target for every sixty miles flown.” 8 So
if one were to fly the diameter of the earth along the equator, they would land nearly 500
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miles off target after one trip around the globe. Or if one were traveling from JFK in New
York to LAX, a miscalculation like this would result in a Pacific Ocean landing 40 miles
beyond LAX. One degree off is the difference between landing safely and trying to
remember how to use one’s seat cushion as a flotation device. Calibrating the target
properly is an essential factor to either floundering or flourishing. If people are to
experience Abundant Life they must aim for the actual R3AL target.
It is my contention that an often overlooked, yet significant reason Eikons fail to
experience Abundant Life is the target at which they are aiming is off by a few degrees.
This is a subtle error because words used to define the erroneous target are quite similar
to those used to define the R3AL target. Words like relationship and responsibilities are
often used. And most of the time everyone is speaking the same language.
However, when it comes to restoration, the working definitions get a bit murky.
Attempting to describe the ultimate plans God has for this world, many Christians import
apocalyptic meaning into terms like justice, judgment, retribution and restoration. An
annual highlight of the church tradition in which I was raised was the dramatic outreach
event called Heaven’s Gates Hell’s Flames. Their tag line is, “Where will you be when
reality strikes?”9 They are still going strong over 30 years later, now offering a twin
dramatic presentation called Last Chance. 10 I also regularly encounter fellow Evangelism
Explosion alumni whose understanding of salvation is limited to securing one’s
destination after death. We were trained to ask, “If you were to die tonight, do you know
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where you would go?” This image of an evangelism tract from their current website 11
reinforces the message.

Implicit in both of these evangelistic approaches is the assumption that God’s
justice is something to be avoided or at least mitigated at all costs in this life. In a sense it
is “scare the hell out them” evangelism. Having attended and even led several of these
events, I got saved multiple times. I had to be sure. Yet this sort of life was more hanging
on for survival than flourishing.
Perhaps Mandy Patinkin’s character Inigo Montoya from the classic film The
Princess Bride sums it up best. “You keep using that word. I do not think it means what
you think it means.” 12 While many in Christian circles use terms like justice, judgment,
retribution and restoration, they can mean very different things. And depending on which
meaning is imported into these terms, the consequences can completely recalibrate the
target. Take the term justice. Defining God’s justice mission, in ways that are inconsistent
with the biblical narrative, moves the target a few degrees thereby contributing to
11
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floundering instead of flourishing. Let’s examine how the misunderstanding and misuse
of terms like judgment, justice, retribution and restoration have moved the target from
one of flourishing to floundering.
To have a productive discussion, it is important to define terms. While the
definitions of justice, judgment, retribution and restoration are often intermingled and
therefore not necessarily clear, I will use these terms as follows:
Justice is simply setting things right. N.T Wright elaborates: “The intention of
God, expressed from Genesis to Revelation, is to set the whole world right -- a plan
gloriously fulfilled in Jesus Christ, supremely in his resurrection (following his victory
over the powers of evil and death on the cross), and now to be implemented in the
world.” 13 Tragically, God’s justice and ours do not always coincide. As a result, we often
fail to receive God’s justice as it comes to us. Instead we are eager to mete out our brand
of justice – revenge or getting even -- on others. This is not God’s brand of justice. So
when we speak of justice we speak of joining God in setting things right.
Judgment is the process by which justice is attained. If God’s justice is setting
things right, then judgment is the means by which he sets things right. In that sense
anyone can be an instrument of judgment. Unfortunately, judgment often carries a
negative connotation. In reality, judgment is a means of God’s grace. It is grace – outside
assistance to do what I could not otherwise do on my own – for God to use someone or
something to transform me from a state of being wrong -- missing the mark -- to
experiencing life as it was intended – hitting the bull’s eye. Polkinghorne describes the
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process of judgment as “not that of divine rejection but of self-exposure.” 14 In this
exposure, one recognizes their need to be made right. In recognizing their need, one then
is ripe for the work of God. This view of judgment is often difficult to embrace given our
primarily negative associations with judgment. As Robert Farrar Capon observes, “The
church, by and large, has always been more receptive to judgment-as-settling-scores than
to judgment as proceeding out of, and in accordance with, the reconciling grace of
resurrection.” 15 In judgment, evil is seen for what it truly is in light of God’s goodness.
Judgment is the process by which evil is removed that good may remain. Judgment is the
positive and redemptive process that leads to justice.
Retribution simply means “repayment” -- giving back to someone what they
deserve, whether in terms of reimbursement, reward, or reproof. 16 Retribution’s demand
for justice is most often characterized by someone getting what they deserve. For our
purposes, we will use retribution as an expression of seeking vengeance or punishment
that often leads to an escalation of violence. 17
Restoration is to return something or someone to their intended state. It is my
contention that the meta-narrative of Scripture tells the story of R3AL life and therefore
can be read as one large story of God’s restorative justice at work. God created a perfect,
harmonious world in which everything is as it ought to be. All men and women lived in
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right relationship with one another, with God, and with the wider created order. The Fall
introduced enmity and strife into those relationships. But through Christ, all Creation now
has access to ultimate restoration in New Creation. From Creation, to The Fall, to the
incarnation, death, resurrection and ascension of Jesus, and ultimately to New Creation,
God invites his people to join him in caring for, blessing and enhancing his world -- his
temple and kingdom.
With these terms defined we can now proceed to see how their use or misuse has
contributed to the floundering that is prevalent among those who genuinely seek the
R3AL life.

Desiring Justice
Have you ever awoken from a dream, not able to remember much of that dream?
Try as you might to reset the scene, you can’t. All that is left is a longing to experience
that world once again. Something extraordinary was in the works, but now it’s gone. It is
beyond your reach. The human longing for justice often seems to be merely a dream
beyond the reach of reality. We dream of a world where everything and everyone is as it
should be. Then we wake up to reality which can at times be like a nightmare. N.T.
Wright describes this experience: “It’s as though we can hear, not perhaps a voice itself,
but the echo of a voice: a voice speaking with calm, healing authority, speaking about
justice, about things being put to rights, about peace and hope and prosperity for all. This
voice continues to echo in our imagination, in our subconscious.” 18 As men and women
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made in the image of God, we are hardwired for justice. We long for everything and
everyone to be right.
Yet, we find ourselves in a fallen world that serves up injustice masquerading as
justice by the truckload. Jurgen Moltmann observes that church historians cannot erase
Dark Ages of holy wars, crusades, inquisitions, and imperialism in the name of God. 19
For centuries, Christian literature has been littered with visions of Christ returning as
conqueror poised to annihilate all who oppose him. 20 And the blessed hope for those who
remain faithful to the conqueror is that he will evacuate them before dealing this world
the death blow it so rightly deserves. Perhaps the following timeline 21 will illustrate this
counterfeit hope:
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In this depiction of the biblical narrative, the first “Fall” was actually Creation.
For God to even create earth and its inhabitants was akin to slumming. The Fall of Adam
and Eve simply made God’s footstool a bit less desirable. So in this timeline, from the
dawn of Creation, the target has always been to get back to heaven. Therefore, the
evacuation of earth to heaven before earth is blown up is our ultimate hope. As this local
church sign depicts, the target is all about escaping to heaven before justice is served.

Where did this notion originate? This escapist eschatology originated in the midl9th century in the teachings of John Nelson Darby, a disaffected former Anglican
priest. 22 This version of eschatology holds that the Bible, read correctly, contains a
schedule for the final events that will precede the end of history. Darby believed that God
deals with the world differently in each of seven “dispensations,” or eras. Here is one of
several charts 23 offered to explain these dispensations.
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It is very complicated and difficult to decipher. What is important for 21st century
Christians to know is that we are now in the sixth era of world history, soon to be
followed by the seventh -- the end times. Darby based his dispensational theology on the
premises that Jesus Christ failed in his initial mission. Jesus’ mission was to set the world
right. The world is not presently right; therefore that mission had to be aborted. This is
evidence by the fact that, in Darby’s estimation, the Church has become apostate and is in
ruins. Additionally, the Old Testament promises to the Israelites have yet to be fulfilled.
This is required for God’s original plan for Creation to be realized. The point of life, then,
is that all the prophecies concerning Israel are fulfilled so God can destroy the earth and
start anew. Inevitably and logically this meant that the Church is not connected to Old
Testament Israel, nor is she even as important, at least in earthly terms. 24 The Church is,
Darby taught, a heavenly people meant for a Christ who was relegated to a heavenly
status once he was rejected by the Jews, God's earthly people. 25 Fast-forward to the future
millennial reign, complete with a new Temple and reinstituted animal sacrifices. During
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this "Davidic reign" the Church will exercise authority from heaven -- possibly in a huge,
cubed New Jerusalem hovering over the earth. Meanwhile, the earth will be occupied by
those non-raptured and non-glorified believers, mostly Jewish, who accepted Jesus as
Savior during the Tribulation. That horrific time will be for punishing an evil humanity
and will be a means of bringing the Jews back to God in an ultimate display of tough
love. Ultimately, the Jews will be rewarded with earth while pre-rapture Christians will
achieve the grand prize -- heaven. 26 Ladd notes about Darbyism, “Darbyism to many
Christians meant the rediscovery of the precious Biblical truth of Christ’s glorious second
coming, even though the basic truth was accompanied by some important details which
were not essential to the pre-millenial return of Christ and which many later came to feel
were not in the Word of God.” 27
Nonetheless, Darbyism gained a foothold in Western churches as this version of
escape eschatology was taught by many prominent church leaders such as Scofield,
Dwight L.Moody and even Billy Graham. 28 Kay notes,
Once the pre-millenial rapture of the church became normative doctrine, there
was bound to be discernable effect upon the evangelical tradition. Every negative
event might be an indication of the impending arrival of the Antichrist. Every
great shake-up of the international order seemed to imply the coming of a new
age. Christians had to be ready to play their part in the momentous historical
events. It hardly needs to be said that the bloodshed of the 1914-18 war and the
preparations for the establishment of the state of Israel only appeared to confirm
Darby’s scheme. 29
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This eschatology was popularized in the late 20th century by Hal Lindsey’s The
Late Great Planet Earth. Lindsey imagines what awaits humanity as follows: “There I
was, driving down the freeway and all of a sudden the place went crazy . . . cars going in
all directions . . . and not one of them had a driver. I mean it was wild! I think we’ve got
an invasion from outer space!” 30 The ultimate for Christians was to escape this planet
before its destruction.
This escape eschatology’s popularity reached a fever pitch with the release of
Jenkins and LaHaye’s Left Behind series. The first book in the series begins on a 747
bound for London from Chicago. In flight, the flight attendants suddenly find half the
seats empty, except for the clothes, wedding rings and dental fillings of Christians who
had been suddenly swept up to heaven. On the ground cars begin crashing, spouses wake
up to find only bedclothes next to them and all children under twelve disappear. The pilot
of the 747 - Rayford Steele - soon comes to the realization that the rapture has just
occurred. Elsewhere, Pastor Bruce Barnes and his church secretary, Loretta, both of
whom are also left behind, quickly realize what is happening. The next eleven books in
the series chronicle the tribulations suffered by those left behind and their struggle to
survive as they seek to spread the last chance Gospel of Christ to a dying world. Their
only hope is Jesus’ return to evacuate them. The books unfold like disaster movies, from
car crashes and pandemonium initially caused by the rapture itself to the subsequent
worldwide “Wrath of the Lamb Earthquake,” oceans of blood, fiery hailstones, World
War III and war in the Middle East -- all leading up to Armageddon. In essence this series
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of apocalyptic novels proclaims, “Don’t get left behind. Accept Christ now so you will
not have to endure the terrible earthly suffering and tribulation to come.”
A Lutheran white paper offered in response to this eschatological view sums up
the eschatology espoused in Left Behind.
The idea, according to Left Behind, is that the coming of Christ will occur in
several phases. The first phase will be Christ’s imminent return for believers to
“rapture” his church. All Christians (along with all infants and children who have
not reached the age of discretion) will meet Christ in the air. Those who are alive
at the time will be immediately transferred and taken to the heavenly mansions
that Christ has prepared for them. Accordingly, this rapture of the church means
that Christians will not be on earth at the start of the tribulation period because
with the rapture God has ended the church age and has resumed dealing with
Jews, specifically the nation of Israel. The church is also raptured to keep
Christians from the wrath of God that will be poured out during this tribulation.
Then, after seven years, Christ will come to end the tribulation and begin the
seventh dispensation: the Savior’s 1000-year reign on earth in which Christians
will reign with Christ from his capital in Jerusalem. 31
The Left Behind literature distinguishes this rapture and the inauguration of the
millennial reign by referring to the former as “the blessed hope and glorious
appearing.” 32 Prior to 1830 (the advent of Darby’s teachings) there is no indication that
any Christian church embraced this pre-tribulation secret rapture doctrine. Rather,
Christians believed that Jesus would come again visibly at some undisclosed time to
judge -- once and for all -- the living and the dead. This is what is affirmed in the
Apostles’ and Nicene creeds. 33 These statements of faith do not teach a two-stage coming
of Christ as do the proponents of the Left Behind series -- a coming first for his saints,
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and later with his saints. According to the historic creeds there will be one final
eschatological event: the second and final coming of Christ.
The Lutheran Response notes, “LaHaye and Jenkins tend to place more emphasis
on fear, evil and judgment than they do on the ‘righteousness, peace and joy in the Holy
Spirit’ indicative of the Gospel.” 34 An example of this pessimistic attitude fostered by
adherents of Left Behind is that of Pastor John Hagee (author of From Daniel to
Doomsday: The Countdown Has Begun and end-times novels such as Blood Avenger).
Hagee told a BBC interviewer that the end-times began on September 11, 2001. He said,
“We are seeing, in my judgment, the birth pangs that will be called in the future the
beginning of the end. I believe in my mind that the Third World War has begun. I believe
it began on 9/11.” 35
This view of a God who metes out justice through his instruments of judgment
and wrath has not only filled those aiming for R3AL life with fear and thirst for justice, it
has set the baseline for what it means to satisfy the demands of justice in our world today.
A look at today’s headlines reveals the human cry for this sort of justice in budget battles,
military intervention, even more holy wars, custody disputes, divorce settlements and
back logged court dockets. Hollywood has taken this cry for justice to the bank. The top
five grossing movies of 2012 36 - The Avengers, The Dark Knight Rises, The Hunger
Games, The Amazing Spider-Man and The Twilight Saga: Breaking Dawn Part 2 - all
have justice as an essential, if not central, component to their storyline. And as these
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stories indicate, while we crave justice, we still do not always get right what “making
things right” ought to be. Not always getting “making things right” has consequences.

The Fallout
The influence of these “Darbyists” and prominent evacuation eschatology authors
has morphed God’s dream of New Creation into a living apocalyptic nightmare for far
too many. This apocalyptic alternative ending betrays the story of God. To replace the
hope of ultimate restoration of all things with a hope of evacuation and retribution moves
the target away from R3AL HOPE, robbing Christ followers of the possibility of full
flourishing and catapults them into floundering
For one, this heretical, apocalyptic target fosters disregard for the material world
here and now. This escape eschatology paints a not very appealing telos of Eikons that is
merely that of a disembodied spirit flitting around heaven. While many, the author
included, may not find that very appealing, it is certainly a better alternative to fire and
brimstone on earth. The problem is this immaterial existence in heaven inadvertently
reinforces that the material world here and now is ultimately irrelevant. This is a modern
version of Gnosticism. The fallout of an ultimate future as a disembodied spirit manifests
itself in both relationships and responsibilities. Cherith Fee Nordling suggests that this
escapist notion of the end is a significant factor in people being disposable as evidenced
by not only murder, but euthanasia and abortion. Tom Wright notes that this escapist
eschatology manifests itself in what men and women do with their bodies sexually as
well. He states,
Misuse of sexuality is a distortion of genuine humanness. If our minds are aligned
with God, it informs what we do with our bodies. We will use our bodies for that
which it was designed. This requires a renewal of the mind. Renewal of the mind
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is the daily and hourly practice of not giving into all sexual impulses that diminish
our humanness and keep us from flourishing. If the body is to be raised then our
bodies are now important as a tool for God's glory not just a tool of desire to
discard later. So develop self control before you need it. 37
N.T. Wright succinctly summarizes these escapist notions: “The goal (of human
existence) is the final bliss of heaven, away from this life of space, time, and matter….
Christian living in the present, (therefore) consists of anticipating the disembodied,
‘eternal’ state through the practices of detached spirituality and avoidance of ‘worldly’
contamination.” 38 These teachings in the midst of a miserable longing for a better world
bred confusion that has led to a Western Church landscape littered with apocalyptic
theories that dilute, at best, and diverge, at worst, from the story and mission of God. And
left in the wake are God’s Eikons groping for who they really are and where they are
ultimately headed.
This modern Gnosticism frames relationships as temporal and therefore easily
disposable. Diminishing the material world further marginalizes the poor and those in
physical need. And if our physical bodies will not last or be restored then what one does
with and to their body, in the end, is inconsequential as well. 39 The future that awaits
humans in this non-material heaven hardly resembles any form of life humans have
known. Nordling warns, “We don’t get saved from something but saved to be who we
were designed to be. We get our life back (in Jesus now and when he returns). Human is
the only option he offers us.” 40 Escape eschatology robs humans of finally being a R3AL
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human in heaven.
This escape eschatology also produces blatant consumerism and disregard for our
natural habitat. If the earth is to be destroyed, why conserve or care for it?
Dispensationalism would have us believe that every person, animal or thing on earth that
is not a Christian will get what it deserves: total destruction. A prominent American
church leader, at a high profile church leadership conference, recently echoed this
sentiment by unwittingly declaring, “I know who made the environment. He’s coming
back and going to burn it all up… so yes, I drive an SUV.” 41 He later apologized for his
comments after the stir it caused. Yet his off-the-cuff remark is indicative of the
floundering resulting from this flawed escapist eschatology. It seems logical. If the earth
is headed for destruction, what does it matter what we do to it now?
Not only is there a degree of disregard for our physical bodies and our material
world, this flawed escape eschatology produces fear and isolationism. Christians retreat
to their holy huddles awaiting evacuation from this planet doomed for destruction.
Consequently, the gap between God’s people and those who have not submitted to Jesus
as Lord widens. This undercurrent of fear for what is to come causes many to think, “God
may have moved into the neighborhood, but we should avoid it at all costs. It’s dangerous
out there.” Rachel Muers terms this doom-laden tenor an “economy of fear.” 42 Andy
Crouch declares, “Fear of the future robs of flourishing.” 43 This “economy of fear” was
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epitomized by a former student ministry pastor whom our church let go in part because
he insisted on hosting all night seeker events featuring apocalyptic films designed to
“scare the hell” out of kids. I experienced this first hand in high school at our student
ministry’s annual “Thief in the Night” rapture movie event and the touring “Heaven’s
Gates Hell’s Flames” production. As sixteen year olds, the fire and brimstone return of
Jesus was the last thing for which my friends and I dreamed.
Additionally, escape eschatology’s talk of retributive forms of judgment and
justice fuels an underlying desire to help God give his enemies what they deserve. We
have all heard of the tragic bombings of abortion clinics, government buildings and
public spaces in God’s name. While most Christians rightly condemn such violence, there
is an undercurrent of acceptable violence if it seems to serve the purpose of bringing
about justice. Many Christian religious leaders are the first to endorse war as an
instrument of God’s justice in the world. Islamic fascists do not have a corner on the
jihad market.
By engaging in justice as giving God’s enemies what they deserve, the question of
who deserves our ultimate allegiance gets blurred. In the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks,
the community where I served held a community prayer rally for our nation. As I
participated in the rally at the local high school football stadium, it became readily
apparent that the rally was more a USA pep rally than an invocation for God to intervene
and heal. That is not intended as an anti-USA observation. I am very thankful to have
been born in the USA and to be able to live freely. It illustrates that when Christians get
in the ‘giving God’s enemies what they deserve’ business, allegiance lines get blurred
quickly. God is very clear in Scripture that justice is up to him.
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To say that when Jesus returns he is simply going to destroy the earth and all that
is in it is to disregard the biblical theology of resurrection, restoration and shalom. In
Romans 8, Paul exhorts us to endure our present sufferings for the coming glory. He
writes, “The creation waits in eager expectation for the sons and daughters of God to be
revealed. For the creation was subjected to frustration, not by its own choice, but by the
will of the one who subjected it. In hope that the creation itself will be liberated from its
bondage to decay and brought into the glorious freedom of the children of God.” 44
If we believe that the earth is to be destroyed in God’s final swipe of retributive
justice, then this passage makes no sense. It would mean that Creation is waiting for the
sons and daughters of God to be revealed so that it can be annihilated. The liberation
from decay and the “glorious freedom” awaiting Creation at the revealing of the adopted
sons and daughters of God is that it would be thrust into the divine furnace and torched.
Is that what Paul is saying?
Now some will point to 2 Peter 3 that says, “That day will bring about the
destruction of the heavens by fire, and the elements will melt in the heat. But in keeping
with his promise we are looking forward to a new heaven and a new earth, the home of
righteousness.” 45 Two things we must note concerning this passage. One, when Peter
says there will be a fire, he is referring to a refiner’s fire not destructive fire. Two, we
know we are to think of a refiner’s fire because of the Greek word Peter uses in verse 13
for “new.” In Greek there are two words for “new”: one means “brand new” and the other
means “newly renovated.” Peter uses kainos, which can mean “newly renovated or
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revealed.” 46 There is a big difference between being “destroyed” by fire and “renovated
and revealed” by fire.
If our ultimate hope is only for heaven instead of a renovated and restored earth
that is fit to meld with heaven, then our hope is neutered. Evacuation, retribution and
disembodied eternity are counterfeit hopes. These counterfeit hopes are the source of
floundering in many quarters of the Body of Christ. We are in dire need of a recalibration
of justice if R3AL Hope is to be restored.

Justice Restored
When God made humans in his image that included a cry for justice, certainly he
had a certain form of justice in mind. What, then, ought “making things right” be? As
Miroslav Volf points out, “If God is the God of all peoples, the justice of God must be the
justice for all peoples.” 47 To illustrate the sort of justice God intends for his Eikons and
the rest of Creation, let’s examine a text that is often used to justify a more retributive
form of justice. We now turn our attention to the glorified Christ arriving on his white
horse. In Revelation 19, we’ll see that restoration has been and will always be God’s
ultimate desire in serving justice.
The nature of God’s justice has been and will always be restorative. In the end,
with every card played, God’s hand is ultimately revealed. We see once and for all the
sort of justice he serves. John the Revelator offers a vision of Jesus on a white horse with
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sword in mouth and blood stained clothes at the vanguard of a heavenly army. 48
Meanwhile birds of prey circle, awaiting a feast of God’s defeated enemies.
At first glance, as several commentators 49 suggest, this is a violent vision of
retribution: the wholesale slaughter of those that oppose God, non-Christians and
demons, by Christus Victor and his angel armies. Jesus is portrayed more as Rambo than
Redeemer; more Maximus than Mediator.
Are we to believe that the Jesus of the gospels has morphed from a slain lamb to a
conquering general? Is this a bait and switch? Not necessarily. There are a few details in
this ultimate retribution scene that are incongruent with the decisive, bloody and violent
battles that decide wars in our experience. Jesus here does seem to have morphed from
“Lamb that was slain” 50 to general. Does that mean enough with the “turn the other
cheek, love your enemies, lay down your life” 51 Jesus? Does this mean that God’s
enemies will finally get what they deserve? And what is Jesus wearing? A robe dipped in
blood. Whose blood is it? The war has not yet begun. Why is he bloody? And what of his
army? Jesus’ army is not plated with armor but dressed in linen. And notice his weapon
of choice. Jesus has a sword in his mouth. That’s not typically how one wields a sword.
And if this is a war, where is the fighting? Then suddenly, the rider throws a victory
banquet without breaking a sweat or drawing any more blood. Clearly Jesus has won
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something. What has he won and how? Ultimately, what do these incongruities say about
the nature of God’s justice?
Each of these incongruities are pieces of a puzzle that, when assembled, provide a
picture of Jesus returning once and for all to restore the Creation that He has already
redeemed and secured through his death and resurrection. Before examining these puzzle
pieces however, it must be noted that the nature of apocalyptic literature like Revelation
is that it is loaded with imagery and metaphor. N.T Wright notes, “Like anyone
describing a dream or a vision... what he (John) says is impressionistic.” 52 While not
everything is to be taken literally, everything does indeed mean something. Knowing,
then, that we are sorting through images, metaphors and impressions, let’s consider these
images of incongruity that comprise the metaphorical puzzle of ultimate restorative
justice.
The dominant metaphor that describes Jesus to this point in Revelation is “Lamb
that was slain.” 53 Michael Gorman describes Jesus in Revelation as the “multi-crowned,
multi-named (Faithful and True, Word of God, King of kings and Lord of lords) rider on
a white horse of victory…. Like a Roman general in appearance, he comes to wage war
and to rule….” 54 Richard Bauckham suggests that Jesus comes “to crush all political
power that does not acknowledge the rule of God that he implements on earth.” 55
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What is really going on here? Gorman points out that there are two details in this
description that indicate that Jesus is not coming to wage literal war. The first detail is his
titles. Gorman suggests, “He rules by being the Word of God and the Faithful and True
One: that is, by his word (19:15, 21) and his faithful death.” 56 The second detail, his robe
dipped in blood, magnifies the first. His robe is bloodied before there is any engagement
with his enemies; implying that the blood on his robe is his own. Jesus’ shed blood on the
Cross was the decisive battle for God’s brand of justice to be served. Wright observes,
“As John’s readers know well by now, the actual weapons which Jesus uses to win the
battle are his own blood, his loving self-sacrifice.” 57
This scene is not Armageddon 58 -- a widely accepted term in the West for the
battle that will destroy planet earth as we know it. This scene is more akin to
Appomattox, where the Army of Northern Virginia, under Robert E. Lee, unconditionally
surrender to General Ulysses S. Grant to end the U.S. Civil War. This scene from
Revelation 19 is one of final and total surrender, not destruction. There will be no battle
here. Darrell Johnson describes it this way: “The final battle need not be fought because
THE FINAL BATTLE has already been fought and won. Jesus Christ rides simply to
finally implement the victory of the cross.” 59 Why? Gorman answers:
Because the images of battle are supposed to suggest to us the promise and reality
of God’s defeat of evil, but they are not the means of that defeat. There is no
literal battle, no literal war of the Lamb for those present at the second coming to
join in (as the “Left Behind” series imagines it), no literal pre-Parousia campaign
conducted by human soldiers, Christian or otherwise, on behalf of God. In the
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cataclysmic battle of Revelation 19, what do the heavenly armies do? Nothing….
All the actions belong to Christ. 60
This explains why Jesus’ army is wearing linen rather than armor. Warriors don’t
wear linen. Priests wear linen. Brides wear linen. There is no fighting to be done, only
worship of God to express and a wedding feast to enjoy. This also explains why Jesus’
weapon is in his mouth. In fact the sword, functioning as the word of God, is not the only
weapon on display here. Again, blood is a key piece of the puzzle. Earlier John makes it
clear that victory is won by the “blood of the Lamb and by His word. 61 These two
weapons are what make provision for our restoration to relationship with God, one
another and the rest of Creation. They are weapons Jesus already used in His first
coming. Now they are on display as reminders of how this victory -- making way for
restorative justice -- was indeed won. When the pieces of this Revelation 19 puzzle are in
place they provide a picture not of Jesus leading troops into battle but of Christus Victor
leading a victory parade. The final battle has already been fought and won on the cross.
Volf notes, “After all, the cross is not forgiveness pure and simple, but God’s setting
aright the world of injustice and deception.” 62 All that’s left is to rid Creation of anything
left that would oppose God’s justice mission to make his Creation right once and for all.
This sequestering and eradication of enemies raises a concern about the nature of
God’s justice and use of judgment. If God’s aim is to restore all things to their intended
state, why does the next scene depict God’s enemies being thrown into a lake of fire? 63 Is
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he finally letting loose his pent up fury and giving those who still oppose him what they
deserve? How does this scene advance the cause of restorative justice? We have already
seen why there is no battle here. Jesus has already won the decisive battle with the
powers of evil by dying on the cross and rising on the third day. At the cross, the dragon
and the two beasts unleash all they’ve got on Jesus and lose. Jesus is Christus Victor. No
one can beat him. No one can overcome him. No one has anything on Jesus. So why
dispose of these conquered enemies? Why not enslave them or put them on display as
reminders of who is really in charge?
It might be helpful to be clear about who these enemies truly are and what their
agenda is. Volf suggests: “They are the people drunk with the blood of the innocent
(Revelation 17:6) who make war against the Lamb and those who adorned themselves
with righteous deeds (Revelation 19:19).” 64 They represent what Bauckham terms a
system of “political tyranny and economic exploitation founded on conquest and
maintained by violence and oppression.” 65 This system must be overthrown as it is the
final obstacle to ultimate restoration. Its very existence is at odds with a restored
Creation of perfect Shalom.
Judgment upon these enemies is the final means to restorative justice. Volf further
suggests, “Without such judgment there can be no world of peace, of truth, and of justice:
terror (the ‘beast’ that devours) and propaganda (the ‘false prophet’ that deceives) must
be overcome, evil must be separated from good, and darkness from light. These are the
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causes of violence, and they must be removed if a world of peace is to be established.” 66
N.T. Wright points out: “The victory here is a victory over all pagan power, which means
a victory over violence itself.” 67 The cycle of violence as power is broken. Violence is not
how power operates in the kingdom of God.
This is not a scene of retribution for retribution’s sake, but retributive judgment as
a means to justice. God neither delights in retribution nor violence, but the world’s
system of violence must come to an end. What we witness here is what Volf calls “the
symbolic portrayal of the final exclusion of everything that refuses to be redeemed by
God’s suffering love. For the sake of peace of God’s good creation, we can and must
affirm this divine anger and this divine violence, while at the same time holding on to the
hope that in the end, even the flag bearer will desert the army that desires to make war
against the Lamb.” 68God even longs for Satan himself to surrender to his love. But in the
end, justice must be served. This scene is not intended to depict the ultimate aim of God’s
justice as retribution but to show that retribution is a means by which he secures ultimate
justice. As Volf proclaims: “The end of the world is not violence, but a nonviolent
embrace without end.” 69
One remaining piece of this puzzle concerning judgment that could be construed
as retribution is Jesus’ “eyes of fire.” 70 Johnson notes, “His eyes are like a flame of fire:
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bright, pure, penetrating and purifying.” 71At whom does he direct his eyes? Not only are
his eyes surveying the scene, they are looking at us. They look at us and through us. And
as our eyes catch his, the fire burns away all that remains in us and our world that would
not be at home in the New Creation of truth, beauty and goodness that he is christening.
Even judgment of his own is meant to purify them of anything that doesn’t belong in
New Creation. For what remains, his friends and the world he created, Jesus insists on
justice. He will purify them with fire that they too might be fully restored. This sheds
light on how God can and does use suffering and hardship in this life. Fire purifies us.
When the pieces of this apocalyptic puzzle of Revelation 19 are assembled, a
picture of justice restored appears. Wright declares, “The ultimate justice which drives
his victorious battle is the justice of God’s love, which will not work with anything other
than the Word, and will not be dressed in anything other than purity and holiness. Love
will win the day, because in the person of Jesus it has trampled the grapes of wrath once
and for all.” 72
For those who continue to resist God’s love and therefore his rule and reign, all
that can be offered is divine retribution that clears the way for justice to be restored. As
Gorman states, “Divine judgment is not an end in itself. It is God’s ‘Plan B’ when
humanity persists in evil rather than repenting. 73 It then becomes a means -- a necessary
means, to be sure, but still only a means -- to the fulfillment of God’s plan to heal the
nations and create a space for all people to flourish in harmony with one another before
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God.” 74 In Revelation 19, we see that restoration has been and will always be God’s
ultimate desire in serving justice.
How are these images of restorative justice in Revelation 19 congruent with the
justice of God we see in the rest of the biblical narrative? Sweet and Viola argue that the
whole narrative of Scripture points to Jesus.75 Every story alludes to Jesus at work. And
central to his work, his mission since The Fall, is the restoration of his fallen Creation.
Let’s see how Jesus serves up justice in the rest of the story. A brief survey of the
narrative will reveal that Jesus, and therefore God, has been up to restorative justice since
Genesis 3. To see Jesus is to see God. Jesus’ justice is God’s justice. What Christ does,
God does. 76 Space does not permit an extensive treatment of the thread of restorative
justice throughout the entire Scriptural narrative; therefore we will focus on a few key
highlights.
From The Fall in Genesis 3, through The Flood, to the calling of Abraham and the
forming of a people in Exodus and the institution of the Law, through judges, kings and
prophets in exile, occupation and independence, God has always been seeking to make
things right. Behind all of his activity in the Old Testament was his desire for restorative
justice. When retribution occurred, as in Revelation, it was a means toward restorative
justice. Bauckham notes,
It would be a mistake to conclude that the biblical teaching on justice is wholly or
solely controlled by some impersonal metaphysical principle of measure for
measure. Instead it has a distinctively personal and relational character. Justice in
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ancient Israel involved doing all that was needed to create, sustain, and restore
healthy relationships within the covenantal community. 77
Flood suggests that retribution in the Old Testament primarily fulfills the role of
warning. “Similar to those warnings on the side of cigarette boxes, the prophets warn of
impending disaster from sin with the intent of moving hearers to repentance. That is, the
desire is never to harm, it is always instead for people to turn from their hurtful ways and
live.” 78 Additionally, God would allow retribution in order to contain evil so that the
ultimate aim of restoration might remain possible. Marshall suggests, “Biblical law and
biblical narrative repeatedly indicate that retributive punishment was not invariably
required in order to secure or satisfy justice…. Justice was vindicated, not by the act of
retributive punishment per se, but by the fact that the community had been delivered from
evil and restored to wholeness.” 79
We also see Jesus on a mission to restore. In the Gospels, he is constantly inviting
the marginalized and oppressed to be restored to full personhood. He states his restorative
mission by quoting from Isaiah: “The Spirit of the Lord is on me, because he has
anointed me to proclaim good news to the poor. He has sent me to proclaim freedom for
the prisoners and recovery of sight for the blind, to set the oppressed free, to proclaim the
year of the Lord’s favor.” 80 Jesus is echoing God’s desire for justice in the Old Testament
practice of Jubilee. 81
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Jesus is out to make things right between not only humanity and God, but also to
bridge the divide between Gods’ marred image bearers and the Creation they are meant to
steward. What we see of Jesus in the Gospels is consistent with the Jesus of Revelation
19 who leads a victory parade ushering in justice once and for all. Even when Jesus tells
parables of judgment, particularly as he separates sheep and goats, 82 He makes way for
justice to be restored. Farrar Capon suggests, “The separation of the two is a disposition
made by the Good Shepherd himself in the interests of his own goodness, not in regard to
some supposed inability on his part to put up with evil. It is the provision by the King for
the best possible government of all the subjects of his kingship.” 83 Jesus himself, in what
he both says and does, is the incarnation of God’s desire to bring restoration and
judgment to his Creation.
Even Paul, a former Pharisee steeped in eye for an eye justice converted from
justice as retribution to justice as restoration. Farrar Capon points out that “Paul’s view of
judgment proceeds out of his notion of grace, not contrary to it.” 84 Many get bogged
down in the first two chapters of Romans, left to believe that Paul’s view of the world
and those around him is primarily colored by the judgment, the condemnation of God,
that all deserve as sinful creatures. Farrar Capon offers a viable alternative. “The difficult
notion of judgment that regards only the righteousness of Christ enjoyed by faith (a
return/restoration. “Jubilee had already attracted an eschatological imagery alongside the ethical application
in the present. That is, the Jubilee could be used to portray God’s final intervention for messianic
redemption and restoration, but it could still function to justify ethical challenge for human justice to the
oppressed in the present.” Jubilee provided both hope for future restoration and justice and an ethical
demand for restoration and justice in the present. Christopher J.H. Wright, The Mission of God: Unlocking
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notion, admittedly, that will not receive its definitive statement until Romans 8) slips
away from the reader and the old-style, reward-and-punishment judgment seems to be on
Paul’s lips.” 85
The reality is that Paul is making an argument for judgment that leads to restored
justice. It is an argument in progress that doesn’t make its turn until Romans 3:9. From
there Paul argues, “Yes all have fallen short of God’s glory, but they are justified by the
grace of Jesus.” Or as Farrar Capon puts it: “God has appointed Jesus a propitiation
through faith in his blood in order that God might show his own righteousness by the
forgiveness of past sins through his forbearance -- in order, that is, to manifest his
righteousness right now and to prove not only that he himself is righteous but that he
makes righteous those who have faith in Jesus (Romans 3:25-26)” 86 Paul’s view of
judgment is centered in the fact that Jesus, by his grace, has imparted his righteousness to
us that we might be restored to relationship with God, one another and the rest of
Creation. And in restored relationship we can embrace our responsibility to care for, bless
and enhance our world. This is God’s R3AL dream.
“Mercy triumphs over judgment” 87 summarizes the essence of judgment and
justice in God’s story. Since evil and sin entered the world, God has been on a mission to
restore his Creation. And it is his mercy, made known in Jesus -- both in the Gospels and
Revelation -- that makes justice possible now and forever.
We have seen how the final scene of God’s justice in Revelation 19 and the rest of
God’s story from Genesis 3 to Revelation depict the culmination of restoration of the
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dream that has been and will always be God’s ultimate goal. The pieces of this puzzle
provide a picture of a God who wants only the best for his people and his world. He
wants everything and everyone to be made right once and for all.
Counterfeit hope has undermined this dream and authored a nightmare. R3AL
Hope promises the dream of New Creation. As Walter Brueggeman so aptly alerts us,
“To see that ‘another world is possible,’ however, requires an act of imagination:
emancipatory imagination.” 88 It is to the task of emancipating our imaginations that we
might flourish with R3AL Hope that I turn the attention of this study.
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CHAPTER FIVE
RECALIBRATING R3AL HOPE

Several years ago, I noticed something peculiar about how my wife reads. About
45 minutes into a new novel she flipped to the last chapter. I asked: “What are you doing?
You couldn’t have read that book that fast.” She said, “No, this book is so intense, I don’t
want to invest anymore emotion into it if doesn’t end well.” I suspect my wife is not
unique in this regard. Knowing the end can often dictate whether we will engage in the
rest of the story.
When it comes to the lives we are actually living, knowing the end of the story
dictates how we participate. We live in light of how we believe the story will end. Eugene
Peterson articulates so well what’s at stake: “We have a deep need for intelligible ends. If
we cannot join our beginning to our end, we will live scattered and incoherent lives.” 1
We need to know where we are headed to help make sense of today. The Christian life is
fundamentally shaped by the future. It’s a forward-looking faith, while being
simultaneously an historical faith. A flawed end - eschatology - will contribute to a
floundering humanity.
C.S Lewis notes that the eschatological promise of Scripture, in regard to Eikons,
can be roughly reduced to five ultimate realities: 1) We shall be with Christ. 2) We shall
be like Christ. 3) We shall in some sense, be fed or feasted or entertained. 4) We shall
have some sort of official position in the universe -- ruling cities, judging angels, being
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pillars of God’s Temple. 5) With an enormous wealth of imagery, we shall have glory. 2
Essentially, these five realities of glory can be distilled into an acrostic: R3AL HOPE. To
flourish in the Abundant Life Jesus offers in restored relationship and responsibilities we
need R3AL HOPE. R3AL HOPE awaits Eikons in the end of the story. In the last chapter
of our story as Eikons, life is described as Harmonious, Ongoing, Participatory and
Euphoric.
Harmonious – Since God finally makes everything and one is as it should be,
Eikons are finally at home. They experience harmony with God, one another, themselves
and the rest of Creation. The essence of the harmony of New Creation is experienced in
restored relationship. There is no more enmity or strife. Life as it was intended in the
garden is resumed without any opposition. It is a world of perfect Shalom.
Ongoing – The life that awaits Eikons will be one that never ends. Unlike songs or
movies that seem like they’ll never end, no one will be bored or exasperated. The
ongoing nature of R3AL life is a good thing. Time will not cease. We know time will
exist because there is music to be sung at the top of our lungs in God’s city. Time
connects every note of New Creation’s song. 3 Perhaps time will stand still as we are so
enraptured in what we are doing together with God each day that we find ourselves
caught up in every moment. Space will continue to exist. In fact, it may even expand. We
will have physical bodies that resemble Jesus’ resurrected body. Eikons’ bodies will
never again decay or die. They will forever be full of life and vigor. And Creation will be
ongoing. We will join God in perpetual expansion as we both create and re-create with
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him. Everyday we will leap for joy like wide-eyed children in anticipating a new
adventure.
Participatory – In restored relationship with God, Eikons will get to fully engage
in their restored responsibilities. They will participate in the renewal, fixing and recreation as heaven and earth become one. It will not be boring. Every day there will be
something new into which we can pour our energy and creativity. This will be possible
because we will be animated by the Holy Spirit -- joining God in what he is doing. In the
power of the Holy Spirit we will join God in rescuing, fixing, restoring and re-creating.
We will be conduits of healing, beauty, justice and goodness to all of God’s Creation.
Euphoric – In other words, life in New Creation will not be drudgery, it will be a
party. There will be feasting, laughing, singing and dancing. Work will feel like play.
This euphoric R3AL life in the last chapter will be a byproduct of the love, joy and peace
poured out by God who shines his glory all around New Creation. There will be no more
sadness, pain or tears. No inhabitant of New Creation will want for reasons to get out of
bed each day. Restored to relationship with God and one another while fulfilling their
divine purpose as royal priests, Eikons will flourish. And in flourishing, they will
experience life’s greatest joy – bringing God glory.
Tragically, for many churchgoers there is a lack of clarity about where the last
chapter leads. As a result, they settle for lesser stories with alternative endings -- telos -like retirement, financial security, personal happiness, trouble free lives, safety and
security. Those entrenched in a religious culture often cloak these alternative endings in
spiritual language. They talk (and sing) of escaping this world to heaven when they die or
Jesus comes to their rescue. The point of life is to be sure where one is headed when they
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die by praying the “sinner’s prayer.” 4 Others may describe the goal of life as being a
good person or serving in hopes that that secures a good ending. Settling for these options
as the goal of life is an adventure in missing the point. That is not to say that these
pursuits are bad in and of themselves. They are simply not the ultimate. They do not
constitute the target or telos for Eikons.
The ultimate hope of Eikons – the target the last chapter of God’ story paints -- is
that one day R3AL HOPE will not be the exception but the norm for all in New Creation.
New Creation will be newly restored, but it will not be unrecognizable. New Creation
will be an enhanced version of present Creation. Therefore, it can be anticipated. There
will be earthly elements that remain in continuity -- recognizable to Eikons here and now.
However, being new, there will also be fresh elements Eikons have yet to perceive or
experience.
Granted, there is no way for Eikons to know exactly what will constitute the New
Creation. Jacque Ellul posits, “We have no idea, no mental image, no knowledge, no way
of measuring what it might be. And only certain mystical experiences, and God’s
revelation, so obscure in its limpidness, can give us even a feeble approximation of it.” 5
What can be counted on, however, is that New Creation will not be completely foreign
and it will be newly restored. At its core, it will be a city of R3AL HOPE – Harmonious,
Ongoing, Participatory and Euphoric.
R3AL HOPE awaits Eikons. To experience the R3AL life today, men and women
need a clear understanding and heightened imagination of the R3AL HOPE described in
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the last chapter. This chapter’s aim is to do precisely that. Let’s stoke our imaginations
with R3AL HOPE one element at a time.

Harmonious New Creation
New Creation will be marked by harmony. The Hebrew word for harmony is
shalom. 6 The essence of shalom is relationships. New Creation will be a place of
harmonious people because relationships will be restored. Goodness and Oneness will
win the day. Let’s imagine this harmonious world.
When the Bible speaks of the telos of New Creation, it speaks of new heavens and
a new earth, not a non-heavens and non-earth. The two become one. The heavens meet
earth as the thin places, the strings, the portals that now connect the two are opened wide.
And as the two become one, all of Creation, Eikons included, will once again be set right.
They will be put back on the path they were designed to travel. Philosopher Pierre
Teilhard de Chardin imagines, “Like lightning, like a conflagration, like a flood, the
attraction exerted by the Son of Man will lay hold of all the whirling elements in the
universe so as to reunite them or subject them to his body.” 7 As Eugene Peterson begins
his commentary on Revelation, he suggests, “We are headed towards not merely a
terminus but a goal, an end that is purposed and fulfilled.” 8 He closes his work with this
thought: “Heaven (the telos) reasserts the beginning. It clarifies the conditions of our
basic humanity by putting us in touch with the abundant, creative sources of strength and
6
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health, water of life and tree of life. We never graduate from life and what maintains life.
Heaven is not an advance over the basic, but a deepening of it.” 9 Life started in shalom
and it is headed once again for shalom.
Goodness
Harmony will mark New Creation because the original goodness of Creation will
be restored. An accurate view of the eschatological telos of both Eikons and the rest of
Creation is dependent upon the original goodness inherent in Creation. The Genesis
Creation narrative repeatedly proclaims “good and very good.” 10 The apostle Paul
confirms this. “Against its will, all creation was subjected to God’s curse. But with eager
hope, the creation looks forward to the day when it will join God’s children in glorious
freedom from death and decay.” 11 The refrain of scripture is that the old will be made
new. The prophet Isaiah proclaimed, “Look! I am creating new heavens and a new earth,
and no one will even think about the old ones anymore.” 12 The Apostle Peter speaks of
New Creation as well: “We are looking forward to the new heavens and new earth he has
promised, a world filled with God’s righteousness.” 13 Even Jesus says the earth will be
made new when he returns. 14 John caps off God’s story by painting vivid word pictures
of New Creation in Revelation 21 and 22. Creation will be good once again.
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N.T. Wright points out that “The whole of Christian theology is based on the
goodness of creation, yet the goodness of creation consists partly in this, that it points
beyond itself to the new creation. It isn’t the case that the new creation was an
afterthought, a Plan B once the first creation had gone so badly wrong.” 15 Anthony
Hoekema observes, “In his redemptive activity God does not destroy the works of his
hands, but cleanses them from sin and perfects them, so that they may finally reach the
goal for which he created them.” 16
How is Creation gone wrong made right and good again? The Apostle Peter gives
us a hint: “We are looking forward to the new heavens and new earth he has promised, a
world filled with God’s righteousness.” 17 The preceding verses in 2 Peter speak of the
earth’s destruction as it is “laid bare.” 18 However, scholars have found an older
manuscript that instead of “burn” says the “earth and all of its works will be ‘found.’” 19
Michael Wittmer suggests that instead of being destroyed, this term “found” implies that
the quality of our works will be “laid bare; discovered for all to see.” 20 Much like gold
passing through a smelting furnace, the “good” that Eikons do will be purified while their
less noble efforts will slough off. David McDonald elaborates:
Sin keeps us from God. Why?… I think God burns sin up. His holiness is hot. His
perfection is plumb. His beauty is illuminating. The dross of sin gets purified. The
crookedness of sin gets constrained. The blemish of sin gets exposed. Simply, sin
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itself is unable to remain in the presence of God, like kindling is unable to remain
near the fire. In God’s New Creation, where everything exists according to its
original perfect intention, there is no room for corruption of any sort. Sin
assaulted the first Creation, slowly at first through one act of disobedience, but
heaven is too hot for sin to be present. Ironically, the flames of hell are cooler. 21
Peter’s is a purifying metaphor, not one of annihilation. The old will be made new and
good as it is purified and refined. Once purified and refined, Eikons are fit for harmony.
All of Creation, including Eikons 22, it seems, are created to go back to the good
and very good life in paradise that was inaugurated at the beginning. New Creation
promises that this paradise lost is being redeemed, renewed, restored and once again
moving toward oneness and goodness. It is a harmonious world of R3AL HOPE. This
HOPE is particularly germane to Eikons. It is the HOPE of oneness.
Oneness
In The Fall, Eikons’ perfect relationship with God, one another and Creation was
broken. Polkinghorne notes, “Actual eschatological fulfillment demands for each of us a
completion that can be attained only if we have a continuing and developing personal
relationship with God post mortem.” 23 He further says that the telos of Eikons must also
“involve the mutual reconciliation of human beings. Persons cannot be healed without the
healing of their specifically socially constructed and temporarily constructed identities.” 24
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The promise of New Creation for Eikons in Christ is that perfect relationship will be
restored. As Scot McKnight says, “Eternity is absorption into the perichoresis of God and
perfect communion with others.” 25
Imagine the reunions of those who are in Christ. Imagine the surprise of who is
there that perhaps weren’t expected and the joy at seeing them. I imagine an embrace that
morphs into a dance with my dad who is no longer confined to a wheel chair in a body
plagued with MS. What if the first 1,000 years is comprised by the glad tears of formerenemies finally finding ways to call one another brother? If restored relationship is what
awaits Eikons, why not pursue that now? Why not get a head start at reconciling
relationships that seem beyond repair? We can offer forgiveness we have received in
Christ to those who have hurt us. Why not begin working together now as people of
peace? Eikons’ telos is perfect communion and oneness in harmonious restored
relationships.
This harmonious oneness will be perfect. The Apostle Paul proclaims this mystery
when Jesus returns bringing heaven with him: “When the perfect comes, the partial will
be done away.” 26 The word for “perfect” is telos. To be perfect, as I have used telos
throughout this work, means “ultimate, complete or whole.” 27 As a result of The Fall,
Eikons’ telos relationship with God, themselves, other Eikons, and the rest of the created
order was now imperfect or incomplete. It was off target. Eikons were missing the mark.
They were no longer whole. Eikons took to blaming and hiding, which ultimately drew
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them further away from relationship. Their sin -- attempting to be like God without God - broke their relationships not only with God but each other. Their greatest need was
reconciliation. Hoekema notes, “The work of Christ, therefore, is not just to save certain
individuals, not even to save an innumerable throng of blood bought people. The total
work of Christ is nothing less than to redeem this entire creation from the effects of
sin.” 28 Relational harmony was sin’s primary casualty.
God sets us up triage in this life. He makes provision for reconciliation and
therefore restored relationship through his incarnate son Jesus. Jesus, as discussed in
chapter 2, both shows and clears the way to R3AL life. He shows what it looks like to be
a perfect Eikon. And in his death and resurrection, he makes provision for the payment
and removal of guilt and shame from the sin that marred relationship with God and one
another. Those who are in Christ can experience tastes of the R3AL life God intends.
When Jesus returns in New Creation, however, harmonious restored relationship
is fully realized. Once the vertical relationship between God and Eikons is restored
through the work of the last Adam and perfect Israel -- Jesus -- then Eikons are
empowered to experience restored horizontal relationships with each other and the rest of
Creation.
The promise of New Creation is that harmony – shalom -- is fully restored. There
will no longer be any enmity or strife between anyone. There will be absolute trust. Every
relationship will be marked by love and joy. There will be nothing to hide. There will be
no reason to ever be ashamed again. There will no longer be a need to ask forgiveness or
be reconciled, for no one will ever sin against another. They will continually love the
right things in the right way with the right kind of love. All of God’s people will be one.
28
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They will be unified in their relationship with the Trinity as they all join in his
perichoretic dance of love. The promise of New Creation is that Eikons are fully restored
in harmonious relationship as God’s people to rejoin his dance.
God created men and women to participate in his perichoretic dance. He created
them to be one with him as a groom is with his bride. In fact, John describes New
Jerusalem as the bride of Christ. 29 Then he describes the restored harmonious
relationships of New Creation:
And I heard a loud voice from the throne saying, “Look! God’s dwelling place is
now among the people, and he will dwell with them. They will be his people, and
God himself will be with them and be their God. He will wipe every tear from
their eyes. There will be no more death or mourning or crying or pain, for the old
order of things has passed away.” 30
In restored relationship God reforms his people. McDonald asserts, “We are the
New Jerusalem. It’s not a place, it’s a people. God makes his dwelling as much on us as
in us.” 31 We are created for oneness with God and one another. Our ultimate destiny is
not isolation, but unity. Our hope is not escape, but oneness. This is at the heart of Jesus’
prayer for his followers. 32 As C.S. Lewis proclaims in his classic The Great Divorce,
“Happiness is only real when shared.” 33 In New Creation, happiness (eudemonia) will be
perfectly complete as Eikons share all of life with God and one another. We were created
for oneness. Jesus prayed for oneness. We are destined for oneness.
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This telos of oneness – harmony -- in perfectly restored relationship invites us
now to pursue oneness – harmony -- with God and one another. Oneness with God is
available in Jesus. And in the power of Jesus’ Holy Spirit, we can be reconciled to one
another now. Paul says that our deepest divisions have been restored through the death
and resurrection of Jesus. 34 So in restored relationship, as the united body of Christ, we
can learn to love as we have been loved 35 and forgive as we have been forgiven. 36 As we
love and forgive, we reflect who God truly is. 37
Having an imagination for this restored harmonious relationship stemming from
God’s restoration of goodness and oneness in New Creation can then draw Eikons out of
hiding. They can actually forgive as they have been forgiven and love as they have been
loved by God. Even though they have been burned in the past, they can learn to trust, be
authentic, transparent and vulnerable with one another. What they do with their hurts,
wounds and sin determines their availability to receive God’s love and forgiveness.
Eikons can love even their enemies just as Jesus, the perfect Eikon, loved and forgave
them.
God both creates and destines his people to enjoy perfect harmonious relationship
with him and one another. In Christ, he has made provision for restored harmonious
relationship with himself and one another to be restored in part now and fully in New
Creation. Integral to R3AL HOPE are harmonious relationships.
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Ongoing New Creation
New Creation will be harmonious. It will also be ongoing. It will be the
inauguration or commencement of the world set to rights. God will perpetually make “all
things new.” 38 And Eikons restored to harmonious relationship will join God in perpetual
expansion as we both create and re-create with him. Everyday we will be an exciting
adventure of re-creation as he makes all things new.
All Things New
Throughout scripture, it is abundantly clear that Jesus is not done with us or this
place we call home. He is returning to rescue and restore all of God’s Creation. He will
set things right once and for all. As David McDonald astutely observes about Jesus’
proclamation in Revelation 21,
God the Father speaks in verse 5 for only the second time in Revelation. From the
Throne he calls out “behold -- I make all things new.” I’d like to suggest that
glossing over that little phrase has led to boredom, error, and hopelessness in
many of our contemporary churches. Why? Simply because there is a vast
difference between “making all things new” and “making all new things.” 39
Tom Wright sparks further imagination of what Jesus will do upon his return:
Jesus doesn't come. He appears. He is already here. We just don't see that the
second coming won't take us away but it will transform us and the rest of
Creation. It will reveal who we really are. We live in the present in light of the
future. We live in light of the heavenly realm which has come to this world in
Jesus and will one day flood it when he returns. He opens up the new world which
is simply the old world redeemed. Like Elisha's servant we suddenly see the
heavenly realm. Resurrection creates a new moral order. We are part of the pilot
project of that new world. 40
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As Eikons return to the garden, they discover that the garden has blossomed into a
garden city where Eikons and the rest of Creation can be restored. What was broken in
The Fall is restored as heaven and earth become one again. McDonald puts it this way:
“The message of Genesis 1 is this: As before, so again. He is (re)building his Kingdom.
He is (re)building his Temple. He is (re)covering his People.” 41 The end of the story
completes the cycle. God’s kingdom, temple and people are restored. The following
timeline 42 depicts more this telos:

God is on a relentless mission to rescue, re-gather, redeem and restore fallen
Eikons to relationship and responsibilities. When that mission is fulfilled, God’s people
will live perpetually unencumbered by the effects of evil and sin in the new heavens and
new earth. Wright summarizes the telos that awaits Eikons:
To put it bluntly, creation is to be redeemed; that is, space is to be redeemed, time
is to be redeemed, and matter is to be redeemed. God said “very good” over his
space-time-matter creation, and though the redeeming of this world from its
present corruption and decay will mean transformations we cannot imagine, the
41
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one thing we can be sure of is that this redeeming of creation will not mean that
God will say, of space, time, and matter, “Oh, well, nice try, good while it lasted
but obviously gone bad, so let’s drop it and go for a nonspatiotemporal,
nonmaterial world instead.” 43
It turns out that Paradise Regained is not just the name of Milton’s sequel to
Paradise Lost. Paradise Regained is an accurate way of summarizing the story of God’s
interaction with his Creation throughout scripture. Brower and Elliott note, “The sweep
of the biblical narrative begins with God enjoying fellowship with the sinless man He has
created in an unsullied environment and ends with the Lord God the Almighty and the
Lamb living among a holy people in a holy city, from which everyone unclean is
excluded. At many points in between, God intentionally tries to recreate the picture.” 44
Restored Habitat
Nothing will remain static in New Creation. Space and the material world as well
as the people who inhabit it will move forward. The life that awaits Eikons will never
end. It may even expand. We will join God in perpetual expansion as we both create and
re-create with him in his authority and power.
There is a consensus among leading physicists that Creation -- the Universe -- is
indeed headed somewhere. Amir Aczel believes that “space is being created, or
stretched… is constantly expanding like a rising cake.” 45 Stephen Hawking posits an
“imaginary time” theory where a parallel universe exists with a “corresponding history in
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real time… that continues to expand in an inflationary manner forever.” 46 Likewise,
Brian Greene theorizes that the universe Eikons inhabit is in an “exponential
expansion” 47 mode. It seems even philosopher/theologian Pierre Teilhard de Chardin,
decades earlier, had an inkling of these discoveries: “Under the influence of the two-fold
movements of segregation and aggregation, which is still almost entirely hidden, the
universe is being transformed and is maturing all around us.” 48 This discovery of
expansion has germinated a new found hope for those longing for a better world. Greene
explains, “These explanatory gems have opened vistas on a world we thought we knew,
but whose splendor we had not come close to even imagining.” 49
One increasingly dominant stream of current science believes that the universe is
neither static nor dying. Instead, it posits that the universe is evolving, morphing and
expanding. Eikons are not passengers clamoring for escape from their trip to nowhere or
worse -- oblivion. Creation is indeed headed somewhere. The question is where? With all
due respect to Gene Roddenberry and his legion of Trekkies, the final frontier, according
to scripture is not a place where no one has gone before, but precisely where Eikons were
formed from the dust: a garden that blossoms into a city. The space we will inhabit in
New Creation is an ever-expanding material world.
The arrival of the New Creation is not that of a necessarily completed city, rather
it is the inauguration of New Creation that will continue to expand just as physicists like
Hawking and Greene suspect. Perhaps this expansion will be what Rodenberry calls the
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final frontier with no end. Perhaps the new heavens and new earth will consist of more
than simply earth, but new places. Perhaps, the parallel universe, long suspected by
physicists, is actually the heavenly realm of the Creator that finally marries the earthly
realm to birth an ever-expanding city at the heart of the new heavens and new earth. With
nothing to harm, decay, or destroy it seems our remaining vocation or responsibility will
be to bring New Creation perpetually to bear. These possibilities fill the imagination
because inherent in R3AL life with God in New Creation is the reality that Eikons get to
join God, under his authority as “sub-creators.” 50 As sub-creators, Eikons will joyfully
participate in New Creation’s ongoing expansion, no longer limited by decay, death, pain
and maybe even their present earthly dimensions of time or space.
Len Sweet suggests that joining God in this renewal, restoration and expansion
project, as it was intended in the garden and will be once again in the city, should be
viewed more as play than work. 51 Play is the work of children and Eikons are God’s
children. As Peterson points out, “Creation, heaven and earth, is God’s workplace,” 52 or
perhaps more accurately, his playground. And God has an infinite capacity for Creation.
This possibility is difficult for fallen, marred and weary Eikons to imagine. G. K.
Chesterton challenges this lack of imagination by proclaiming God’s appetite for ongoing
Creation:
It is possible that God says every morning, “Do it again” to the sun; and every
evening, “Do it again” to the moon. It may not be automatic necessity that makes
all daisies alike; it may be that God makes every daisy separately, but has never
50
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got tired of making them. It may be that He has the eternal appetite of infancy; for
we have sinned and grown old, and our Father is younger than we. 53
In pondering the ongoing nature of New Creation, one wonders if the blockbuster
movie Inception -- where dreamers can create worlds no longer limited by laws of time,
space or even gravity -- is a shadow of what is possible in New Creation. Thomas
Torrance suggests, “The irruption of the new creation… brings with it the capacity to
create in us new conceptions and new categories of thought with which to apprehend and
to speak appropriately… about it.” 54 We have R3AL HOPE that we will never be bored in
God’s ongoing New Creation project.
Restored Eikons
Scripture also indicates that Eikons’ bodies will be ongoing. The apostle Paul
goes into great detail concerning this question in 1 Corinthians 15. Restored Eikons will
have resurrected bodies. Aquinas believed at the resurrection each person’s body “will be
our very own bodies; the ones we had in life. Our bodies will be perfectly restored, not as
they were originally, but having spiritual natures.” 55 And since Eikons will have their
own bodies restored, not only will they enjoy a spiritual reward in the heavenly city,
Aquinas asserted that “humans will enjoy material and physical blessings” 56 as well.
Like Jesus’ resurrected body, Eikons’ resurrected bodies will be recognizable.
Jesus’ disciples saw and touched him. Their bodies will be incorruptible -- no longer
subject to death or decay. They will be powerful and strong -- no longer confined to
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dimensions of time or space. They will no longer be slaves to sin or the tyranny of Satan.
Eikons’ bodies will be perfectly suited for the habitat of New Creation. One can only
imagine the ramifications of inhabiting a body that is not hindered by evil, decay, or
perhaps even laws of physics. Jesus appeared suddenly and walked through walls. 57
Might this be possible for resurrected Eikons as well? Will there be a need for external
modes of transportation?
Eikons’ bodies will be ongoing because they will be immortal. As Wright
describes them, they “will have passed beyond death not just in the temporal sense (that it
happens to have gone through a particular moment and event) but also in the ontological
sense of no longer being subject to sickness, injury, decay, and death itself.” 58 All that
previously would destroy a body is no longer present. What might the ramifications of
this future reality be for the medical industry?
The ongoing R3AL HOPE of Eikons is physical. Our bodies will be like Jesus’
body: resurrected and restored. In the Gospels, there is clear evidence that Jesus is
physically resurrected and restored. There is no body in his tomb. When Jesus appears to
his disciples, he shows them his hands, side and scars. He breaks bread at a meal with the
disciples. He cooks fish on the lakeside. 59 Jesus is physically raised. His body matters.
We also see Jesus, throughout the Gospels, healing people’s bodies. And every
time he did it was an in-breaking of his future kingdom. Every time he healed he
provided a glimpse of what life will be like when he finally returns bringing heaven with
him. Our bodies matter to Jesus. Paul tells us that in the New Creation our bodies will be
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different, just as Jesus’ resurrection body was different. 60 Our hope is not the immortality
of the soul -- that’s Greek philosophy. Our R3AL hope is in Jesus we can be resurrected
from the dead. Mint condition, restored bodies await Jesus’ followers.
Eikons will not be disembodied spirits floating in space. The God who made us
“very good” will resurrect and restore our physical bodies when Jesus returns. Our bodies
will be healed and fully functioning. There will be no more weeping, hurting, pain,
sickness or longing. No car accidents or cancer or MS or Alzheimer’s. It is entirely
possible that as Jesus had scars, we will still have scars. They won’t hurt, but they will be
physical reminders of God’s grace and mercy to have reached down to rescue, redeem,
and restore us once again to the very good state for which we were designed as his image
bearers.
And, like Jesus’ resurrected body, our bodies will be recognizable. Our bodies
will be inescapably normal. We will look the same. Jesus’ resurrected body was mistaken
for a gardener. 61 Though Eikons’ bodies will be resurrected, we will still be ourselves.
We will eat, drink, walk, touch and be touched just as Jesus’ followers ate, drank, walked
and touched him. Of course, Jesus went through locked doors. We’ll have to wait to
discover what this means for us. There may be no need since nothing will be locked in
the garden city -- the gates will always be open as healing flows from the city to the rest
of Creation. We will be recognizable too. At what age, who knows? Our friends and
loved ones will recognize us and we them as well. Jesus’ disciples saw and knew who he
was. We will know one another. It will be an incredible reunion. Only this time there will
not be a hint of guilt or shame. We will finally and fully be who God made us to be.
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This promise of physically resurrected and restored bodies is cause for more than
a wishful, longing sigh. Knowing we will have physically resurrected and restored bodies
when Jesus returns means that God is concerned with our bodies right now. If God is
concerned with our bodies, then so should we. This is why we are to care for those in
physical need with food, clothing and medical attention. This is why we should be
advocates of justice for the poor, oppressed and marginalized. To do so aligns with Jesus’
Luke 4 mission of freedom, healing and restoration. 62 God’s concern for our bodies is
reason to care, pray for and be instruments of Jesus’ healing power. Knowing what
awaits, we should not shy away from praying for physical healing.
My family came to know Jesus as a direct result of a miraculous healing. Instead
of having an amputated leg, my youngest brother was miraculously healed. Even the
doctors didn’t charge a dime for 6 weeks of treatment and 5 surgeries because they said
they didn’t do anything. I’ve seen God heal cancer. I was prayed for 30 years ago for
chronic weekly migraines and have not had one since. I have seen God heal broken
bones, tumors and holes in hearts. My oldest son was born with a hole in his heart, and
now he is a college athlete who can seemingly run forever. There is even a 5-year-old
boy who runs around our church every week who was brought back from the dead a few
years ago. He was found face down in a pond, not breathing for over 30 minutes. Now,
he’s a normal little boy. Doctors said that was impossible. Healing is God’s future
kingdom breaking into our everyday sin-scarred world.
Of course, not everyone gets healed. Jesus did not heal everyone. Not everything
will be put right in the here and now, but we live in hope of the day when God himself
will renew all things and make them right. We anticipate physical resurrection and
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restoration. So we continue to ask God for his kingdom to come with a little resurrection.
When we ask, God at times blesses with a little restoration now. It is a taste of what we’ll
experience for eternity with him in New Creation.

Participatory New Creation
Creation will become New Creation. McDonald describes what God is doing in
New Creation this way, “God isn’t making all new things. He’s making all things new.
He’s taking what we have now and restoring it. Heaven is the completion and the
perfection of it all.” 63 God is going to make everything new. In Jesus’ mission to redeem
and restore Creation, Eikons are the first to be restored. And then, from restored,
harmonious relationship, they will participate with God in restoring the rest of Creation.
God is not starting from scratch. He restores. God invites all Eikons to participate with
him in his ongoing New Creation project. They will join in the renewal, fixing and recreation as heaven and earth become one. It will not be boring. Every day there will be
something new into which we can pour our energy and creativity. This will be possible
because we will be animated by the Holy Spirit -- joining God in what he is doing.
Gregory of Nyssa observes, “The state of perfection is one of unlimited
progress.” 64 This progress is a result of re-creation that becomes possible when, in perfect
relationship, restored Eikons fully participate in their intended responsibilities of caring,
blessing and enhancing with an eye toward the “renewal of the whole world.” 65 These re-
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creation activities are expressions of worship to God. They will worship as their eyes and
ears are finally fully attuned to God himself.
Re-Creation
Eikons participate as royal representatives who re-create the world with God as
they bless, care for and enhance God’s cosmic temple. They bless. Much like Aragon, in
Lord of the Rings, going from place to place blessing those who were faithful by
honoring them with gifts of gratitude after the defeat of Sauron, we will join God in
blessing God’s faithful ones. 66 We will bless both God and one another. We will fulfill
the promise to Abraham and his descendents of being a blessing to all nations. 67 As
forgiven, loved and restored prodigal sons and daughters we will proclaim God’s
greatness and renewed favor over all creation. As God’s love and favor is spoken over his
Creation they blossom. Just as children light up and grow in confidence when they are
secure in the love and favor of their earthly fathers, we will blossom as we are finally at
home in the love and favor of our heavenly Father.
Eikons care for and enhance their world as well. They do so by joining God in recreating beauty, justice and goodness. Just as a father takes delight in his child joining
him to fix their dilapidated tree house, so God the Father takes delight in his children
joining him in the restoration and re-creation of what is and what can be. This is the
quintessential R3AL life in action. Eikons experience Abundant Life as they, from fully
restored relationship, fulfill their responsibilities to God, each other and the rest of
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Creation. David McDonald offers this helpful visual to assist the imagination’s embrace
of restored responsibilities. 68

How then can Eikons participate? Let’s examine the final scene of Scripture that
serves as a gateway into New Creation. In Revelation 22, John describes this city
overflowing with justice, beauty and goodness. The Genesis 3 curse of toil, pain, sweat,
sin and death is lifted. There is no night. The gates are always open. All nations are
welcomed. 69 It is a world of perfect peace. What is right always prevails. It is a world of
infinite beauty and wonder. It appears to be a perfect cube filled with jewels, streets like
gold and water pure like crystal. 70 Everything is pristine. It is an awe-inspiring sight.
At the sight of New Creation, one’s overwhelming response is to fall to their
knees in worship. And at the city center is God in all of his glory as his healing goodness
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flows in the river of life down the center of the main street. 71 The river produces fresh
crops, nourishes the tree of life that is now fully accessible to all inhabitants of the garden
city. This city will be the staging area for re-creation. And its inhabitants will be God’s
instruments of justice, beauty and goodness. They will join God in his mission of recreation as they reign as kings and priests in his restored kingdom and temple. They
won’t be stuck in some perpetual worship service or left in isolation on some cloud with a
harp they must learn to play. They will have work to do together. And that work will feel
like play. They will be caring for and restoring New Creation… and maybe even creating
new things with God that go beyond our wildest imaginations.
New Creation will be participatory. Eikons will be building, planning, designing,
dreaming, cultivating, organizing and bringing order. They will experience the joy of
reordering chaos. For those, like my wife who thrive on cleaning closets, there will be
ongoing, rewarding reclamation projects. Everyone will be an HGTV star. God is a God
of order and we will rejoice in helping him put things in their rightful places. Eikons will
also be perpetually engaged in encouraging, enhancing, renewing, fixing and preparing.
Refinishing, restoring and artisan-ing -- through music, dance, culinary arts, sculpting,
painting, writing, story-telling and such -- awaits restored Eikons. They will be conduits
of God’s desire for his universe as his hands and feet in unending acts of re-creative
justice, beauty and goodness. Eikons will join God in fixing what is broken, bringing
healing and setting things right.
Even now, Eikons are in the re-creation business. Just as in New Creation, we can
join God in solving problems and mysteries. It’s not that he is stumped -- God simply
loves inviting his children to join him in projects he can do more effectively and
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efficiently himself. He created men and women to be with him, so he invites them to join
in what he is doing right now. God is much more concerned that they simply join him
than that a project is completed quickly. Eikons are invited to join God in re-creating
justice, beauty and goodness -- to play with God -- right here and right now.
We can join God in re-creating justice today. As we explored in chapter 4, when
we use the word justice we need to be careful to engage in God’s brand of justice. God’s
justice always has an eye toward restoration. With God, justice is not punishment or
retribution. Justice is always making things right -- just as God wants them to be. God’s
justice always restores. Which means our response to sin, brokenness and what is just
plain wrong in our world is not to punish, ignore or discard, but to join God in making it
right. All around us every day there are wrongs that need righting, brokenness that needs
repair, chasms that need bridging, and sin that needs forgiveness. As followers of Jesus,
we are in the setting things right business. We are called to name and confront injustice in
our world. We are called to be conduits of God’s mercy and grace operating in his
authority and power.
Then there is re-creating beauty. The second law of thermodynamics is still
operational. All around, things are falling apart. Order is devolving into chaos. Yet God
has always been and will continue to be in the bringing beauty out of ashes and order out
of chaos business. He invites his Eikons to reflect his beauty to their decaying world.
Sometimes this is accomplished by creative expressions of music, dance, story or visual
arts. Or perhaps a photograph, sculpture, an image that inspires awe or simply a good
laugh infuses life with beauty. Maybe it’s performing or appreciating some athletic feat
or helping someone get into better physical shape. Beauty can be re-created in an
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encouraging word, a helping hand, an unexpected gift or a genuine thank you. Maybe recreating beauty involves organizing a closet or bringing order to a work place. Beauty is
restored by being intentional to conserve, care for and cultivate God’s Creation. This
happens as we weed a garden, recycle, or simply clean up a mess. Fulfilling these
responsibilities now brings joy to both God and the one partnering with him. Re-creating
beauty is what Eikons are made and destined to do.
God also creates Eikons to make positive contributions to their world by adding a
dose of his goodness. As they do, they reflect the goodness of God. This is the job of
Eikons, to reflect God. Tom Wright describes it this way: “Human beings are designed to
reflect God into God's world, an angled mirror - reflecting God and reflecting worship
back to God, put into garden to look after it.” 72 Maybe it’s in helping a neighbor or
building up when everyone else seems bent on tearing down or being generous with
material possessions or not keeping relational score. God’s goodness is re-created by
being instruments of physical, emotional and relational healing. Re-creating goodness
could be just as simple as bringing a smile to someone’s face or warming a heart.
My daughter, Alyssa, is a pastry chef. Her desire to join God in bringing goodness
to our world was her motivation to go to The French Pastry School. She was halfway
through her freshman year at a traditional university when my wife innocently asked,
“What do you want to do when you graduate?” Alyssa didn’t have a very clear answer,
which is not a big deal. But this bothered her. A few weeks later she called home with the
results of a covert research mission she had undertaken to discover what she would love
to do and why. Her conclusion: “I want to make desserts that make people happy. I like
baking. I plan on traveling a lot and/or living in a bunch of different places and I want to
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be able to do what I love no matter where I live. Plus, desserts are recession proof” she
added. “People may not always be able to afford a new car, but they can get a cupcake.”
She even had the stats to back her claim. “I want to bring smiles to people’s faces. Who
isn’t happy to have a cookie?” That is re-creating goodness in a life of play with God.
Dallas Willard so aptly observes: “In heaven, you’re going to be right up against
God, constantly, forever. You have to be ready for that. People who don’t like God
enough to seek Him and spend time with Him here are very likely to find heaven utterly
agonizing.” 73 If life both in the garden and the garden city of New Creation are ongoing
24/7 life with God, we would do well to begin embracing our restored re-creation
responsibilities now. Embracing our past and future vocations are an onramp to life with
God right now. When we play with God by joining him in re-creating justice, beauty and
goodness it ultimately leads to worship.
Spirit Animated Worship
N.T. Wright frames this participatory re-creation as “worship and stewardship
generating justice and beauty; these are the primary vocations of God’s redeemed
people.” 74 They will worship as their eyes and ears are fully attuned to God himself. As
he reveals who he is and what he is doing, they respond. The result of all participation in
New Creation is worship. Worship is simply our response to God. 75 Worship goes
beyond singing God’s praises with the angels. 76 Our responsibility to worship is more.
We worship God by joining with him to re-create justice, beauty and goodness in our
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world today. The more we open ourselves to playing with God in this life, the more
God’s glory will shine through us. In New Creation, flourishing is R3AL as everyone
participates in re-creation.
This participation in re-creation is possible because Eikons also experience a
much greater reality in New Creation. They experience the reality that there is no such
thing as a spiritual life apart from a physical life. They are one and the same. At their core
the physical resurrected and restored bodies of Eikons will be spiritual. Eikons’ bodies
will be what Paul describes as spiritual 77 or animated by the Holy Spirit. Paul boldly
proclaims: “Just as we are now like the earthly man, we will someday be like the
heavenly man.” 78 Hoekema suggests that Eikons “will be totally, not just partially,
dominated and directed by the Holy Spirit.” 79 Thiselton observes, “In biblical writings
the adjective spiritual nearly always denotes the quality of being animated, led and
sanctified by the Holy Spirit… this suggests how believers might be without sin in the
post-resurrection state, and also choose freely to be so, and underlines the dynamic,
progressive character of the post-resurrection state.” 80 The essence of the resurrected and
restored body of Eikons is that they are indeed spiritual. 81
There is no dichotomy between physical and spiritual. All of life is spiritual. In
New Creation, Eikons will be fully animated, led and sanctified by the Holy Spirit. In our
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resurrection bodies, we will constantly be led by the Spirit of God. Christ’s kingdom and
righteousness will be the source for all we do and say. This restored, unencumbered
relationship will empower us for full participation in what God is doing. No longer will
we struggle to discern and align with Jesus’ will. In the New Creation, the Spirit’s voice,
power and leading will be unhindered, unchallenged. No more knowing what to do and
not doing it. No knowing what not to do and doing it anyway as Paul laments in Romans
7. What Eikons do and what God desires will be one and the same. Eikons will be fit for
heaven. They will once again be God’s people fully equipped to inhabit the place he
created for them to be with him and one another.
Eikons will once again, and finally, be who they were created to be. Men and
women in Christ will be animated by the presence and power of God. Thiselton primes
the imagination further, “The post-resurrection mode of being will be ongoing, moving
ahead, dynamic, and on-the-move. It will be more like a flowing stream or river than a
lake or a canal. We cannot dream of what the Holy Spirit will yet do, in us and through
us, in the mode of existence characterized by the Holy Spirit of Christ.” 82 In a sin torn
world this type of Spirit guidance and animation is difficult to imagine, yet this is what
awaits God’s Eikons -- a life of participation with God. It will be a Spirit animated life of
worship as we perpetually are renewed by living in response to what God says and does.
All of life is spiritual.
Since the physical and spiritual are one and the same, what one does physically
has a direct impact on their capacity to participate in what God is doing in and around
them. No one can abuse their body with alcohol, medications, nicotine, caffeine, lack of
rest or even Krispy Kremes and think that the Holy Spirit will develop in them self82
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control and goodness. No one can seek unbridled pleasure in illegitimate ways and expect
to grow in faithfulness, love, peace, patience or true joy. What we do, or don’t do,
physically directly affects who we become. It is poor stewardship and an affront to God
to abuse the bodies he created. It is erroneous to think, “Oh well, God will fix it later. It
doesn’t really matter now.” God wants us to experience his kingdom breaking into our
lives today in natural -- taking care of the body he has given us -- and supernatural -healing and restoring what is broken-- ways. This is how we participate with him now.
This is a foretaste of what we will experience fully in New Creation.
This inseparable connection between the physical and spiritual is why regular
participation in spiritual practices like prayer, worship, fasting, solitude, Bible
memorization and meditation, confession, community, celebration, generosity or silence
are so formational. N.T. Wright suggests it is through these practices that our character is
formed in such a way as to be at home in New Creation. He writes, “Character is
transformed by three things. First, you have to aim at the right goal. Second, you have to
figure out the steps you need to take to get to that goal. Third, those steps have to become
habitual, a matter or second nature.” 83 Through physical practices, we are trained to be at
home when heaven and earth become one. Spiritual practices are not to impress God.
Physical spiritual practices train Eikons to be with Jesus. Wright likens engaging in
spiritual practices to developing a muscle. “Character is a slowly forming thing…. The
person has to choose, again and again, to develop the moral; muscles and skills which
will shape and form fully flourishing character.” 84 Physical spiritual practices train
Eikons to pay attention and participate in what the Spirit is doing. God wants us to
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physically be at home when heaven and earth become one. We must prepare to
participate in Spirit animated worship.
What, then, does this promise of participating in New Creation with ongoing
resurrected, restored and Spirit animated physical bodies mean for us now? First, it
provides hope. Life will not always be like this. It won’t always be a struggle. McDonald
puts it this way, “Much like all of the other promises and future eschatological hopes, the
promise of a new creation inspires hope. The human project of bringing wise order to the
garden is not yet complete. We are called now to redeem creation and bring forth bits of
new creation.” 85
Secondly, the hope of resurrected, restored and Spirit animated physical bodies
gives meaning to the little victories experienced now. If R3AL bodies await us, if that is
the telos, then for those in Christ, a R3AL life empowered by the Holy Spirit is possible
today. A floundering life experienced in a body whose desires and appetites often lead
away from Christ and his kingdom is not the only option. We can flourish with R3AL life
now as we pay attention and participate in God’s kingdom. We can experience the future
reality of his kingdom in part now. McDonald once again stokes our imaginations,
We can take great confidence from the fact that our present, corruptible bodies
will be replaced with something better in the future. In real life that means we’ll
never run out of energy for doing the things we enjoy; we’ll never have to call it
quits and take a rest, watching frustrated from the sidelines while others do what
we desire to do and often used to be able to do. This means we’ll enjoy life more,
just as we’ll enjoy a greater variety in life. The promise of our new bodies often
fails to communicate just how great those new bodies will be. But imagine how
great life would be now if you had a body that could move at the speed of
thought, never tire or get sick, radiate with both an inner and outer beauty, and
never get old. Think about it: you’d be around forever to enjoy your kids, and
those you’ve previously lost would be returned to you in such a state that you
could not only do everything you used to do with them, but you could now do
anything you imaginable. That’s a good promise – the pleasures of Twilight with
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the innocence of Peter Pan. 86
As Paul exhorts, “So, my dear brothers and sisters, be strong and immovable.
Always work enthusiastically for the Lord, for you know that nothing you do for the Lord
is ever useless.” 87 In this life, as Eikons walk with Jesus no matter what or where, engage
in practices that train for what lies ahead, invite the supernatural to break into their
natural realm and pray for the kingdom to come on earth as it already is in heaven, they
experience tastes of the R3AL telos of Eikons in New Creation. And with each R3AL
taste, they realize that this life is not in vain. A R3AL future awaits where we will be
physically and spiritually restored and in lock step with the Spirit.

Euphoric New Creation
New Creation will be harmonious, ongoing, participatory and euphoric. New
Creation will not be a place we can hardly fathom. It will be the place where deep human
longing becomes reality. We long for something familiar yet beyond our reach. Much
like getting a new car, we can get excited because we know what a car is. We have a
good idea what to expect. We can get excited about what is to come in the new heavens
and new earth because we know what the old earth is. The good news for those who
follow Jesus is that New Creation will be a far better version of present Creation.
Party Time
There will be familiar elements. It’s a city. A city bustles with industry and
creativity by day and exciting nightlife. As Anthony Campolo proclaims, “The Kingdom
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of God is a party!” 88 There will be eating, drinking, music, people-watching and glorious
ways of being entertained. There will be animals, water, trees and fruits to enjoy. There
will be gates to enter – though unlocked -- and streets, people to enjoy, things to do,
places to see. Scripture never speaks of sprouting wings while floating on a cloud with a
harp. And it certainly gives no impression of impending boredom or malaise. Michael
Wittmer suggests we imagine the New Creation this way: “Whatever properly belongs to
creation will be restored, while whatever is a product of the fall will be removed.” 89 If it
remains it belongs. And if it belongs, then it will produce love, peace and joy. For this
city and all it contains is not only God’s gift but his dwelling place. God is a God of love,
peace and joy. Love, peace and joy are necessary ingredients for euphoria.
This euphoric city is possible because whatever properly belongs to Creation will
be restored, while whatever is a product of the Fall will be removed. The sin and
suffering of this present age will have no place in New Creation. The ontological good of
Creation will remain while the ethical evils will be removed. God’s intent is to restore his
people so they are once again fit to inhabit his presence and power in a New Creation
unencumbered by evil and sin. He is not obliterating the old. God is making the old new.
Heaven comes to earth. And when the heavens and earth meld together the result is not
another garden. The result is a euphoric garden city that has sprung and expanded from
the garden. A new Eden is inaugurated. Wright imagines,
All the elements of the garden are still there, but enshrined and enhanced within
and around the city. We know in our bones that we were made for both, though
the romantic idyll of the countryside on the one hand and the developer’s dream
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of the city on the other hand both routinely fail to hit the mark. The new creation,
drawing the double vision together, transforms and heals both. As heaven and
earth come together, as the bride and the lamb come together – both of them signs
that the dualities of Genesis are at last united, as was always intended – so the
garden and the city come together as well. 90
Eikons were made for this city. Is it any wonder that one of their first acts, after
being evicted from the garden, was to build a city? 91 And later they are scattered for their
attempts to build a tower to the heavens in their city designed to honor only themselves. 92
Eikons were created in a garden and ever since have been longing for a city. As Scot
McKnight describes this ideal city, “The garden is not the ideal condition. The ideal
condition is a flourishing, vibrant, culture-creating, God-honoring, Jesus-centered city.” 93
This city is the New Jerusalem, the capital of New Creation. 94 It is perfect. And as such,
it is ripe for its inhabitants to experience unbridled love, peace and joy.
New Jerusalem becomes what Ellul calls “the world of life, the newest and
freshest city possible.” 95 C. S. Lewis muses, “Heaven is a City and a Body, because the
blessed remain eternally different: a society, because each has something to tell all the
others -- fresh and ever fresh news of the ‘My God’ whom each finds in Him whom all
praise as ‘Our God.’” 96 In fact, this city will be so inviting that God himself will choose
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to live there. For at the heart of the city is God’s presence. 97 There is no temple in this
city because the city is the temple: the dwelling place of God. 98 Ellul says, “In the new
city his presence will be constant. Our communion with him will be uninterrupted.” 99
The reason Eikons ultimately experience euphoria is because, as it turns out, Eikons don’t
find God in heaven, they find heaven in God.
With God as its centerpiece, scripture goes into elaborate detail of the dimensions,
raw material and construction of this city. Gordon Fee notes, “The ultimate imagery of a
city whose splendor is designed to appeal to one’s imagination. Its dimensions taken
literally exceed all human possibilities or expectations; and its construction of gold,
pearls, and other precious stones is designed to excite the imagination.” 100 Even the
descriptions of the architecture of the heavenly city elicit euphoria. The heavenly city is
described as a perfect cube reminiscent of the holy of holies. 101 McDonald asserts:
In the end, all Creation functions as God’s sanctuary. Everything is expropriated
for worship. Everything finds its fulfillment in God, with God, and before God.
Which is to say that everything fits. There’s room for everybody. Everything, and
everyone, has a place. Everything belongs. Which is good news, for the misfit
toys of the world. Good news: God has a place for you. Good news: God has been
waiting for you. Good news: God’s plans for the future of the world include
you. 102
Peterson goes on to describe the extreme makeover of the city,
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The biblical heaven is not a nice environment far removed from the stress of hard
city life. It is the invasion of the city by the City. We enter heaven not by escaping
what we don’t like, but by the sanctification of the place in which God has placed
us. There is not so much as a hint of escapism in St. John’s heaven. This is not a
long (eternal) weekend away from the responsibilities of employment and
citizenship, but the intensification and healing of them. Heaven is formed out of
dirty streets and murderous alleys, adulterous bedrooms and corrupt courts,
hypocritical synagogues and commercialized churches, thieving tax-collectors and
traitorous disciples: a city, but now a holy city. 103
Eikons are invited to stoke their imaginations of a euphoric existence in a city
bustling with life and activity as every nation come to worship and pay homage to the
King of all Creation. And not only do they come to worship; they come to be healed as
the River of Life 104 flows from the city center. God himself “will wipe every tear from
their eyes, and there will be no more death or sorrow or crying or pain. All these things
are gone forever.” 105 It will be a city of uninterrupted shalom whose gates remain open 106
and “the wolf and the lamb will feed together. The lion will eat hay like a cow.” 107
It will be a city of feasting and pure pleasures. “God will throw a feast for all the
people of the world, a feast of the finest foods, a feast with vintage wines, a feast of seven
courses, a feast lavish with gourmet desserts.” 108 Notice the menu? Fat things: a feast of
gourmet dishes, seven courses. There isn't going to be any Lean Cuisine in this city. No
low fat, high fiber, salt free, sugar free, taste free tofu will be at God's banquet. This city
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will be the stage of an ongoing party where there is no more darkness. 109 This city is no
static, far away wildlife sanctuary or monastery, rather it is alive and dynamic, the
Creation project resumed… a city as it should be. It will be as Wright describes, “full of
beauty, power, delight, tenderness, and glory.” 110
Glory
Glory will be the crown jewel of this city. Anthony Thiselton suggests, “the glory
that awaits us is the presence of God.” 111 Glory connotes what Thiselton describes as a
“weightiness or gravitas… an impressiveness.” 112 And the ultimate expression of God’s
glory is the centerpiece of is original Creation: Eikons. In the New Creation, Eikons will
be all that they were intended to be. They will a people completely at home in God’s
presence and power. They will fully resume their original responsibilities to bless, care
for and enhance their world with no opposition. This is possible because, as Wright
suggests, they are “set in glorious authority over the world.” 113 As C.S. Lewis observes,
“when human souls have become as perfect in voluntary obedience as the inanimate
creation is in its lifeless obedience, then they will put on its glory, or rather that greater
glory of which Nature is only the first sketch.” 114
The glory of New Creation is that God’s brand of justice is finally served. It is
euphoric because everything is finally made right. Creation is as it should be with God on
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his throne and Eikons, because of Jesus Christ, are who they were made to be. Wright
notes, “Glory is an active quality. It is the glorious human rule through which the world is
brought to its intended flourishing state, and through which humans themselves come to
their own intended flourishing.” 115 And this glory will finally be reality as Eikons’ eyes
are opened and knowledge made complete. 116
What this means for Eikons today is that if glory awaits us then a measure of
glory is available now in Christ Jesus. McDonald describes his experience of glory:
We can experience the presence of God today. We can be filled with God’s Spirit
and experience God’s presence. I have seen the glory of God cover whole crowds of
people as they slip down to the floor in blissful splendor. I have sat in my chair
praying and worshipping when the presence of God has come to me with gentleness
and grace. I have been unable to stand when God has saturated me with his love and
ignited my heart with fire. Is it any wonder that the elders in The Revelation are
always falling down in worship in God’s presence? Truly, I say to you, when God’s
glory covers the earth, we are graced to survive the weight of His presence. 117
This heavenly garden city speaks of the euphoria that is but a part of
eschatological telos to which Eikons are to align their imaginations. Their restored habitat
-- the garden they are to bless, care for and enhance -- blossoms into a city. They live
once again, unopposed by evil or sin, under the authority and in the presence and power
of their Creator. They experience R3AL HOPE.
Where, then, are Eikons headed? According to scripture, Eikons are headed
toward a glorious physical existence in New Creation. They will inhabit a city that
blossoms from the seed of a garden. It blossoms from the same garden that was God’s
original cosmic temple. They will experience restored relationship as they resume
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walking and talking with God. Full access to his presence and power everyday will be
normal. In this city, Eikons will worship, bless, care for and enhance under God’s
authority once again. Their responsibilities will be fully restored as well. Their work will
once again become play. It will be a city of perfect shalom, pure pleasures, feasts, joy,
glory, exponential expansion, perfectly restored relationships with God, one another,
themselves and the rest of Creation.
Most of all, New Creation will be marked by love, joy and peace. For the God
who is love 118 will be the center of the city. Yet, in New Creation, there will no longer be
a need for hope, for the R3AL HOPE of Eikons will be fulfilled once and for all. No
wonder John concludes Revelation with “Amen! Come quickly Lord Jesus!” 119
It is to this vision of R3AL HOPE that Eikons must align their hopes, imaginations
and dreams of the future, lest they live scattered, scarce, fearful lives while hanging on
for heaven. As Eugene Peterson so aptly states, “Heaven is not an extension of human
cupidity upwards but an invasion of God’s rule and presence downwards. Heaven in the
vision remember, descends. The consequence is that ‘the dwelling of God is with men.’ If
we don’t want God, or don’t want him very near, we can hardly be expected to be very
interested in heaven.” 120
Eikons are not created for lives of fear and scarcity, hiding and blaming, nor
floundering as they miserably long for escape. They are created for purpose, enthusiasm,
fullness and flourishing that spring from living in God’s presence and power in this life
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and the life to come. They were created for relationships and responsibility. And in Jesus
they can begin being restored in this life. Eikons were created for R3AL life. And the
good news is, because of Christ’s death, resurrection, ascension and the advent of the
Holy Spirit at Pentecost, Eikons do not have to wait for the full arrival of God’s New
Creation to begin living in R3AL HOPE. This life is available, in part now and fully when
Christ returns, as they walk in the Spirit’s presence and power. “The Spirit and the bride
say, ‘Come.’ Let anyone who hears this say, ‘Come.’ Let anyone who is thirsty come. Let
anyone who desires drink freely from the water of life.” 121
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
As we come to the end of our journey to define the R3AL HOPE of Eikons, let’s
revisit my friend Randy. The Randy I knew 15 years ago was a positive, successful
businessman. The man I was sitting beside today was anything but positive. Randy, in his
own words, was desperately longing for Jesus to get him “out of this hell hole.” As we sat
in the twentieth row behind home plate at Safeco Field, King Felix approaching double
digit strikeouts became background noise. Randy poured out his floundering heart. He
was looking for help to devise an exit strategy. Since he asked, I offered. We talked about
the point of life -- telos. We began to flesh out the possibility that God was not asking
him to do something different but to do the job he was doing in a different way. We
dreamed of how his role at this Fortune 50 Company could actually be a platform for
blessing, caring for and enhancing the world around him. His imagination opened to the
possibility that he could actually partner with God in restoring something that was broken
instead of just blowing it up and starting again. He began to see the people with whom he
worked as just that – people. They were not obstacles to his success, pawns to manage,
nor tools to ply his trade. They were men and women made in the image of God – Eikons.
We talked about finding a faith community where he could once again know and be
known in deep relationship. That day the lights came on for Randy. He began to see
himself, first and foremost, as a forgiven and loved son of the God of the universe
authorized as his royal representative to bless, care for, enhance and restore his world.
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I don’t recall who won the game that day, but I’ll never forget the hope in my
friend’s voice as went our separate ways outside the home plate gate. We’ve stayed in
touch. While his circumstances at work have not dramatically reversed in the past three
months, his outlook has. Randy has begun to experience R3AL HOPE in his current
reality. His relationships are more meaningful and rewarding. There is purpose beyond
the bottom line that he gives himself to each day. Broken things are slowly but surely
being restored. Randy is embracing his identity as an Eikon – reflecting who God is to the
world in which he lives. He is no longer looking for escape. Instead, he is rolling up his
sleeves and contributing in new ways. He has morphed from floundering to flourishing.
And it started with recalibrating his telos.
Randy is not alone. Phyllis, the 86-year-old woman, in a rehab center counting the
days until she can escape to heaven has a new lease on life. We’ve visited several times
since she was first admitted. Every visit she queries me about this work on R3AL HOPE.
This past week, there was a noticeable difference in her demeanor. She was engaged. She
was an agent of blessing to those around her, especially those caring for her. She was
making plans to return home. She had something to live for now that was a taste of what
she’ll experience in New Creation. Nancy, the fear filled holy huddle woman, is
beginning to experience R3AL HOPE. She is starting to let down her guard and let others
into her circle. Fear is not her fuel. She is discovering the richness of deep community.
And in community, she is finding strength to step out into the scary world as God’s royal
representative. And Nathan, well his wife did file for divorce a couple weeks ago. By his
own admission, he had it coming. He wouldn’t have wanted to be marred to him either.
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The amazing thing is, in his brokenness, he is now open to being made new. In all the
years I’ve known him, this is the first time I’ve detected an acknowledgment that he
needed fixing. He has a sincere desire to change. He has a vision for his life where it is
more important to be righteous in relationship than right. He is willing to put in the effort
to restore what he, in large part, destroyed. In the midst of despair, he is experiencing
hope.
Jesus offers Abundant Life. Yet far too many of his followers experience life that
is better described as floundering than flourishing. We have discovered that a robust and
sanctified imagination for how God has both created and destined us is the first key to
R3AL life. The Abundant Life that Jesus promises his followers is readily available as
they pursue and participate in relationships and responsibilities that have been restored in
Christ. God created men and women for relationship and responsibility as his beloved
royal representatives in his kingdom and temple called earth. And since the first sin
entered humanity, God has been on a mission to restore men, women and their habitat
into a place fit for them to dwell with God forever. As N. T. Wright proclaims, “Dust we
are, and to dust we shall return… but God can do new things with dust.” 1
Ultimately God showed up in Jesus -- the perfect Eikon and the Second Adam. He
showed Eikons what R3AL life can be. Jesus showed what life in the garden looks like as
it blossoms into the garden city. And by his death and resurrection, Jesus cleared the way
for Eikons to be fully restored to relationship with God, each other and the rest of
Creation. In restored relationship they can then resume their responsibilities, in
cooperation with God, to bless, care for and enhance their world.
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God is on a justice mission to set things right. He is out to restore all things. He
will make all things new. He will not be making all new things. Therefore, the future that
ultimately awaits Eikons when Jesus returns is not fire, brimstone, destruction and
escape. What awaits all followers of Jesus is a flawless future filled with HOPE. Jesus is
returning and bringing heaven with him. Heaven and earth will become one. God’s
Creation project will resume, unhindered and unopposed, as the New Creation project.
And all Eikons will join God in making all things new. While we do not know all New
Creation holds for us, we do know that it will be a world that is Harmonious, Ongoing,
Participatory and Euphoric. It will be a life of R3AL HOPE.
The apostle Paul says, “There is a hope that does not disappoint.” 2 That HOPE is
R3AL. There is a story I’ve heard and repeated several times over the years about a
woman who had been diagnosed with cancer. Since she had just a few months to live, her
doctor told her she should make final arrangements. So she contacted her pastor. She told
him how she wanted her memorial arranged -- which songs to have sung, what scripture
she wanted read, to be buried with her favorite Bible, the message of Jesus’ death and
resurrection told very plainly. And there was one more thing. “I want to be buried with a
fork in my right hand.” The pastor didn’t know what to say. She said, “In all my years
going to church functions, whenever food was involved, my favorite part was when
whoever was cleaning dishes off the table would lean over and say: ‘You can keep your
fork.’ It was my favorite part because I knew that it meant something great was coming
and it wasn’t Jell-O. It was something with substance like cake or pie. I want people to
see me in my casket with a fork in my hand and wonder: ‘What’s with the fork?’ Then I
want you to tell them: ‘Something better is coming. Keep your fork.’” At her memorial
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service people saw the dress she had chosen, the Bible she loved and kept asking the
same question: “What’s with the fork?” The pastor said just what she requested. “Keep
your fork. The best is yet to come.”
Keep your fork. We keep our fork because we have R3AL HOPE. God really is on
a mission to make all things new. We have nothing to fear. There is no need for escape.
The best is yet to come. We await Jesus’ promise to set us and the rest of Creation right.
Restoration, not escape or destruction, is the R3AL HOPE of Eikons. One day we will be
fully and finally be restored. Keep your fork, because while we wait, we get tastes of
R3AL HOPE now as we live with this end

AFTERWORD: R3AL HOPE NOW
How do Eikons experience R3AL life now? To begin, Eikons cannot attain any
sustained semblance of R3AL life in this life or the next on their own. They need help.
This is evidenced by the swath of human history demonstrating that left to themselves,
Eikons break relationships and abdicate responsibilities. On their own, they end up hiding
and blaming in their guilt and shame. On their own, things get worse not better.
This is where Jesus – the second Adam, the fulfillment of Israel, the perfect Eikon
and the epitome of R3AL HOPE – takes center stage. Jesus both showed the way and
cleared the way for R3AL life in this life. When it comes to R3AL life in this life, the
tried-and-true Sunday School answer hits the bull’s eye: Jesus. Our experience of R3AL
life in this life and the next is determined by our cooperation with Jesus.
God desires that every man and woman he creates spend eternity with him in New
Creation. He wants no one to perish apart from him. 1 In the last chapter, as David
McDonald observes, “the nations are welcomed into God’s presence and the gates of
heaven are never closed (21.25). There are gates, and God could close them, but he
doesn’t. Which tells me that everyone is invited, but not everyone can enter.” 2 The R3AL
HOPE of New Creation, like the garden, is designed for those who fit there. As Dallas
Willard describes it, “In heaven, you’re going to be right up against God, constantly,
forever. You have to be ready for that. People who don’t like God enough to seek Him
and spend time with Him here are very likely to find heaven utterly agonizing.” 3
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New Creation, it seems, is designed only for those who can stand a life of R3AL
HOPE. It wouldn’t be fair to force anyone to live in this kingdom of R3AL HOPE under a
King they couldn’t give their hearts to. It wouldn’t make sense. It’s not loving. So, in his
love and mercy, God releases those who do not want a life of R3AL HOPE from his
kingdom to live as they wish. It is really the best that he can do for them. Willard
elaborates, “Hell is God’s best for some people. It’s the best God can do for those who
don’t like Him. The worst would be to make them be with Him. Now that means
separation from God because people in hell want to be away from God, and He lets
them.” 4
Jesus is the only one to have ever fully embodied and experienced this ultimate
this life of R3AL HOPE. And in covenant with Eikons he now confers R3AL life on those
both now and for eternity who entrust their lives and cooperate with him. Jesus is the
only one fit for heaven. He can, therefore, make us fit for heaven. To those who surrender
and follow him, he confers R3AL life. However, conferring R3AL life doesn’t
automatically make it one’s current reality. It takes intentional effort.
Dallas Willard famously said, “Grace is opposed to earning, not to effort.” 5 The
effort involved in experiencing R3AL life now can be summed up in one word:
cooperation. Todd Hunter articulates what the effort involved in experiencing R3AL life
now entails. He says we are created to be “cooperative friends of Jesus, living consistent
lives of creative goodness, for the sake of others, in the power of the Holy Spirit.” 6 It

4

Moon, 17.

5

Dallas Willard, The Great Omission (San Francisco, Harper San Francisco, 2006), 81.

6

Todd Hunter, Christianity Beyond Belief (Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity Press, 2009), 142.
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turns out that this life now offer tastes of the HOPE – harmonious, ongoing, participatory
and euphoric – that awaits us in New Creation.
To experience R3AL life now, then, involves first, surrender to Jesus. In
surrender, he confers his “fitness” for New Creation upon us. Then in relationship with
him we cooperate by joining Jesus in acts of creative goodness for the sake of others in
the power of the Holy Spirit. This sort of life does not just happen. One has to train for it.
It is a life of virtue that can be developed with God’s grace.
The task then for the local church is to cultivate a culture that helps men and
women train for and experience R3AL life. This involves more than simply a book,
sermon series or course. The R3AL life is a way of life. Accessing this way of life
requires information certainly. But it also requires practice. The church can serve as both
the classroom and the lab for Eikons to live a life of R3AL HOPE.
Our church, River Valley Church, has been wrestling with developing a culture of
R3AL HOPE. Our desire is that followers of Jesus embody their relationships and
responsibilities in the power of the Holy Spirit Sunday through Sunday. This is the
culture we are cultivating. To perpetuate this R3AL HOPE culture we have intentionally
focused on five initiatives: Vision, Values, Vocabulary, Vehicles and Valuation. 7
Vision
Our vision is a Sunday-to-Sunday vision. We believe with God’s help we can be a
people who experience R3AL life now. We have borrowed from Todd Hunter to articulate
who we are called to be and what we are called to do in this life. We are created to be
“cooperative friends of Jesus, living consistent lives of creative goodness, for the sake of

7
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others, in the power of the Holy Spirit.” 8 Hence, in terms of the vision we continually
describe and call people to a life that is four-fold. We call them to a life of cooperation
with Jesus each and every day. We want to model Jesus -- the perfect Eikon -- by “doing
what the Father is doing and saying what the Father is saying.” 9 In cooperation with
Jesus, we direct our efforts each day toward Creative Goodness – joining God in recreating beauty, justice and goodness in our own community. We do this for the sake of
others. This is not solely for our benefit, it is that others might experience the R3AL life
we are discovering in cooperation with Jesus. And this sort of life is only possible with
outside help. We rely on the power of the Holy Spirit to guide, reveal and empower us to
do what we could not do on our own. Our desire is that Jesus’ kingdom would come in
Mishawaka as it will be in New Creation. We believe there is no greater pursuit in this
life than a life of R3AL HOPE in Jesus.
Values
As we train for R3AL life, we have identified six values that guide us. We believe
it is just as important how we do what we do as it is to know what we are doing. We want
to embody our restored relationships and responsibilities by being a people of:
The Holy Spirit: We long to be people who are attuned to the whispers of God’s
Spirit. We want to do what the Father is doing as he produces his fruit in us on our
lifelong journey with him.
Grace and Truth: We embrace being people who graciously invite and lovingly
challenge one another to experience R3AL life. We are open to being transformed by the
presence and power of God in his word, through his people and by his Spirit.
8

Hunter, 142.

9

John 5:19-20.
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Creative Goodness: We desire to be people who mirror Jesus’ character and
God’s image in our world. We are committed to being conduits of beauty, justice,
goodness and grace every day.
Simplicity: We want to be people who are committed to reduce and eliminate the
unnecessary distraction, busyness and clutter from our lives. We want to arrange our lives
to participate with Christ in his kingdom.
Peace: We desire to be people who are conduits for God’s mission of rescue,
reconciliation and restoration.
Deep Community: We are committed to doing everyday life together. We will
press beyond surface relationships.
Vocabulary
To help our vision and values stick, we have adopted and adapted specific
language to help us imagine, communicate, guide, celebrate and reproduce who we are.
Two Life Shapes 10 we use to help us talk about relationship and responsibility are:

10
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We use other vocabulary and shapes to help hear what God is saying and discern
how we should respond. Some of our most often used axioms are:
We want to be like Jesus and do what Jesus does.
We are training to be at home in heaven.
Be the hands and feet of Jesus.
Get in on what God is doing.
Pay Attention and Participate.
God is always present and at work.
All of life is spiritual.
We live with God not for God.
There are no Lone Rangers in God’s kingdom.
Live for the sake of others.
We also use shapes that help us think about the rhythms of our lives and how they
can sync with God. We use this visual language to discern how to assemble and develop
teams. The key is to find a vocabulary that is both meaningful and memorable to help
people integrate relationship and responsibility with God into everyday life. Visual
vocabulary, stories and metaphors rooted in the biblical narrative help to stoke
imagination for R3AL life.
Vehicles
Vision, Values and Vocabulary can only get us so far. We need vehicles to deliver
both information and create space for imitation so people can actually learn to live into
relationship and responsibility with God in their everyday lives. Specifically, we use
worship gatherings, social spaces, Home Groups and one-on-one discipleship/mentorship
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to help stoke imagination for relationship and responsibility with God. These
spaces/vehicles constitute our ecosystem for humans to flourish in restored relationship
and responsibility. In our worship gatherings each year, we offer a series oriented around
the concept of R3AL life. This year it is actually called R3AL Life. It will flesh out chapter
2 of this work. Last year we did a series called Covenant and Kingdom. It helped people
see themselves as God does. Every man and woman‘s primary identity is a forgiven and
loved son or daughter of God the Father. And from that covenant relationship they are to
embrace the authority and power God offers to fulfill their restored kingdom
responsibilities in cooperation with Jesus. We design discussion guides for Home
Groups, families or anyone to guide conversations that can lead to a deeper experience of
R3AL life.
We also have a learning community we offer three times each year called Telos.
Telos meets for eleven-week around dinner and conversation. Each week there is
teaching input. The teaching progresses from defining the R3AL target from the biblical
narrative to practices, relationships and experiences that help us take aim at R3AL life
now. After each talk, there is 30-45 minutes of conversation that helps each participant
hear from God and determine a plan for the next week to step further into R3AL life.
We also encourage each home group and family to be on mission. We encourage
our people to look for consistent and intentional ways to cooperate with and bring
restoration to their world. We regularly ask: How can you be conduits of grace, beauty,
justice and goodness? We do this most visibly through The Storehouse – our food
ministry, which partners with neighboring schools, providing school supplies and
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mentors, and in our annual Summer of Service (SOS) initiatives. We celebrate these
stories every chance we get. We believe we become more of what we celebrate.
Valuation
R3AL life is realized as we train and allocate resources in such a way that can be
evaluated. Since living into restored relationships and responsibilities with God is
essential to flourishing, we have recalibrated our metrics for success as well. We are most
concerned that followers of Jesus are:
1.

Learning/ hearing from God clearly.

2.

Being more like Jesus and doing what Jesus does.

3.

Reproducing themselves.

As leaders we have asked that we be held accountable to three questions quarterly:
1. What are you learning? What has God been talking to you about himself
or you?
2. Who is discipling you? Who are you discipling?
3. How are you reproducing yourself and training others to do what you do?
Vision, Values, Vocabulary, Vehicles and Valuation help the people of River
Valley Church experience R3AL life now. To settle for any other telos is to settle for a
scattered, scarce, fearful existence. Eikons were not created for fear and scarcity, hiding
and blaming, longing for escape. They were created for flourishing that springs from
embodying their God-given relationships and responsibilities. And the good news is,
because of Christ’s restorative work, Eikons do not have to wait for New Creation to
flourish. A life filled with R3AL HOPE is available in part now and fully when Christ
returns. In the Spirit’s presence and power, Eikons can rediscover that they are beings in
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relationship and resume their responsibilities to worship, care, bless and enhance. That is
our ultimate R3AL HOPE for this life and the life to come.
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